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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Radio emission from Jupiter was discovered in 1955 at a frequency of 22.2 MHz
(Burke and Franklin, 1955). The radiation was very sporadic in character.
Nowadays this emission is known as the decametric component; it is confined to
frequencies ,< 40 MHz and exhibits a very complex structure in time, frequency
and polarization. The discovery of this emission drew the attention of radio
astronomers to Jupiter and a year later the first detection of Jupiter's decimetric radiation, which is the subject of this thesis, was made at a wavelength
of 3.15 cm (Mayer et al., 1958). In the following two years observations were
made at several wavelengths between 3 and 70 cm; these showed an incredible
increase in the equivalent blackbody disk temperature: from ^ 140 K at 3 cm
to ^ 3000 K at 21 cm and ^ 20,000 - 70,000 K at 70 cm. This lead to the idea
of high energy electrons trapped in a Jovian van Allen belt, which would
produce synchrotron radiation in addition to the emission we receive from
Jupiter's disk. A very well documented historical development of Jupiter's
decimetric radiation has been given by Berge and Gulkis (1976) in their review
paper on "earth-based observations of Jupiter at millimeter to meter wavelengths.
The decimetric radiation consists of two components: the thermal radiation
originating in Jupiter's atmosphere and the non-thermal or synchrotron radiation
emitted by relativistic electrons trapped in Jupiter's radiation belts. The
latter component dominates the spectrum at A > 7 cm; at shorter wavelengths
the thermal emission has a larger contribution. One of the main problems in
studying Jupiter's radio emission is the fact that we cannot separate the two
components without an appropriate model for one of them. Various techniques
to get around this problem have been used until now (see e.g Berge and Gulkis,
1976; Chapters II-IV in this thesis). They all are based upon rather dubious
assumptions concerning either the non-thermal or the thermal emission. In case
one component is much larger than the other one ( > a factor of 20), a rough
guess for the weaker component is i.. general subtracted from the total flux
density (e.g. at A < 1.5-2 cm and A > 50-70 cm). When the flux densities are
comparable in size it is, in general, assumed that the degree of linear polarization P. for the total synchrotron component does not vary with wavelength
Li

and hence both emission components can be defined. The constancy of P

with
Li

wavelength has been established at A > 20 cm where the spectrum of Jupiter's
radio emission is rather flat. However it appears that the flux density decreases
at shorter wavelengths

so perhaps PT changes too. If PT would, for example,
J-i

Li

<|

be 2% smaller at 6 cm than at 21 cm, the derived 6 cm disk temperature would
have to be lowered by ^ 20 K.
For comparison with maps which exhibit some angular resolution, one often tries
to model the non-thermal radiation either by considering concentric equatorial
shells surrounding the planet (i.e. Beard and Luthey, 1973) or by calculating
the radiation expected from a dipolar magnetic field (e.g.Clarke, 1970;
Degioanni, 1974). After convolution with the instrumental response the modelled
maps or stripscans can be compared with the observations. It will be clear that
the error arising in the disk temperature so obtained depends highly upon the
accurateness of the model. For example, as shown in Chapter II, stripscans of
the planet modelled by equatorial radiation shells might result in an error
of up to ^ 60 K for our 21 cm data. Using two-dimensional maps will lower this
error by a factor of perhaps two or three.
Another technique used with high resolution maps is to compare the fractional
linear polarization observed at the center of the disk with a value at some
distance from the planet; at both positions the magnetic field is expected to
vary negligibly across a beam area (and along the line of sight). Because the
fractional polarization of the synchrotron component should be equal,the thermal
contribution per beam at the location of the disk can be determined. However,
to derive the thermal contribution from only one value at the center of the
disk one also needs a model for the brightness distribution of the thermal
emission. A choice e.g. between a uniform disk or one which is limb-darkened
according to the models calculated by Berge and Gulkis (1976; see also below)
gives a variation of ^ 20 K in the disk temperature derived from our 21 cm
data.
Considering the uncertainties which arise in the disk temperature derived from
these various separation techniques, it is clear that we certainly need an
accurate model for one of the contributions. Since the decimetric radiation
data are the only measurements which can give information on the deep layers
of Jupiter's atmosphere, it is, in this respect, highly desirable to develop
an accurate model for the planet's synchrotron radiation. A physically realistic
and consistent model for Jupiter's radiation belts based upon the synchrotron
radiation data will also teach us a lot about the physics of the magnetosphere.
The derivation of such H model has become the main objective of this thesis.
Before, however, showing the basic physical ideas used in this model and its
uniqueness compared to previous models of the synchrotron radiation, a short
summary of our knowledge of the thermal and non-thermal emission at X ,> 2 cm
is given. New contributions by this thesis to the theory of both emission
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components are briefly pointed out.

Thermal emission:
The thermal emission we receive from Jupiter's atmosphere can be related to the
equivalent black body disk temperature, T , by making use of the Rayleigh Jeans
approximation to the Planck function, B = 2kT/A2, where h is the planet's brightness and T the temperature. The observed flux density S = / B dQ = 2kT Q . /A2
D dlsk
where Q,. , is the solid angle subtended by the planetary disk. When S is
normalized to the standard distance of 4.04 AU we can write T

= 0.8846 S A2

Field (1959) has written the. equations of radiative transfer which relate T
to the physical properties of the medium as:
JOG

T n = 2 // T(x)exp(-T/v) dT dp
(*)
u
oo
z
with the optical depth T = /0 N rt(z)dz, where N is the number of absorbing
particles and Ct(z) the absorption coefficient. The symbol ii = tosfj , where G
is the angle a ray makes with the vertical to the atmosphere. Expression

(*)

shows that the brightness temperature is the summed contribution of the radiation emitted at each point along the line of sight, where each component is
attenuated by the atmosphere in front of it. The absorption coefficient ct(z)
is the sum of the coefficients of the various constituents of the atmosphere.
Gulkis (1973) showed that the brightness temperatures at A ,> 0.5 cm ("corrected"
for a non-thermal contribution) agree rather well with model calculations
based upon a convective model atmosphere with solar abundances for all chemical
elements, uniformly distributed in the atmosphere. For waves with A > 1 - 2 cm
ammonia appears to be the main source of opacity. An increase/decrease in its
abundance results in a decrease/increase in the calculated disk temperature at
these wavelengths. Variations in abundances for other chemical elements hardly
influence the calculations in this range. Another aspect one can see in
relation (*) is the fact that the optical depth T/U is much larger near
Jupiter's edge than at its center, so that we expect a relatively lower brightness temperature near the planet's limb, the effect called limb-darkening.
Since T depends on A ,

the limb darkening varies with wavelength. Berge and

Gulkis (1976) show limb-darkening curves at various wavelengths based upon their
convective model atmosphere calculations. The exact curve, of course, depends
on the exact distribution of opacity in the atmosphere. Since neither observational limb-darkening profiles nor accurate thermal disk temperatures at longer
wavelengths existed, the actual ammonia abundance (assuming it is indeed the

main source of opacity in Jupiter's atmosphere) and distribution could not be
defined at depths below i> 180 K. Although we could not subtract accurate
models of the synchrotron radiation from the total intensity data at the time
I wrote the first four chapters in this thesis, the Westerbork data at 6 cm
presented here clearly show the absence of limb-darkening at that wavelength.
That coupled with the rather low "observed" disk temperature at 21 cm have
given us exciting new information about Jupiter's atmosphere. The mean abundance
of ammonia in the atmosphere is proposed to be a factor of three greater than
in the sun and at levels above

%

210 - 220 K it suddenly is strongly depleted

due to condensation and/or dissociation effects.

Non-thermal emission:
It has been well established since the early sixties that Jupiter's non-thermal
emission is emitted by high energy electrons trapped in its magnetic field.
From the sinusoidal variation of the total integrated flux parameters during
a Jovian rotation, Jupiter's field structure has been interpreted to first
order to resemble a dipole field, inclined by ^ 10° with respect to the
rotational axis. Most radiating electrons are expected to be confined to the
magnetic equatorial plane. The observed flux density, S, as a function of
magnetic latitude of the earth, <J> , appears to fall off more slowly at northern
latitudes than at southern when the zenocentric declination of the earth, D ,
is positive; the reverse is true for negative D . Degioanni (1974) has shown
that this effect can be explained by the varying amount of radiation blocked
off by the planet at different configurations in space.
Berge (1965) deduced the northward direction of the field from measurements
of the circular polarization, and derived a fieldstrength in the radiating
region of 0.17 < B < 17 Gauss. Komesaroff et al. (1970) limited this value
from other circular polarization data to 0.4 < B < 1.0 Gauss.
Plots of the position angle of the electric vector, PA, as a function of Jovian
longitude show a deviation from the sinusoidal curve expected for a dipolar
magnetic field. This indicated the existence of higher order moments in the
planet's field.
The first two-dimensional picture of the radiation belts was provided by Berge
(1966), who made a model fit to interferometer data from the Owens Valley telescope at X = 10.4 cm. Since it was only a model fit to data*, the picture did not
show asymmetries; the overall brightness distribution, however, resembles very
nicely all two-dimensional maps observed in later years. In 1967 Branson (1968)
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looked at the planet with the One Mile telescope in Cambridge at X = 21 cm. He
obtained maps at three different rotational aspects, each integrated or smeared
over 1 2 0 - 1 5 0

of the planet's rotation. These maps revealed the existence of

a "hot spot" in the radiation belts near the longitude of the magnetic north
pole, ^T11=

200° (Conway and Stannard, 1972).

Due to the combination of the high resolution and high sensitivity of the
Westerbork telescope and also the ability to map the circularly polarized flux
density, the data presented in the Chapters II - IV of this thesis contain a
lot of new information on the characteristics of the radiation belts. Chapter II
presents the data taken in 1973 at 6, 21 and 50 cm. These data confirm the
existence of the "hot region" in the radiation belts at a longitude of
A

jv 250 - 260 , thus displaced by ^ 60

with respect to Branson's maps.

Estimates of the flux and extent of this region are given. Chapter III shows
two-dimensional maps of the emission at 21 cm in total, linearly polarized,
and circularly polarized flux densities at all rotational aspects, where each
map is smeared or averaged over 15

of Jovian rotation. Again the "hot region"

was detected at XT,,> 250 - 260 . The maps of the circularly polarized flux
density show very large east-west asymmetries in all pictures. Since most of
the radiating electrons are confined to the magnetic equatorial plane and since
the circularly polarized flux density is proportional to the product of the
number density and the field strength of the component directed along the line
of sight, these maps show directly the deviations or warping of the equator and
hence of the multipole character of the field. The 6 cm data described in
Chapter IV show higher resolution maps than any previously made. A kind of
decrease in intensity at the position of Amalthea is visible in the outer part
of the radiation belt due to absorption effects of this moon and the ring.
Also emission regions near Jupiter's poles are detected and qualitatively
explained.
From observations of the total integrated flux density parameters taken irregularly over the past 20 years, various possible time variations have been detected
with time scales of the order of a few days to several months. Whether or not
these are true variations remains to be proven (Berge and Gulkis, 1976). A
variation on a time scale of several years however is established (Klein, 1976;
Hide and Stannard, 1976). A gradual decrease in the flux density from 1961 to
1968 was observed, followed by a sudden decrease of 20 - 30% in 1972, after
which the flux started increasing again. An explanation of this fact has not
yet been found. A sudden change in magnetic field parameters seems unlikely
since the flux densities at 11 and 21 cm decreased by 25 and 35% respectively.
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They should be equal in case of a change in the field (Klein, 1976). The 1973
data presented in Chapter II were taken in a period of minimal flux density
and show an inward displacement of the radiation peaks at that time compared to
the maps of Berge (1966) and Branson (1968); the maps presented in Chapter
III and IV (taken in Dec.1977 and April 1978 respectively) show a slight
increase in the distance between the radiation peaks compared to the 1973
data.
Theoretical calculations to imitate the observed characteristics in Jupiter's
synchrotron radiation, such as the degrees of polarization and the beaming
curves or sinusoidal variation in the total integrated flux parameters as a
function of Jovian longitude, have been carried out by Chang and Davis (1962),
Thorne (1963,1965) Ortwein et al. (1966), Clarke (1970), Degioanni (1974) and
others. In all computations Jupiter's inner magnetosphere was assumed to be
a dipolar magnetic field, in which trapped relativistic electrons would produce
the observed radiation. In early models the emission was calculated from only
one thin shell in the field; later models assumed an electron distribution
more widely spread out in the belts (thick shell computations). Degioanni
introduced different energy and pitch angle distributions depending on Jovian
distance. As a general conclusion from these calculations one can say that they
match the overall beaming characteristics and absolute polarization degrees
of Jupiter's radiation rather well. They of course fail to explain any asymmetries in the beaming curves other than those created by anisotropies in the
pitch angle distribution of the electrons (Roberts and Komesaroff, 1976;
Degioanni, 1974).
It appeared to be a numerically convenient way and consistent with the data
to represent the pitch angle distribution of the electrons by a series of terms:
T, A K
q q

q
sin a
e

,

where the normalizing factors are defined such that
•tr

27T sin a
The symbol a

e

q
sin a

e

da

e

= 1 and

E A

q

=1.

in these equations stands for the pitch angle of the particle.

A best fit to the observed degree of linear polarization, the beaming of the
total intensity, and the variation in the degree of circular polarization with
the magnetic latitude of the earth, <J> , is given by a combination of two terms
with 71% of the electrons in a more or less isotropic-distribution with q = I
and 29% in a flat helix or pancake like distribution with q > 30 (Roberts,1976).
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These electrons are thus strongly confined to the magnetic equatorial plane.
Van Allen et al. (1975) have fitted similar pitch angle distributions to the
Pioneer data at various distances from the planet. They found "v> 30% of the
electrons in a pancake like distribution with q i> 4 - 6 at distances > 4 R.
(R. = Jovian radius). One set of data was obtained near 3 R. and showed some
discrepancy with the other distributions. 70 - 80% of the electrons would be
in the flat helix component with qi> 10 - 20. These data were probably taken
inside the sweeping or absorption region of Amalthea and hence might show a
real discrepancy with the other distributions, as is pointed out in the theoretical part of this thesis. Since the synchrotron emission originates mainly
within 3 R. of Jupiter's center, the latter distribution has to be considered
in a comparison with the radio data. Hence Roberts (1976) concluded that there
is a large discrepancy between both results.
In the second part of this thesis a model for Jupiter's synchrotron radiation
has been developed based upon a multipole magnetic field configuration and
electron distributions based upon energy, pitch angle and spatial coordinates.
Based upon Pioneer observations the high energy electron distributions in the
magnetosphere can be explained in terms of a radial diffusion model (e.g. Goertz
et al. 1979) where the particles are injected into the magnetosphere from the
solar wind or some other source and diffuse radially inwards conserving their
first and second adiabatic invariants. They are driven by fluctuating electric
and/or magnetic fields, which are probably caused by atmospheric turbulence
(Brice and McDonough, 1973). In addition to this model we assume the motion of
the electrons in Jupiter's field to be completely defined by the adiabatic
theory, which enables us to define the spatial distribution of the electrons
in our computations in a physically realistic and consistent way. We further
included synchrotron radiation losses close to the planet and absorption effects
of Amalthea and the ring. The latter effects account for the decrease in
electron density as observed by Pioneer 11 (Fillius, 1976) and a sharpening in
the pitch angle distribution towards a more pancake like distribution. This is
expected here due to the fact that electrons with pitch angles a < 70
larger chance of getting absorbed than those with a > 70

have a

(for details the

reader is referred to Chapter V ) . Due to pitch angle scattering, the distribution
could be spread again towards a more isotropic one, an option which is also
included in the computer program. The difference between this model and the
previously used dipolar models is thus the use of a multipole magnetic field
configuration, the way of defining the particle's spatial and pitch angle
distribution, and the fact that the emission is not calculated in shells
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surrounding the planet, but at each point in the magnetosphere in the direction
of the line of sight. The contributions along the line of sight are then summed
to produce a two-dimensional display of intensity points similar to a high
resolution radio map. One of the results of these calculations .is the fact that
the discrepancy between the pitch angle distributions as inferred from the
Pioneer and radio data as mentioned above, disappears. At distances outside
Amalthea's orbit we use a distribution more or less according to the Pioneer
data; inside this orbit the number of electrons in the flat helix component
is increased considerably and inside the ring we also have (or in fact maintain)
the very sharp pitch angle distribution with q = 40, which then accounts for
the observed degree of circular polarization and the sharp increase in the
intensity of the radiation peaks at the position of the ring. More specific
results from the calculations are given in Chapter V and VI; Chapter VII
contains a summary of these results together with an overview of the still
unsolved problems in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere.
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CHAPTER II. JUPITER'S RADIATION BELTS AND ATMOSPHERE
Imke de Pater and Harry A.C.Dames

Summary. Maps and stripscans of the radio emission
from Jupiter were made during the Pioneer 10 flyby in
December 1973 at wavelengths 6 cm, 21 cm, and 50 cm
using the Westerbork telescope in the Netherlands.
With this instrument the disk of the planet was resolved
at /. 6 and 21 cm. The pictures are averaged over 15°
of Jovian longitude. At 21 cm the stripscans clearly
show the existence of a "'hot region" in the radiation
belts at a longitude /.;;i<i96s.o) = 255 +10 . Its flux is
about 9% of the total non-thermal flux and it has a
volume emissivity enhanced by a factor of ~ 1.6 with
respect to the general radiation belts.
The temperature of the thermal disk at 21 cm appears
to be 290+20 K. This is likely due to a high ammonia
mixing ratio in the atmosphere, a factor of 4 - 5 larger
than the expected solar value of 1.5 10" 4 .
Key words: Jupiter — (non)-thermal emission — hot
region — ammonia mixing ratio

(Smith et al.. 1974) and particle counters (Simpson et
al.. 1974; van Allen et al., 1974) to provide a complete
picture of the magnetosphere of Jupiter at that lime.
2. Observing and Reduction Technique

The properties of the Westerbork telescope and its
operation have been described extensively elsewhere
(Högbom and Brouvv. 1974; Baars and Hooghoudt.
1974; Casse and Müller. 1974; Brouw. 1975). The advantage of using this telescope is the combination of a
high resolution with a high sensitivity (see Table 1).
This allowed us to divide the data into short intervals
and resolve the radiation belts on both sides of the
planetary disk averaged over intervals of 15 of Jovian
rotation. The observing time consisted of several different sessions of individual durations:
6 1 0 M H z ( 5 0 c m ) - 8 x l h (Nov. 3-10. 1973)
1415 MHz (21 c m ) - 3 x 7 h ( D e c . 5-7. 1973)
4995 MHz (6 c m ) - 5 x 7 h + 2 x 5 h (Nov. 20-26. 1973).

1. Introduction

In order to provide a full picture of Jupiter's radiation
belts during the Pioneer 10 flyby in December 1973 we
mapped the overall distributions of their radio emission
at that time using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope in the Netherlands. Observations were made at
all three available frequencies, 610 MHz, 1415 MHz,
and 4995 MHz. Due to the low declination of Jupiter
at that time (— 20'), it was only above the horizon for
7 h per day, and the observations were not as complete
or accurate as desired or indeed as possible with the
instrument. They do however provide a valuable picture of the overall characteristics of the radiation belts
which can be compared with the detailed in situ measurements along the trajectory by the magnetometers
•¥• This project was originally planned by Harry Dames. He guided
the observations as a start for a Ph. D. project, but soon afterwards he
fell fatally ill.
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After the measurements were corrected for known
instrumental and sky effects (van Someren Greve. 1974)
they were calibrated by observations of the sources
listed in Table 2. The adopted fluxes of 3 C 147, assuming
zero polarization for this source, were used to define
the gain of the system at all wavelengths (Wilson and
Weiler, 1976). The other three sources were used as
position calibrators.
The observations at / 50 cm have been corrected for
the Faraday rotation in the Earth's ionosphere using
electron density data obtained from the Dutch meteorological institute in De Bilt. At other frequencies this has
not been done causing a systematic error of 5° or less
in position angle at 21 cm (Weiler and Raimond. 1976)
and less than 1 at 6 cm.
Background sources at 21 cm were subtracted using
the standard reduction, programs. To get rid of these
sources at 50 cm all fields at this wavelength were observed twice, once when the planet was in the center of

Fig. 1. a A Jovian map at 21 cm. constructed from three short observations at /.m = 123 . The horizontal axis is the distance from the center
of the planet in Jovian radii. The contour values in mJy/beam are: 25. 50. 100-1000 (in steps of 100) and similarly for the negative values; these
contours are dotted, b Pattern of the synthesized beam of the map in a. Contour values are 0.05. 0.10, 0.20-1.0 (in steps of 0.20) and even so for
the negative values. These values have been chosen to more or less match a. e The "cleaned" Jovian map from a. The planetary disk and the magnetic
equator are indicated. The same contour values as in a are drawn. The beam area is 4.99 gridpoints; the gridpoinl spacing is 9'.'89 (=0.55 Rt)
in RA and 30''87 in DEC

Table 1. Telescope performance data

Resolution or HPBW in RA1
Field of view*
Sensitivity (mJy/beam)c
'
b

'

|

50 cm
610 MHz

21 cm
1415 MHz

6 cm
4995 MHz

Jovian parameters in Dec. 1973

54"
83'
1.5

22"
36'
1.5

6"
ir
1.6

Disk: 36"
Total extent ~2I5
Mean flux at 21 cm: 200 mJy beam

Resolution in Dec is ijL sin S radians. For the Jupiter observations it was about 3 times as large as the value in RA
Field of view: the primary beam or HPBW of the individual telescopes.
For a 7 h observation

the field and the second time when the planet was already far out of the field of view. This second observation was subtracted from the first to remove the background sources.
At 6 cm gain variations occurred due to weather
and due to instrumental instability. They each could
influence the gain of the data by about 10-12%. Corrections were applied which are believed to be good
to 5%.
To make pictures of Jupiter at particular rotational
aspects we had to remove both the planetary motion
along the sky and the rotational motion of the planet
from our observations. The first motion could be stopped
by moving the phase reference point in the same way
that Jupiter moved along the sky. To get rid of the

rotational motion we cut the observations at 6 and 21 cm
into 25 min pieces which is about 15° in Jovian rotation.
This creates a smearing effect on the data which at the
angular distance of the radiation belts (the main source
of emission at lower frequencies) amount to about 15";
at the planetary surface (the main source of emission at
6 cm), the effect is about 5". The 50 cm data were only
one-hour observations which corresponds to 36° of rotation and gives a smearing of about 36". We expressed
the longitudes belonging to each short observation in
Syst. HI (1965.0) coordinates (as described in Geoph.
Res. Lett. 1977, 4 no 2., p. 65).
Each short observation covers only a very small
segment in the plane of spatial frequencies (henceforth
called the UV plane). Therefore an observation has a
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Table 2. Calibration sources

•

FluxSource

3C147
3C48
3C309.1
NRAO 530

RA

84.68126
23.70761
224.73602
262.55614

SCO
5 20

DEC

49.82858
32.90573
71.86977
-13.04609

6 cm

21 cm

50 cm

8.18
5.80
3.84
6.8

21.57
15.70
8.12
5.7

37.78
28.55
13.51

500

'
The fluxes of 3C48, 3C309.1 and NRAO 530 are mean fluxes,
derived from the flux of 3 C147
70°

resolution mainly in onedirection, along the line through
the source parallel to the projection of the Westerbork
array. At some Jovian longitudes we had more than
one observation, each with a different baseline orientation. These were combined to get better coverage of the
UV plane and hence better resolution in two dimensions.
Because the distance to Jupiter was continuously
changing the total flux received from the planet varied
from day to day. To correct to the standard distance
of 4.04 AU we multiplied the flux in each interferometer
channel by a gain factor /? ejJ /4.04 2 where REJ represents
the distance Earth-Jupiter in AU at the time of the observation. Since the angular size of the planet varied
maps were made of each observation separately. Before
Fourier transforming the data we chose a grid size in
RA and DEC such that the spacing of the intensity
points on all the final maps would be equal when expressed in Jovian radii.
The 21 cm and 6 cm data had grid-point spacings
which were one half and one eigth respectively of the
50 cm spacing. Thus the maps at all frequencies had
between 2 and 2.5 points per half power beam width.
The maps of the short observations were combined after
the Fourier transformation was done which basically
gives the same result as Fourier transforming the combined UV points after the appropriate scaling. In this
way we could make maps at a few Jovian longitudes at
6 cm and 21 cm. At 50 cm the emission of Jupiter could
be resolved only in the right ascension direction. We
therefore made stripscans of the planet at this wavelength and also at 21 cm in order to get as much information as possible from the observations. To obtain
these scans, the datapoints from each short observation
were added such that we got a pure one-dimensional
distribution of the source along the line parallel to the
projection of the Westerbork array.
One of the maps of Jupiter at 21 cm constructed
from three short observations according to the method
described above is shown in Fig. la. Due to the large
unsampled parts of the UV plane the synthesized beam
pattern of the telescope is very "dirty" (see Fig. lb).
We removed these effects with help of the procedure
"CLEAN", a deconvolution technique developed by
Högbom (1974). The maps were restored afterwards
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Fig. 2a—d. Various parameters of the integrated radiation of Jupiter
al 21 cm as functions of the magnetic longitude of Jupiter (in Syst. Ill
1965.0). The north magnetic pole is at 201 . aTotal integrated flux in
Jy. b Position angle of the electric vector measured eastward from
north in the sky. c Degree of linear polarization, d Magnetic latitude
of the Karth with respect to Jupiter

using a Gaussian shaped beam with a half power beam
width of 20.8 which is slightly less (8%) than the synthesized beam width. The result of cleaning the map in
Fig. la is shown in Fig. lc. The negative ridge and the
shape of the outer contours are clearly due to the deviations of the true antenna pattern from the calculated
one. These deviations are somewhat larger than usual
as can be expected at such a low declination where the
quality of the calibrations is always uncertain. Therefore the uncertainty in this map (and all others) is
mainly due to this imperfect beam pattern. The negative
ridge along the east side of Jupiter has a mean depth of
about 35-40 mJy/beam which is the estimated uncertainty in this beam pattern. The system noise is only a
few mJy/beam and the noise in the "cleaned" maps is
20-25 mJy/beam. Adding these quantities quadratically we find a total uncertainty of about 45 mJy/beam
in all the 21 cm maps and stripscans. The uncertainty
in the maps and stripscans of the polarized flux density
is estimated in the same way as being 10-15 mJy/beam,
which gives an error of ~ 3U in the position angles. The jsjj*
instrumental polarization is ~ 0 . 5 % (Weiler, 1973) $
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Fig. 3» and b. Stripscans at 21 cm: each scan is averaged over 15 of Jovian longitude. Indicated are the non-thermal Hux density, polarized flux density and the position angle
of the electric vector. The flux densities are expressed in units of 5 mJy/beam. The beam width has a mean value of 2.30 gridpoints. This width varies by a maximum of 0.4",,
due to the different projected baseline lengths and unequal gridpoint spacings (0.55 R,; see also Sect. 2). The horizontal axis is the distance from the center of the planet in
Jovian radii. In the lower right hand corner of each plot the direction of the magnetic axis is indicated by the approximately vertical line and the direction along which
the stripscan was taken by the approximately horizontal line. Note that the beam indicated should really be a fan beam

Fig. 4. Comparison of Berge's (1966) 10.4 cm scan represented by a
dotted line (he subtracted a thermal disk of 260 K) with two onedimensional distributions from Fig. 3. at /.,,, = 273 and •.,,, = 16X .
The solid upper curves correspond to the total flux with a 236 K disk
subtracted; the lower curves have a 387 K disk subtracted. For more
details, see the text

which is only a few mJy/beam. At 6 cm we have an
additional error in the gain due to the instability of the
system and the weather as was mentioned above. This
error is about 5',,',, which is 60 mJy/beam for the maximum intensity. The noise due to amplitude and phase
errors is 25-30 mJy/beam. The total uncertainty in the
6 cm maps appears to be about 70 mJy/beam.
3. Results
3.1 Integrated Jovian Parameters
Figure 2 shows various parameters of the integrated
Jovian radiation as functions of the magnetic longitude
(Syst. Ill 1965.0), averaged over 15° intervals. At each
longitude the emission is observed with 20 interferometers, pairs of different baselines and the integrated
quantities were calculated directly from the receiver
outputs by extrapolating these values as a function of
baseline length to zero baseline. Fig. 2 shows:
a) Total integrated flux density in Jy referred to
4.04 AU.
b) The position angle of the electric vector measured
eastward from the north on the sky. Because of the rotational pole of Jupiter was inclined from north by
342?7 the mean position angle of the electric vector is
centered around 76?7 rather than around 90".
c) Degree of linear polarization.
d) Magnetic latitude of the Earth with respect to
Jupiter. This latitude, <£m, was calculated according to

the relation (j>„, = DE + ß cos (/. ;// -/. 0 )(Bergeand Gulkis.
1976). DF is the declination of the Earth relative to
Jupiter's rotational equator ( - 0 . 2 9 at this epoch), ß is
the angle between Jupiter's magnetic and rotational axes
taken as 10 and /.„ is the central meridian longitude of
the north magnetic pole taken as 201 (Syst. Ill 1965.0).
The variations with longitude are consistent with the
beaming found by others from the integrated data
(Berge and Gulkis. 1976; Gardner and Whiteoak, 1977:
Neidhöfer et al.. 1977). Moreover the figure shows two
anomalies: 1. a deviation from a sine curve of the posilion angle at longitude larger than 200 . This has already
been found and interpreted by Conway and Stannard
(1972) using Branson's maps (1968). They suggested
that these deviations are due to a sort of "hot spot"
near longitude 200 . 2. a difference in height of the two
flux density maxima, much more pronounced than has
ever been detected before (see i.e. Berge and Gulkis,
1976). In the next section it will be clear that this likely
is due to the existence of a hot region at a longitude
of - 255 .
3.2 One Dimensional Stripscans
21 cm
Figure 3 shows stripscans of the planet at 21 cm at
24 different rotational aspects averaged over 15 . The
figure shows the non-thermal flux (with a thermal disk
of 236 K subtracted, see below), the linear polarized
flux, and the position angle of the electric vector (defined as in Fig. 2). In the lower right hand corner of
each plot the direction of the magnetic axis is indicated
by the approximately vertical line and the direction of
the stripscan by the approximately horizontal line. There
is a clear variation in longitude of the amount of flux
we receive from both sides of the disk and from these
data we would estimate the existence of a hot region at
a longitude of 255 ± 10 . The width of the profile outlining the emission region also shows a small change
corresponding to the hot region. It appears to be smallest
at the longitude of the hot region and largest 90" away
from it. If we assume a ringlike structure for the radiation belt (as shown in the top view of Fig. 8) with an
imbedded hot region the above data can be used to
give rough estimates of the flux and size of this region.
From the difference in flux densities received from both
sides of the belt and the difference in the maxima of the
total flux density in Fig. 2 the flux of this hot region is
estimated to be about 0.4 Jy out of a total of about
4.5 Jy. With the additional information of the change
in width of the emission region the extent is estimated
to be about 50 in longitude which means that its volume emissivity is enhanced by a factor of about 1.6 with
respect to the general radiation belts.
Branson's maps (1968) showed the hot region at a
longitude of about 190 (Syst. Ill 1965.0) while our data
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resolved by the approximately hori2ontal line, v ,• i i o the caption to Fig. 3

place it at 250"-260°. Although Branson's maps are
averaged over 120° of longitude an error of about 60
is not very likely. Possibly this region moves or has
moved through the belt. More observations are needed
to clarify this problem.
Figure 4shows a comparison of two one-dimensional
distributions with Berge's 10.4 cm scan (1966). Berge's
scan is obtained by adding both polarized components
observed (P.A. = 0° and P.A. = 90°; see Berge and
Gulkis, 1976). Our own scans were obtained by folding
the East half over the West half and averaging the curves.
The upper (solid) curves correspond to the total flux
density with the emission from a thermal disk at 236 K
subtracted, the lower curves have a thermal disk of
24

387 K subtracted. The general shape of the radiation
belts does not show any significant dependence upon
the amount of thermal flux subtracted. The distance
from the center of the disk to the peaks in the emission
of the belts is about 0.3 Rj smaller than found in Berge's
scan. This shift is similar to the shift seen in Olsen"s
3.7 cm and 11 cm data (Berge and Gulkis, 1976). From
many Jovian observations in the past 10 yr we know
that its flux decreased suddenly at all frequencies in the
year 1972 (Klein, 1975; Hide and Stannard. 1976). The
low mean total flux of 5.1 Jy detected here with Westerbork is in agreement with this. Maybe there is a relation
between this sudden decrease in flux and the inward
displacement of the belts. (I thank E. T. Olsen for this
suggestion).

Table 3. Tola! flux ai 50 em
Mean
longitude in degrees

Total flux in Jy

30
52
93
115
178
197
242
263

4.39
4.51
4.72
4.94
4.46
4.60
4.58
4.66

integrated emission between 21 cm and 50 cm appears
to be about a = 0.08 ±0.05 which implies a mean energy
spectrum of electrons in this range of
Fig. 6. Map of the total intensity at 6 cm at a longitude /.,„ = 213 .
Contour values in mJy/beam: 35, 75. 150-900 (in steps of 150).
1000-1200 (in steps of 100). The negative contours are dotted; the
beam width is 6.30 gridpoints. The gridpoint spacing is 2'.'57 ( * 0.14 /?,)
in RA and7'.'75 in Dec.

50 cm
Figure 5 shows the stripscans at 50 cm obtained in the
same way as the 21 cm scans. The errors are about
equal to those in the 21 cm scans. The flux density also
shows the sinuoidal variation with longitude (see Table
3). As far as we can distinguish the two sides of the radiation belt, the existence of a hot region at a longitude
250°-260' is not in disagreement with these data. These
scans are mainly useful in comparing the data al the
three different wavelengths. Convolving the 6 cm and
21 cm scans to the resolution of the 50 cm data we increased thegridspacing by factors of 8 and 2 respectively.
At 6 cm we subtracted a thermal disk of 236 K, at 21 cm
of 290 K, the temperatures deduced from two dimensional maps (see below). At 50 cm a thermal flux of
0.1 Jy was subtracted corresponding to a temperature
of ~265 K. The width of the emission region Re (half
power width) at 6 cm is 97"±5", at 21 cm 108"±5"and
at 50 cm 117" +5". It appears that Re increases with
wavelength roughly as /? 4 ,~v" 0 1 . This indicates that
the lower energy particles which radiate at longer wavelengths (in a dipole-like configuration with sizes as measured at the various wavelengths) have mean orbital
distances farther from the center than the higher energy
electrons. This is similar to the situation found for the
Earth's radiation belts (Soraas, 1973).
The ratio of the degrees of the integrated linear
polarization at 50 cm to 21 cm (after convolution) is
0.9+0.15. The integrated position angles of the electric
vectors are about equal at both wavelengths and hence
depolarization and Faraday rotation are both undetectable in the source. The spectral index of the synchrotron
component (defined such that Sv = const v~") of the
¥ s e e however p . 7 6

The non-thermal flux at 6 cm had such a large error
(20-30" o ) that we did not use this flux in the spectral
index calculation.
3.3 Two Dimensional Pictures
6 cm
Figure 6 shows one of the five maps we got at 6 cm.
They all show the planet clearly resolved in the E.W.
direction and they are quite similar in appearance. This
probably means that there are no longitude dependent
features on the disk with a deviation in intensity more
than about 8",, of the maximum, a value which is estimated from the 70 mJy/beam uncertainty in the maps.
The apparent limb-darkening in the declination direction is probably not real. The weather was so bad during
the period of the 6 cm observations it is likely that the
atmospheric extinction was larger than assumed in the
reduction program. With the synthesis interferometer,
the data giving the north-south discrimination in the
source were obtained when Jupiter was near the horizon
at large hour angles where the extinction correction was
most serious. If the extinction is larger than assumed
the polar intensities will be reduced.
The radiation belts outside the thermal emission
region do not appear in Fig. 6 as they are just below
the noise level.
Figure 7 shows a cut through the planet in the E.W.
direction after subtraction of non-thermal radiation
approximated by a model with a peak intensity of
90 mJy/beam at a distance larger than 1.4 /?, and decreasing to 36 mJy/beam in front of the planet. This
model then was convolved with the proper beam. As a
comparison we modelled the thermal emission of the
planet by a uniform oblate disk filled with volume
elements of 2'.'5 x 2"5 and the disk was then convolved
with the proper beam. The upper curve in Fig. 7 shows
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Fig. 7. A cut through the planet at 6 cm. The parameter /i = cob 0 is
indicated on the horizontal axis. 0 is the angle a ray makes with the
vertical to the atmosphere. On the vertical axis the normalized temperature T(/i)/T(fi= f) is indicated. The two curves drawn represent
models of the oblate disk with (the lower curve) and without (upper
curve) limb darkening taken into account (according to Berge and
Gulkis, 1976). For more details the reader is referred to the text. The
vertical solid lines indicate the range of temperatures shown by the five
Westerbork maps, the dotted lines are a measure of the error in each
of these maps; they are drawn starting at the middle of the solid lines

Fig. 9. The degree of linear polarization in the equatorial plane of
Jupiter at 21 cm. /.,;/ = 108 . The horizontal axis is the distance from
the center of the planet in Jovian radii. The lowest curve gives the
observed degree of polarization of the total radiation received from
the planet. The other curves show the polarization after subtraction
of various disks: 236 K, 270 K. 290 K. 315 K. and 340 K. A few errorbars are indicated. In order to obtain the same fractional polarization
in the central ray as in a ray passing through the outer parts of the
radiation belt the disk temperature must be 290 ±20 K

the predicted temperature curve in the E.W. direction.
Then the disk was limb darkened according to the
theoretical curve of Berge and Gulkis (1976) for an
ammonia mixing ratio in Jupiter's atmosphere of
1.5 W* and corvolved with the beam to give the lower
curve in Fig. 7. An increase in the ammonia mixing ratio
will reduce the apparent limb darkening moving the
curve closer to that of the non limb darkened case. As
was to be expected the measurements are rather insensitive to limb darkening but there is a slight tendency
toward less limb darkening than expected from the
curve of Berge and Gulkis (1976).
The thermal disk temperature at 6 cm was estimated
from all five maps to be 236+15 K. which corresponds
to a flux of 7.4+0.4 Jy. The quoted error is that of any
individual map. The temperature was determined simply
by integrating the flux inside the 75 mJy/beam contour
and subtracting from it an estimated non-thermal contribution equal to 60 mJy/beam outside the visible disk
ana one-half of this amount in front of the disk.
Fig. 8. a Top view of the model of Jupiter's radiation belts, b Observer's
view of the model of Jupiter's radiation belts. The dots represent its
matrix of datapoints on the Westerbork map at 21 cm with the size of
the Jovian disk indicated by the thick line. The belts are modelled by
three cylindrical shells as indicated in a. Each she)) has a thickness of
1 gridpoint. Integration over the rectangles Vx and V2 along the line of
sight gives the vloume emissivity at the gridpoint in the center of the
rectangle
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21 cm
In Fig. 1 a picture of the total radiation received from
Jupiter was shown. In order to make pictures of only
the non-thermal radiation we have to separate both
components of the emission. Estimated values for the
temperature of the disk at 21 cm range from a temper-
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Figs. Ill—f.Maps of the Jovian radiation at 21 cm, /.,;, = ! OH with
the plotscale in declination decreased by a factor of sin S with respect
to right ascension, a total radiation, b—f the emission with thermal
disks of 236 K, 270 K, 290 K, 315 K, and 340 K respectively subtracted. Note that the planetary disk indicated should really be flattened by a factor sin S in declination

ature of 236 K as found at 6 cm to ~ 400 K. as predicted
by the theoretical curve of Gulkis (1973) for a convective
model atmosphere with solar abundances of all chemical
elements. Branson (1968), who first determined the
thermal disk temperature at this wavelength from observations, deduced a temperature of 250 + 40 K. However his determination has some shortcomings:
a) the map he used was averaged over 120 of Jovian
longitude.
b) the hot spot in this map was moving from the
left side of the planetary disk towards the right passing
the planet in front of it.
c) he assumed negligible radiation originating above
or below the planetary disk which certainly will be
present as appears from the present Westerbork maps
(see below), and
d) he assumed a flux-density for the non-thermal
radiation just in front of the planet to be one-half that
received outside the limbs, while a factor of one-third
would be more realistic.
Point d) would end up in a too low disk temperature
but the first three ponls will partly compensate for this
effect.
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To determine a more accurate temperature at this
wavelength we compared the observed variation of both
the total intensity and the degree of linear polarization
across the equatorial plane of Jupiter with values calculated for different models. With both methods we
used maps where we see the magnetic equator roughly
edge-on and the hot region is on the far side of the planet.
The total intensity of the radiation belts was modelled
by a series of uniform isotropic cylinders circling the
planet as shown in the top view in Fig. 8a with the dimensions shown in Fig. 8b. The integrated brightness along
the line of sight at the peaks of the radiation belts and at
the center of the disk were then evaluated and compared
with the observed values after subtraction of disks with
various brightness temperatures. Using this method on
the stripscans seen in Figs. 3 and 4 gives a disk temperature of 360 K.
The observations show considerable emission over
the poles of Jupiter which is in contradiction with previous observations (Roberts, 1976). There are admittedly phase errors in the Jovian data which can be
interpreted as positional errors of ~ 10" in the declination direction (this larger error arises from the fact that
the maps are constructed with only three very small
segments in the UV plane being filled) and which will
28

smear out radiation towards the poles of Jupiter. Even
after a correction for this effect has been applied the
maps still indicate considerably more emission originating from over the poles than found by Roberts (1976).
When this extra polar emission is taken into account,
the disk temperature is less than 360 K found above and
cannot be greater than ~ 300 K. Because of all the assumptions this method is not very precise, however.
Figure 9 shows the degree of linear polarization in
the equatorial plane of the two-dimensional maps after
subtraction of thermal disk models of various temperatures. In order to obtain the same fractional polarization in the central ray as in a ray passing through
the outer parts of the radiation belt, we must have a
disk temperature of 290+20 K. This determination is
much more precise than the method involving the brightness distribution.
It is clear that the disk temperature, 290±20 K, is
at least ~ 100 K lower than the theoretically estimated
value of Gulkis (1973); We have tried to interpret this
fact in terms of changes in atmospheric structure, such
as the existence of a large amount of H2O or a strong
obscuration by NH4SH, or an increase with respect to
the solar value in the mixing ratio of NH 3 , the gas
which provides the strongest radio opacity in the Jovian
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Fig. 13. Position angles of the electric vectors at 21 cm superimposed on the intensity maps from Fig. 1(1. The angles are measured eastward
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atmosphere. The existence of a kind of a physical (solid)
surface at temperatures as high as 270-300 K and pressures less than lOatm is a very unrealistic model
(Goodman, 1969). Infrared measurements at 5 u shows
that the mixing ratio of water certainly is less than ~ 10 ~5
(Larson et al., 1975). To raise this mixing ratio would
require sinks of water ice or droplets in which case an
aqueous ammonia solution should exist (assuming a
uniform distribution of the droplets or water ice) so
that the mixing ratio of ammonia would need to become
~10 3 times the solar ratio which is much too high for
the observations at shorter wavelengths. According to
theoretical atmospheric models of Lewis (1969) a NH 4 SH
layer may exist beneath the NH 3 clouds. However we
do not expect a noticeable absorption by such a layer
since then the cloud has to be very thick which, based
upon the same arguments as given above, is not likely.
According to the theoretical temperature—versus—
wavelength curves of Gulkis (1973) a temperature TD
« 290 K is consistent with an ammonia mixing ratio of
6-8 10~ 4 , a factor of 4 - 5 above the solar value. This
factor is about equal to the factor by which Wallace
and Hunten (1977) increased their mixing ratio of CH 4
in the region 0.4-1.1 u. Together with the depletion of

oxygen by a factor > 100 compared with the solar value
these abundances will be very interesting for future work.
The maps of the non-thermal emission of Jupiter
after subtraction of a thermal disk model of 290 K are
shown in Fig. 10. The uncertainty in the maps is ~45
mJy/beam as has been said in Sect. 2. The southward
shift of the radiation belts seen in the lower three pictures is probably not real, but due to phase errors in
the short observations (see above in the discussion concerning emission from above the poles). Squeezing the
plotscale from Fig. 10 in declination by a factor sin 6
relative to the scale in right ascension will give the appearance of the maps having been made with a circular
beam. Any non-circularity then is due to a true extension of the radiating region in that diection. According
to Berge's (1966) model we would expect an extent in
declination of about 30" for the radiation belts (at the
half power level). With a beam extent of ~ 70" in that
direction we do not expect to resolve the belts in the
N-Sdirection. Figure 11 shows the results f o r / , „ = 108°.
Part a is the total radiation map, b-fare the maps with
a thermal disk of 236 K, 270 K, 290 K, 315 K, and
340 K respectively subtracted. There is clearly an extension of the belts in the right ascension direction in
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agreement with Berge's model. The pictures b—e also
show that there is only a slight difference between sub' traction of a thermal disk of 236 K or of 315 K. Here
again as in the stripscans the distance between the peaks
of the belts is smaller than in Berge's model.
Figure 12 shows the polarized flux density
(Q2 + U2)12 and Fig. 13 the position angles of the
electric vector superimposed on the intensity maps of
Fig. 10. The length of these vectors is a measure of the
intensity of the polarized flux. These angles all appear
reasonably parallel on the two sides of the planet. To
get information on the magnitude of any magnetic anomaly associated with the hot region we need more sensitive data, intended to achieve with further observations
in 1978.
Conclusions

that the lower energy particles are farther away from
the center (assuming a dipole-like configuration with
sizes as measured at the various frequencies).
j) The spectral index of the integrated synchrotron
radiation between 21 cm and 50 cm is +0.08 ±0.05.
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The main results from this work are the following:
Thermal Radiation
a) The thermal disk of Jupiter measured at a wavelength of 6 cm has a temperature of 236 ± 15 K.
b) There may be some limb darkening over the
planetary disk at 6 cm.
c) The temperature of the thermal disk at 21 cm
appears to be 290 ±20 K.
d) The ammonia mixing ratio may be a factor of
4 - 5 larger than the solar value of 1.5 10" 4 .
Non-thermal Radiation
e) The radiation belts have an overall structure
governed by the trapping of electrons in the dipolar
field of the planet with significant beaming of the synchrotron radiation into the plane of the magneticequator.
f) The total flux received is less than the fluxes received a few years earlier, but in agreement with the
level obtaining after the sudden decrease in flux in 1972.
g) A comparison of our scans with Berge's 10.4 cm
scan observed prior to 1972 showed a decrease in the
distance from the disk center to the flux peaks.
h) There exists a hot region in the radiation belts
with
1. a position of /,„ (1965.0)=255° ±10%
2. a flux of 0.4 Jy which is 9 % of the total non-thermal
flux,
3. an extent of about 50° in longitude and a volume
emissivity enhanced by a factor of ~ 1.6 with respect to
the general radiation belts,
4. the position of this hot region may be drifting with
time.
i) The lower frequency (longer wavelength) emision
comes from further out in the radiation belts implying
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CHAPTER III. 21 CM MAPS OF JUPITER'S RADIATION BELTS FROM ALL ROTATIONAL
ASPECTS.
Summary

^

Two-dimensional maps of the radio emission from Jupiter were made in December
1977 at a frequency of 1412 MHz using the Westerbork telescope in the Netherland«. Pictures in all four Stokes parameters have been obtained every 15
in longitude, each smeared over 15

of the planet's rotation. The maps have

an E-W resolution of ^ 1/3 of the diameter of the disk and a N-S resolution
3 times less. The total intensity and linear polarization maps are accurate
to 0.5% and the circularly polarized maps to Q.IZ of the maximum intensities
in I. The whole set of maps clearly show the existence of higher order terms

|'

in the magnetic field of Jupiter.

Key words: Jupiter - circular polarization - (multipole) magnetic field.

1. Introduction.

f
Previous observations of Jupiter using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Teles-

''f

cope at the frequencies 610, 1415 and 4995 MHz (de Pater and Dames, 1979;

f

henceforth referred to as Paper I) gave a good picture of the general distribution of the emission from the radiation belts and disk of the planet.
However as we pointed out, they were not as accurate as we desired and knew
to be possible with the instrument, due to the low declination of Jupiter at
that time. In particular, we were not able to measure the circular polarization, a vital parameter for evaluating models of the magnetic field of Jupiter,
nor could we obtain much north-south resolution. Finally there was a need to
ascertain possible longitudinal motions of a "hot" region in Jupiter's magne-

-j

tosphere first found by Branson (1968) and confirmed in Paper I. We therefore

;.'

observed this planet again in December 1977 when it was at its most northerly
opposition to the earth. Pictures were obtained at a frequency of 1412 MHz in
all four Stokes parameters at 24 different rotational aspects of the planet,
each integrated over 15

of Jovian rotation. The maps clearly show the complex

structure of the radiation belt close to the planet which may be interpreted
in terms of a multipole magnetic field structure.

^

1
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2. Observing and reduction technique.

The properties of the Westerbork telescope and its operation have been
described extensively elsewhere (Högbom and Brouw, 1974; Baars and Hooghoudt,
1974; Casse and Müller, 1974; Brouw, 1975). Since we observed Jupiter when it
was at its most northerly opposition to the earth we could really make
two-dimensional pictures of the planet at all rotational aspects, smeared
over 15

of Jovian rotation with a resolution of 0.7 R. in RA (R.= Jovian

radius). In order to get resolution in both RA and Dec directions one needs
a good coverage of the Fourier transform (UV) plane. We therefore made 12 hr.
observations on 5 consecutive days (Dec. 16-21 1977; in fact one extra
observation of 7 hr. was made on the day before) which, when cut into pieces
of 25 min, gave 6 short observations at each rotational aspect equally spread
in hour angle. Fig.l shows very schematically the filling of the UV plane
used to map Jupiter at each longitude.
Since the circularly polarized flux contains much information concerning the
magnetic field of the planet we decided to use a dipole configuration such
that all dipoles per interferometer were parallel at position angle PA = 90 .
It appears that using this configuration the complex visibility function of
the Stokes parameters V and U will be measured with a much better accuracy
than normally achieved with the "crossed" dipole configuration (dipoles of
the western telescopes of each interferometer pair at PA = 90 , those of the
eastern telescopes at PA = 45°, see Fig.2) (Weiler and Raimond, 1976). The
complex outputs R of the four channels of an interferometer with the "crossed"
configuration can be written as (Weiler, 1973):
R
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Fig.la and b, Pavt a_ shows sahematiaally the filling of the
Fourier transform plane used to map Jupiter according to the
method described in the text. The coordinates U (east-west)
and V (north-south) refer to the length of a baseline projected
onto the sky. Part b_ shows a typical beam pattern for our
observations.
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where the G's are the complex instrumental gain factors, A

= A, - A_ are
W

Li

errors in the dipole setting of the western and eastern telescopes, i.e. an
instrumental linear polarization, and 0

= 0
w

+ 0 represents an instrumental
t>

circular polarization. Both terms A and 0 can be adjusted to a level of ;< 1%
of I (Weiler, 1973). Neglecting these small terms in the solution for the
four Stokes parameters cause errors of the order of 0.4% of I in the individual
maps. Fluctuations in the system gains are of the order of <: 1% of the
receiver output, giving a total error of ^ 0.5% of I in all maps.
With the dipoles of all telescopes set parallel to each other at position
angles 90

one can write the complex outputs R1 of the four channels of an

interferometer as (Weiler and Raimond, 1976):
R1 = £G {I-Q-U(A+ -i0" ) - iV(A~ -i0 + )}
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
Rf = {G {I(A~ - i 0 + ) + Q(A + -i0~ ) -U+iV}
xy
xy
xy
xy
xy
xy
R' =-|G {I(A" -i0 + ) - xQ(A + -i0~ ) +U+iV}
yx
yx
yx
yx'
yx
yx
R' = £G {I+Q+U(A+ -i0" ) - iV(A~ -i0 + )}
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
Neglecting the terms (U, Q, V).(A, 0) in this configuration causes errors of

r

0.1% of I in the various maps and according to Weiler and Raimond (1976) we

|

can write the receiver output as:
R' = \G (I - Q)
XX
XX
R1 = JG (Ie - U + iV)
xy
xy
xy
R' =-\G
(Ie + U + iV)
yx 2 yx
yx
R' = ^G (I + Q)
yy
yy^
where £ = (A

- i0 ) , a complex instrumental error which can be determined

from calibration measurements as shown below. Together with the fact that

r.

possible gain fluctuations in the system are < 1% of the received signals

,i

it will be clear that the uncertainties in U and V generated by system errors

§

causing "leakage" of I will be ^ 0.1% of I or less.

^

To calibrate the Jovian data we chose the observing seqifence shown in Table I.

|?

The parameters of the calibration sources are in Table II. After correction

|>

for known instrumental and sky effects (van Someren Greve, 1974), we have

£'
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NORTH

NORTH
East telescope
PA = 45°

West telescope
PA=90°

East telescope
PA=90°

West telescope
PA =90°

x=45°
East

= 90"

y=135°

East x=93°-

y=180

y=180°

y=160°

Fig.2a and b. Dipoles for the a "crossed" and b_ "parallel" configuration (after Weiler, 1973; Weiler and Raimond,1976). Each telescope has the two dipoles x and y.

Table I: Jovian observing sequence in December 1977.

Sidereal day

350
351

352

353

Source

3M8
3C286
3CI47
Jupiter I
3C286
3C48
3C147
Jupicer 2
3C286
3C309.1
3C48
3C147
Jupiter 3
3C286
3C309.1

3MB
354

355

3CI47
Jupiter 4
3C286
3C48
3C147
Jupiter 5
3C286

3M8
356

357

3C147
Jupiter 6
3C286
3C286
3C48
3CI47
3C48
3C147
3C48
3C286

Observation time in min.

dipole configuration

40
15
20

++

x+
x+

7hr I min

30
40
22
12hr 4 roin

60
60
220
22
I2hr 4 min
7hr 12 min

83
139
20
I2hr 4 min

60
45
20
12hr 4 min

60
25
20
12hr 4 min

60
60
40
120
120
90
135
83

++
x+

x+

35

Table II.
Calibration sources. The flux densities of 3C48, 3C286 and 3C309.1 are "mean" flux densities, derived from ratio's
to the flux density of 3CI47 (typical errors ^ 10 ) . Column 5 shows measured values for the degree of linear
polarization P. and the position angle of the electric vector PA (corrected for Faraday rotation in the earth's
ionosphere). Column 6 shows values for the polarization of these sources published by Berge and Seielstad (1972)
and Morris and Berge (1964) respectively.

Source

RA

3C147

5h 38 m 43? 5

49°49' 42'.'9

3C48

1 34 49. 8

32 54 20.6

15.67

3C286

13 28 49. 7

39 45 58.8

14.30

3C309.I

14 58 56. 6

71 52 111 2

7.88

Dec

flux (21cm)
(Jy)
21.57

P., PA

P , PA (published values at 21 cm)

O.52iO .08%
1 )5°±5o
9.28+0 .047.
29?1+1 Vo

0.43+0. 07%
13997+4° a
9.36+.0. 072
3290+1° 1

0.6+0.37.
0.2+0.5%
173°±1O° ' 138+57°
O.fn-0.67. 0.7+0.6%
154°±28° ' l62°+25°
9.3+O.5Z
32°+2°
1

used the adopted flux of 3CI47 to define the gain of the system assuming zero
polarization for this source (Wilson and Weiler, 1976). The other three sources listed were used for geometry and phase calibrations. The complex correction factors G

and G

could be determined directly from the calibrations

taken in the "parallel" configuration. Using also the calibration observations
taken with the "crossed" configuration the G

and G
yx

for each observation
xy

could be determined due to the fact that the mutual channels of one baseline
are very stable (relative drifts of the 4 channels of a given baseline over
24 hours are less than 1% in amplitude and 0.5 in phase). The observations of
the unpolarized source 3C147 provided the complex instrumental error terms
e

and e

. The Fourier components of the four Stokes parameters for each

interferometer can then be presented by:

I = |(xx + yy)

Q = l(yy -

U = U~2xy + 2yx + (£,

xy "

E

yx)xx

(£

xy

V = -^{2xy + 2yx 4
where xx, xy, yx, and yy are the fully corrected complex receiver outputs. It
appeared that the maximum circularly polarized intensities remaining in the
measurements of 3C286 and 3C48 were less than 0.1% of the maximum intensities
of I; thus the instrumental error in the V maps is indeed less than 0.1% of I.
The degree of linear polarization P. and the position angles of the electric
vector P. for 3C286 and 3C48 are shown in Table II column 5. The position
angles are corrected for Faraday rotation in the earth's ionosphere (3
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and 2

respectively) using electron density data obtained from the Royal Dutch
Meteorological Institute in De Bilt. Column 6 shows values for P

and P, at

21 cm published by Berge and Seielstad (1972) and Morris and Berge (I964);
these position angles are not corrected for Faraday rotation which will cause
an additional error of £ 5

(Weiler and Raimond, 1976). The polarization of

3C286 is in excellent agreement with these published values. Observations of
3C147 and 3C48 show very small values for the degree of linear polarization
so it will be clear that these numbers and in particlular the position angles
largely depend on the chosen polarization of the calibration source.
After all data were properly corrected, background sources were subtracted
using the standard reduction programs. Then the motion of Jupiter along the
sky was removed by moving the phase reference point in the same way the planet
moved along the sky. Since the planet only moved 4' during 12 hr.

there is

hardly any primary beam attenuation in the data.
At the time of observation, Jupiter was at a distance of 4.1525 AU from the
earth, so that the measured flux densities were multiplied by a factor of
2
(4.1525/4.04) to correct them to those at the standard distance of 4.04 AU.
Before Fourier transforming the combined UV points, we chose a grid size such
that there were 4-5 grid points per half power beam width and no (aliased)
grating ring of the synthesized beam pattern could distort our source. This
size came out to be 47186 in RA and larger by a factor of cosec 6 in Dec. To
remove the effects of the antenna pattern from the maps we used the procedure
CLEAN, a deconvolution technique developed by Högbom (1974). The components
were restored afterwards to the maps using a Gaussian shaped beam with a half
power beam width of 1676 in RA, which is 15% less than the synthesized half
power beam width. By choosing this smaller value one can try to regain some of
the resolution suppressed in the map making process due to the rather strong
taper of the intensities contributed for the longest baselines (Gaussian with
a value of 0.25 at the longest baseline). How small a beam size may be chosen
depends upon the quality of the maps, as long as it is larger than
^ 0 . 5 X/L

iiicisc

, where L

in3.x

is the maximum baseline in wavelengths, A. In our

observing period, 0.5 A/L

was about 1377. A width of 1676 (which is 0.7 R.

;.i

at the time of observation) appeared to be an optimal choice for our maps. The

;•:;

larger beam in Dec. is just slightly less than the N-S extent of the disk. The

;V;

smearing effect on the data due to the integration over 15 of Jovian rotation

H

amounts to ^ 1275 at 2 R..

??.
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It appeared that we had to be very careful using CLEAN for those maps which
contain both positive and negative components, due to the rather "dirty" beam
pattern with large negative side lobes caused by the large unsampled parts of
the UV plane (an example of a beam at one Jovian longitude is shown in Fig. lb).
We could obtain satisfactory results for the Q maps only by handling maps of
the xx and yy channels separately, both of which are positive definite. For
the U maps we could not use the "trick" of cleaning only positive definite
maps but even without this, the errors in these low intensity maps appeared to
be of the same order as in the Q maps. The noise in the I maps is about 3.5
mJy/beam which is about 0.5% of the maximum intensities; the theoretical noise
at the time of observation would be 1.5 mJy/beam for a 3 hr. observation. The
"noise" in the Q maps is about 2 mJy/beam and in the U maps 3 mJy/beam. The
2 ?
resulting noise in the map of the polarized intensity /(Q +U ) is ^ 4 mJy/beam
which is % 1% of the maximum intensities in these maps. As predicted by the
theory referred to above, the V maps indeed appeared to be accurate to 0.1%
of the maximum intensities in the I maps; the noise here i': about 1 mJy/beam.
The position angles of the electric vectors determined were corrected for
Faraday rotation in the earth's ionosphere using electron density data obtained
from the Dutch meteorological institute in De Bilt. This correction was 1.43
with variations up to 20-30%. The. error possibly

remaining in the position

angles is ^ 0.5°.

3. Results

3.1 Integrated Jovian parameters

Fig. 3 and 4 show various parameters of the integrated Jovian radiation as
functions of, respectively, Jovian magnetic longitude X ^ . ^ 1965.0) and magnetic latitude $

of the earth with respect to Jupiter. The parameters are

calculated by integrating the two-dimensional Jovian maps in I, Q, U and V,
which are all averaged over 15

intervals in longitude.

Indicated are:
a. the total integrated flux density, S, in Jy
2
2
b. the polarized flux density, /Q

+ U

, in Jy (in Fig. 4 only)

c. polarization direction: the position angle of the electric vector, PA, measured eastward from north in the sky (corrected for Faraday rotation in
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Fig.Sa-e. Various parameters of the integrated radiation of Jupiter
at 21 am as functions of the magnetic longitude of Jupiter (in Syst.
,111 1965.0). The north magnetic pole is at 201 . a_ Total integrated
flux density. b_ Position angle of the electric vector measured east
•ward from north in the sky. c_ Degree of linear polarization. d_ degree
of circular polarization. £ Magnetic latitude of the earth with respect to Jupiter.
the earth's ionosphere)
d. degree of linear polarization, P.
e. degree of circular polarization, P
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f. the magnetic latitude of the earth with respect to Jupiter (in Fig. 3 only).
This latitude was calculated according to the formula <J> = D„ + (3 cos
rn

(A

jj

- A ) (Berge, and Gulkis, 1976). D_ is the declination of the earth
J. i_ J-

0

Ei

relative to Jupiter's rotational equator (+2.24 at this epoch), ß is the
angle between Jupiter's magnetic and rotational axes taken as 10 , and X
is the central meridian longitude of the magnetic north pole taken as
201° (Syst III 1965.0)
Thinking of a dipole field in which the electron pitch angle distribution is
concentrated towards 90

one expects to find a beaming pattern in the various

parameters dependent upon the magnetic latitude of the earth, <{> (Morris and
Berge, 1962; Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965; Thorne, 1963 and 1965; Clarke, 1970).
The variation with longitude shown in Fig. 3 is indeed consistent with such a
pattern; it shows maxima in S and P. and zero values in P
300

J-J

at A
C

TT

^ 100

and

J_ J. i.

where $ ^ 0 . A real minimum is seen in the first 2 parameters at
m

A T T T ^ 200

where 0

has its maximum, due to D_. being positive at the time our

observations were made. The difference in height between the two maxima in S
has been detected before (see Berge and Gulkis, 1976); in 1973, however, it
was much more pronounced, as shown in Paper I. If this difference is caused by
the existence of a kind of "hot" region near longitude 250

- 260

as was

suggested in that paper the variations in the ratio between the two maxima with
time may be due to geometrical effects; i.e. distortions of the magnetic equatorial plane (Conway and Stannard, 1972; Gerard, 1976) will cause additional
beaming effects depending upon the angle of the line of sight with the local
(distorted) magnetic equatorial plane.
The value of P

at A I T I ^ 200° is only slightly higher than at A

TT

'v 20°

which is clarified in Fig. 4 by the flattening of the curve at both ends of
$ m as found by many other

people (e.g. Neidhöfer et al. 1977). The shape of

this curve is determined by the pitch angle distribution of the electrons
(Roberts and Komesaroff, 1976) which in general can be written by a sum of
terms

EA k sin ct , where a is the equatorial pitch angle, k is defined
r
q q q ^ e
e
^
q

such that

/

k

sinq (a£) 2TT sin (a£) da e = 1 and EA

=1

(Clarke, 1970).

When q = 0, the distribution is isotropic; larger values of q specify more
equatorially confined distributions. Roberts and Komesaroff point out that to
fit the beaming of the radiation and the curves for linear and circular polarization they need two terms: q| = 1 and q2 % 30 with 29% of the electrons
confined to the equator. A fit to our data will be presented in Paper III (see
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section 3.2).
Fig. 4 shows a clear difference in the shape of the curves of S and /Q^ + U ;
values for S at the same $

at the left side of the curve apparently depend

also on the rotational aspects of the planet while for /Q 2 + U^

this same

fact is found at the right side. This may be caused by multipole terms in
Jupiter's field; the existence of these higher order terms clearly shows up in
the two-dimensional maps shown in section 3 and from the Pioneer 11 measurements (Acuna and Ness, 1976; Smith et al., 1976).
It has been known for a long time that there is a variation in the slope of S
as a function of $ between the northern and southern latitudes which depends
m
on D . For positive D , S falls off more slowly at northern than at southern
latitudes; for negative D

the reverse is true (Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965;

Gulkis et al., 1973). This has been interpreted by Degioanni (1974) as being
caused by the varying amount of radiation blocked off by the planet at different configurations in space. One would also expect a similar kind of effect
in the polarized flux /(Q^ + u ) . Fig. 5 shows this flux together with S as
a function of $ . Points measured with the earth at southern latitudes are inm
dicated by circles and connected by a dotted line; the curves with crosses represent measurements at northern latitudes. Introducing a quantity A according
to Degioanni (1974) such that

A

F($ = 7?8) - F($ = -7?8)
m
S
F(«m = 0°)

where F represents the mean flux density at $
both S and

we find A = 0.030 ± 0.003 for

2

/Q + U , which results in A = 0.0 for P L as also shown by the

data in Fig. 5. Although the multipole terms in Jupiter's field probably play
a major role in defining the shape of the curves in Fig. 4 and 5, this result
implies that the slope of the curves indeed will be defined primarily by the
blocking effect of the planet.

3.2 Two-dimensional Jovian maps

Fig. 6 shows two-dimensional maps of Jupiter at a wavelength of 21 cm. There
are 24 different sets of maps of the total intensity, circular and linear polarized flux and a vector diagram of the magnetic field orientation. All maps

parameters a_ S, b_
(Q + U )^ and £ P^ of t/ze integrated radiation from Jupiter
as functions of the magnetic
latitude $ of the earth. Points
measured at southern latitudes
are indicated by circles and
connected by a dotted line; the
curves with crosses represent
measurements at northern latitudes.
The number indicated in a and b_
shows the difference in flux
density between averages of the
two ourves at $ - 7.8.
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Fig. 6a-f_. Two-dimensional maps of Jupiter: indicated are from left to right
maps of the total intensity, circular and linear polarisation fluxes and a
vector diagram of the magnetic field of Jupiter. The magnetic longitude of
the central meridian (Syst.Ill 1965.0) is indicated in the upper left corner
of each series of 4. The contour values in mJy/beam are:I: 7.5 (lower contour);
50 - 850 in steps of 100. V: 1.50 - 17.25 in steps of 2.25. Dotted contours
indicate left handed, fully drawn contours right handed circular polarization.
(Ql + U2)2: 7.5 (lower contour); 25, 50 - 250 in steps of SO. The contours
belonging to the three highest values in all three kind of maps are drawn
with heavy lines. The beam area is 18.093 sample points. The grid spacing is
4['186 (=0.177E.) in RA and 10'.'636 in Dec. One may convert the values in mJy/
3
beam to brightness temperatures by making use of the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to the Planck function dS/dti = 2kT/\2 with the solid angle du being

•

equal to our beam area. The contours then represent roughly the following
values:!: 9.5K (lower contour); 65 - 1065K in steps of 125K. V: 1.9 - 21.5K
in steps of 2.8K. (Qz + U2)*: 9.5K (lower contour); 32, 65 - 325K in steps
of 65K.

-

are averaged over 15 of Jovian rotation. The longitude of the central meridian

l:

(Syst. Ill 1965.0) is indicated in the upper left corner of each set. The vec-

|

tor diagram is obtained by rotating the values of the position angles of the

J

electric vectors by 90 . This represents the direction of the average magnetic field along the line of sight if there is no Faraday rotation within
Jupiter's magnetic field, a generally accepted idea which was confirmed in
Paper I by comparison of the integrated parameters of the source at A = 21 cm
and A = 50 cm. However, for individual parts of the source we have to be more
careful. One can write the rotation measure R a s : R = 2 . 6 2 x 1 0
/ n Hdl
2
mm
e
„
where R is in radians/cm , n is the number of non-relativistic electrons/cm ,
m e
H the magnetic field strength along the line of sight in Gauss, and 1 the
3
position along the line of sight in cm. Using a number density n ^ 50-100/cm
as found for the proton density in the plasmasphere (Frank et al., 1976) and
H ^ 1 Gauss, we find a Faraday rotation at A = 21 cm of about a degree. Thus
we can safely neglect this rotation in Jupiter's field, even close to the
planet.
The "hot" region found at a longitude of 255° ± 10° in Paper I is clearly
visible in the total intensity maps: to facilitate inter-comparison between
the maps the contours belonging to the three highest values are drawn with
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heavy lines. It is striking that at some longitudes where we expect to see
this region on one side of the disk (i.e. X % l'.O

- 140 ) it is hardly detec-

ted. The maps from 1973 presented in Paper I show this same feature. As indicated below this fact most likely is due to higher order terms in Jupiter's
field and will be compared with model calculations in Paper III (see below).
The circularly polarized flux is a measure of the magnetic field component
directed along the line of sight. Its intensity is related to the square root
of the strength of the field along this line and its sign shows whether the
field is directed towards us (right handed polarization —
away from us (left handed polarization —

positive sign) or

negative sign). It is generally

assumed, as mentioned in section 3.1 that most electrons are near the magnetic
equator with pitch angles near 90 . Assuming a pure dipolar field we expect
the Stokes parameter V to be symmetric on both sides of the disk with maxima
at the longitudes of extreme magnetic latitudes, $ , and zero polarization at
$

= 0 . Fig. 6 however, shows very large asymmetries between both sides of

the disk which strongly indicates a distortion of the magnetic equator and
hence a modulation of the beaming pattern, due to higher order terms in
Jupiter's field. Taking into account a region of enhanced emissivity at
A ^ 200

- 300

it can be shown that existing multipole models based upon the

Pioneer 10 and 11 data (Smith et al., 1976; Acuna and Ness, 1976) give a qualitative agreement between the variation with longitude of the circularly polarized flux and the difference in this flux as well as in S and P , between
both sides of the belt. The necessity for such a multipole field model to
match the radio data was already suggested by Gerard (1976).
In order to really compare these multipole magnetic field models with our data
a computer program has been written which calculates the synchrotron

radia-

tion received from such a field in all four Stokes parameters, for different
electron distributions in both energy and pitch angle. A detailed description
of this program with calculations which best fit (particular features in) our
Jovian maps will be published in Paper III (de Pater, in preparation). Models
and the integrated data for various epochs will also be compared to confirm
(or regject) suggestions made in section 3.1 concerning the multipole character of the field.
Having a good model for the synchrotron radiation one can subtract its contribution from the total observed intensity to define the thermal disk temperature with an accuracy much better than previously obtained (Paper I; Branson,
1968). Making a preliminary estimate for this temperature from the maps shown
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in Fig. 6 assuming a "mean" dipolar field model for Jupiter and using the two
different methods described in Paper I, we find a temperature T D ^ 320 ± 20 K.
This implies an ammonia mixing ratio of ^ 5 x 10

for a convective model at-

mosphere with solar abundances for all the other chemical elements (Gulkis,
1973).

4. Conclusions

The variation with longitude of the total intensity and linearly and circularly polarized flux of the integrated radiation is in first order consistent with
a beaming pattern expected for a dipole model in which the electron pitch
angle distribution is concentrated towards 90 . Small deviations may be caused
by higher order terms in addition to the dipolar field of Jupiter. The existence of such terms is clearly shown in the two-dimensional maps presented in
this paper at distances a, 2 R. from the center. These maps confirm the existence of the "hot region" at ^ T I 1 ^ 250° - 260° and its asymmetries give
further information on the multipole terms of the magnetic field. A preliminary
estimate for the thermal disk temperature of 320 ± 20 K is derived from the
data, which is a little higher than

the value found by de Pater and Dames

(1979). This temperature differs less from the ^ 400 K predicted by Gulkis
(1973) for a convective model atmosphere with solar abundances for all chemical elements. The temperature estimated here requires an ammonia mixing ratio
-4
about 3 times higher than the solar value of 1.5 x 10
to match a temperature
profile for a convective model atmosphere.
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CHAPTER IV. RADIO MAPS OF JUPITER'S RADIATION BELTS AND PLANETARY DISK AT
A

= 6 CM.

Summary

Two-dimensional maps of Jupiter's radio emission were made in April 1978 at a
frequency of 4885 MHz (X 6 cm) using the Westerbork telescope in the Netherlands. Pictures in the Stokes parameters I, Q and U have been obtained every
15

in longitude, each smeared over 20

of the planet's rotation.

The half power beam width was ^ 1/6 of the disk diameter in right ascension
and i/ 1/2 in declination. The planetary disk shows little or no limb darkening
at this wavelength and lias a temperature of 220 t 8 K, The radiation belts
clearly show a kind of plateau or flattening in intensity in the outer part
of the belt. A comparison with 21 and 50 cm maps indicate no difference in the
width and form of the emission regions with wavelength.

Key words: Jupiter - (non) thermal emission - limb darkening - radiation belts.

1. Introduction

In December 1977 we had observed Jupiter at a frequency of 1412 MHz (21 cm)
using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope in the Netherlands (de Pater,
1980; henceforth referred to as Paper II). At this frequency we received mainly
the non-thermal (synchrotron) emission from Jupiter's radiation belts. In order
to unravel the magnetic field structure and electron distributions from the
data, a computer program has been written which calculates the synchrotron
radiation which would be received from different electron distributions, in
both energy and pitch angle, within a multipole magnetic field configuration
(Paper III; de Pater, in preparation). However to derive the energy distribution one needs data for at least two different wavelengths. So we observed
Jupiter also at 6 cm. Our desire to get maps with an even higher resolution
than that of the previous maps, would be fulfilled at the same time. Since the
spectral index of the synchrotron radiation is about zero (see i.e. de Pater
and Dames, 1979; henceforth referred to as Paper I) we, however, receive mainly thermal radiation from the planetary disk at this wavelength (66%, this
paper), which will result in a rather low signal-to-noise ratio at the position of the belts. This is clearly shown in the map presented in Paper I. That
map, however, did show the importance of mapping the thermal flux at this wave-
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length with high resolution and accuracy in order to determine the amount of
limb darkening on the planet. Their result might be in conflict with the value
predicted for a uniformly mixed atmosphere with solar abundances for all chemical elements (Berge and Gulkis, 1976).
Since it is well known (Klein, 1975; 1976; Hide and Stannard, 1976) that there
are time variations in the total flux measurements of Jupiter which might be
related to changes in the radiation belt (Paper I) we wanted to make our observations as soon as possible after the 21 cm data were acquired. Due to system renovations, this date was April 1978; based upon total flux measurements
taken regularly during the intervening time (Klein, private communication) we
assume the belts did not change over this period of time.

2. Observing and Reduction Technique.

The properties of the Westerbork telescope and its operation have been described extensively elsewhere (Hogbom and Brouw, 1974; Baars and Hooghoudt,
1974; Casse and Muller, 1974, Brouw, 1975; Weiler, 1973). In order to obtain
two-dimensional pictures of Jupiter at all rotational aspects we tried to observe the planet during 12 hours for 5 consecutive days (Paper II), after
which the data were cut into pieces of ^ 1/2 hr. to give 6 short observations
at each rotational aspect, equally spread over hour angle. Due to a break down
in the on-line computer there was one gap in our data on the third day which
was replaced 5 days later. The data were taken from April 9-13 and April 16,
1978.
After the data were corrected for known instrumental and sky effects (Van
Soraeren Greve, 1974) the calibration measurements showed a position (hour
angle, declination) dependent phase behaviour in the data, which appeared to
be a reproduceable thermal effect in the frontends. After a careful and time
consuming reduction of the calibration data we could still obtain an accuracy
of about 5

(up to 10 ) in phase and 2% in gain in the Jovian data. The source

3C147 was used to define the gain of the system assuming zero polarization
for this source. The other sources listed in Table 1 were used as geometry and
phase calibrators. A few background sources were subtracted using the standard
reduction programs.
Jupiter moved about 4!5 relative to the sky background in 12 hours. Since this
is a large fraction of the beamwidth of the individual telescopes we updated
the pointing of the telescopes 7 times during one observation to avoid a significant position dependent gain variation in the data.
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Table I. Calibration sources.
Source

RA

DEC

Flux density

3CI47

84?68J26

49?82858

8.18 Jy

3C48

23?7076I

32?90573

5.95 Jy

3C309.1

224?73602

71?86977

3.62 Jy

3C286

202?20689

30?76633

7.42 Jy

* The flux densities of 3C48, 3C309.I and 3C286 are mean values,
derived from the flux density of 3C147.

The phase reference point was moved afterwards in the same way that Jupiter
had moved along the sky to get rid of the planetary motion in the data. Because the distance of Jupiter was continuously changing, the total flux as
well as the angular size of the planet varied from day to day. To correct to
the standard distance of 4.04 AU we multiplied the flux in each interferometer
2
2
by a gain factor of R ./4.04 where R_,. represents the earth-Jupiter distance
in AU at the time of the observation. Maps of each 5 hr observation were made
separately with a grid size such that the spacing of the intensity points on
all maps were equal when expressed in Jovian radii (Paper I ) . This size was
chosen such that we had about 5 grid points per half power beam width. In
order to avoid distortions of our source by (aliased) grating rings we chose
a grid size of 0.0147 R. in RA and larger by cosec (6) in Dec. After the maps
were combined we removed the effects of the antenna pattern using the procedure
CLEAN, the deconvolution technique developed by Hogbom (1974). The delta-components were restored to the map afterwards using a Gaussian shaped beam with
a half power beam width of 5775 or 0.324 R. in RA and larger by cosec (6) in
Dec.

resulting in 0.87 R. in NS extent. It appeared that in order to get a

filling of the Fourier transform (UV) plane well enough for CLEAN to properly
deconvolve the maps we needed (at least) 6 short observations of 35 min. each
at each rotational aspect. We thus got maps integrated over 20

of Jovian ro-

tation which causes a smearing effect of 12V4 for features at 2 R. in front
of the disk. As has been shown in Paper II, in order to avoid problems in the
deconvolution process caused by the large negative sidelobes of the antenna
pattern one can try to split the U and Q maps into maps which are positive
definite. However, it appeared that by using this "trick" small phase errors
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in our data were intensified such as to show considerable fine structure in
the source with sizes small compared to the beam size, so we handled the maps
in the conventional way. The quality of the final cleaned maps is different
for each map, probably due to the hardware problem referred to above. Uncertainties in the maps are 2 - 5% of the maximum intensities in the total intensity maps and 7 - 15% in the polarized maps.

3. Results
3.] Integrated Jovian parameters
Fig. 1 shows various parameters of the integrated Jovian radiation as functions
of Jovian magnetic longitude X TIT ('965.0). The parameters are calculated by
integrating the two-dimensional Jovian maps in I, Q and U.
Indicated are:
a. the total integrated flux density, S, in Jy
2 2
b. the polarized flux density, /(Q +U ) , in Jy
c. polarization direction: the position angle of the electric vector, PA,
measured eastward from north in the sky.
d. the magnetic latitude ($ ) of the earth with respect to Jupiter. This latitude was calculated according to the formula §

= D F + 8cos(A

- A )

(Berge and Gulkis, 1976). D p is the declination of the earth relative to
Jupiter's rotational equator (+1.96 at this epoch), 8 is the angle between
Jupiter's magnetic and rotational axes taken as 10

and A_ is the central

meridian longitude of the magnetic north pole taken as 201

(Syst. Ill 1965.0).

Error bars of the individual data points are drawn; at longitudes where the
errors are indicated with dotted bars the individual maps have large errors and
are pictorially unreliable (see Fig. 6 below). These maps will be neglected in
the scope of this and forthcoming papers. Due to the rather large uncertainties
in the maps, the sinusoidal variation in the Jovian parameters as a function
of longitude which is expected for Jupiter's non-thermal component of the radiation (see i.e. Paper II; Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965) is hardly seen in
parts a and b> of the figure but is clearly visible in £. This indicates that
the U and Q maps, although sometimes unreliable in their flux densities, are
at least mutually consistent.

'.J
%
'4*
j}5

Roberts and Komesaroff (1965) show that, for a pure dipolar field, the varia-

!

tion of PA may be written as PA - PA Q = -3 sin (A - A )' where PA Q is the po-

'£

sition angle of the normal to the axis of rotation. The longitude of the north
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Fig.l. Various parameters of the integrated radiation of Jupiter at 6 am as
functions of magnetic longitude (in Syst.III 1965.0). The north magnetic pole
is at 201 . a. Total integrated flux density, b. Polarized flux density
S(QZ+ U2). a. Position angle of the electric vector measured eastward from
north in the sky. d. Magnetic latitude of the earth with respect to Jupiter.
Error bars of the individual data points are drawn; dotted error bars indicate
that the maps at these longitudes are unreliable and are neglected in the
scope of this paper.
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magnetic pole, A,, is on the central meridian when PA crosses PA~ in a decreasing direction. 6, the half peak to peak amplitude of the sinusoid, is the
tilt of the magnetic axis with respect to the rotational axis. Observed variations of PA with longitude could, however, not be fitted with a simple sinusoid, but rather with a series of the form (i.e. Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965;
Komesaroff and McCulloch, 1975):

PA n +
U

n
1
k=l

A
K

sin k(A - A, )

(1)

K

where n is equal to or larger than 3. The first term A. sin (X - A.) represents the dipole contribution with A. equal to the tilt, $ ; the higher order
terms are assumed to represent the higher order moments in Jupiter's field.
Due to asymmetries in the field and shadowing by the planet the terms for the
integrated Jovian parameters in (1) are however difficult to relate to the
full expression of a multipole magnetic field model (see e.g. Gerard, 1976).
Several observers (e.g. Garner and Whiteoak, 1977; Neidhofer et al. 1980)
have tried to fit (1) to the observed variation of PA according to a least
square irrhhod and have found a variation of 3 with wavelength. Since the actual tilt of the dipole field is a fixed angle, this variation merely reflects
a change in the PA curve, due to a variable contribution of the multipolar
terms in Jupiter's fields, which implies a position dependent electron spec-

j

trum N(E). As will be shown below (Fig. 10) the emission regions at 6 and 21
cm are equal so a change of the PA curve depending on wavelength is not very
likely. The observations of Gardner and Whiteoak (1977) were taken from 1969 1971, a time in which Jupiter's total flux was decreasing, so that a time
rather than a wavelength dependence can not be ruled out. Fig. 2 (lower part)
shows half the peak to peak amplitude of PA versus time, as measured from the
curves published in the references given in the figure caption. We measured 6
directly rather than taking it from a least square fit of (1) to the data to

;

exclude any influence on the "tilt" from the model assumptions. In the upper

<,

part of the figure the variation of the peak intensity (i.e. the maximum flux

f

density received during one Jovian rotation) from Hide and Stannard (1976) is

|!

shown, supplemented with the peak intensities given in the references in the

&

figure caption. According to Hide and Stannard we corrected the new data points

||

for an assumed thermal disk temperature of 250 K and normalized them by the

i&

spectrum of the non-thermal emission at Epoch 1964.0. The figure shows that

$

there might indeed be a time dependence. As shown in Paper I the peaks of the
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Fig.2. The upper part shows the variation of the total peak flux density S
with time (after Hide and Stannard (1976), extended with values taken from
references given below). The lower part shows the half peak to peak amplitude
B as measured from the FA curves of Roberts and Komesaroff (196S)t Berge
(1966), Komesaroff and MaCulloah (1975,19.76), Roberts and Ekers (1968),
Morris et al (1968), Whiteoak et al (1969), Gardner and Whiteoak (1977),
Berge (1974), Berge and Gulkis (1976), de Pater and Dames (1979), Neidhofer
et al (1977), Neidhdfer (1978), de Pater (1980), this paper.
radiation belt were closer to the planet during the time of minimum flux density than before that time (at 1.29 ± 0.07 R. compared to ^ 1.6 R. as measured
by Berge (1966) and Branson (1968)); after 1973 the peaks probably moved outward again (they were at 1.39 ± 0.04 R. in 1977, Paper II). Since the total
flux density consists mainly of emission from these peaks, the radiation in
1973 would have been relatively more influenced by the multipolar terms in
Jupiter's field, possibly resulting in a change in the PA curve.
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional map of the total intensity of Jupiter at \ = 6 cm.
=
The magnetic longitude of the central meridian
35°. The map
n\
is smeared over 20° of Jovian rotation. The magnetic equator is sketched
in the picture by a dotted line. The size of the disk and the beam are indicated. The contour values in mJy/beam are: 10.0 (lower contour); 25.0,
50 - 750 in steps of 100. The beam area is 20.6 sample points. The grid
spacing is l'.'O4 (= 0.0147 E.) in EA and 2'.'61 in Dec. One may convert the
J
values in mJy/beam to brightness temperatures by making use of the Rayleigh
Jeans approximation to the Planck function dS/dQ = 2kT/\2 with the solid angle
dQ, being equal to our beam area. The contours then represent roughly the
following values: 10 K (lower contour); 24, 48 - 727 in steps of 97 K.
3.2 Two-dimensional maps
a. Total intensity - thermal radiation
Fig. 3 shows a two-dimensional picture of the total intensity of Jupiter at
X = 6 cm. Due to the overwhelming amount of thermal radiation, the pictures
at different rotational aspects do not show a difference in appearance other
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than variations in noise level and the rocking of the magnetic equator. Therefore we show here only one picture (at ^TTWiggc Q\ = 35 ) • The map clearly
shows an equatorial concentration of flux due to the concentration of electrons towards the equator. Note however that the equatorial concentration of
flux at the position of the planet itself (which basically is a uniform disk)
is nearly entirely due to the convolution with the strongly N-S elongated beam.
Since it is difficult to get useful information on the non-thermal component
of the radiation from the total intensity maps we restrict ourselves in this
section to the discussion of the thermal part of the radiation, which comes
from the planetary disk. We assumed the degree of linear polarization of the
synchrotron radiation to be constant between 21 and 6 cm at a mean value of
23.6%. This value has been obtained from the data in Paper II by averaging the
degrees of linear polarization (after subtraction of a thermal flux of 0.8 Jy)
at the 17 reliable 6 cm longitudes. Using this we calculated the total thermal
flux density at 6 cm to be 6.9 ± 0.2 Jy, which is 66% of the "mean" total flux
density received. This corresponds to a disk temperature of 220 ± 8 K (see
also Paper I fig. 9 for procedures). Fig. 4 shows a cut through the planet
in the E-W direction after we had folded the East half over the West half and
averaged them. The crosses indicate the flux density relative to the flux
density from the center point, starting at grid point 5 (572 off center) to
avoid too many lines near the center point. The intensity at these locations,
however, are influenced by the non-thermal emission from Jupiter's radiation
belts,

partly because the amount of this emission varies with the position

on the face of the planet, but mainly because of the inward convolution of this
radiation across the limb of the planet. Fig. 5 shows schematically both
effects. The fully drawn line represents the non-thermal emission with infinite
resolution, the dotted line shows schematically the change it will undergo due
to a beam convolution. As has been mentioned in section 1 we are working on a
detailed model for Jupiter's synchrotron radiation, but since these model calculations are not completed yet, we cannot use them to subtract the non-thermal
radiation accurately from the total intensity maps in order to provide pictures of the thermal emission alone. The relative r-dependence on the face of
the planet, however, as sketched in Fig. 5, mainly depends on the geometry of
the emitting region together with the shape of the beam pattern. To derive
this dependence we could already rather well use the preliminary model calculations. We scaled the non-thermal contribution by varying the flux density
just outside Jupiter's limb and choose a model such that after subtraction
from the total flux density the grid point near the edge of the disk in Fig. 4
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(i=cos 9
Fig.4. A out through the total intensity maps in the E-W direction as a function
of ]x = aos 6 with 6 = r/R.. The crosses indicate the flux relative to the flux
d

from the center point, the dots represent the same numbers after a correction
was applied for the non-thermal contribution of the radiation, normalized such
that the dot near the edge of the planet coincided with the lower solid line.
The dotted line represents the theoretical limb darkening curve of Berge and
Gulkis (1976) (infinite resolution); the solid lines are cuts through a uniform
(upper) and limb darkened (lower) oblate disk, filled with surface elements
of l'.'O4 x ll'O4 and convolved with the proper beam. The limb darkening of the
latter is assumed to be by an amount given by Berge and Gulkis.
coincided with the lower curve to be described below. Since even more limb
darkening than as indicated by Berge and Gulkis (1976) seems unlikely, the
dots in Fig. 4 are calculated to represent a lower limit ,,for the observed limb
darkening of the planet. It is clear that the ratio's between the flux densities at \i £ .7 and the flux density from the center point are hardly influenced by the non-thermal radiation, while the points near the edge are greatly

I3

Fig.5. A sketah of the non-thermal
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emission in front of the planet and
outside Jupiter's limb (r/R.=l) as a
function of distance from the center.
The fully drawn line refers to this
emission with infinite resolution,
the dotted line shows schematically
how this will change due to a beam

/

convolution. Note the different
horizontal scales in Fig.4 and 5. In

1

0

0.5

the first one we had to use \x and

rR.

thus compressed the r~scale inwards
to r=0 to be able to say something
about limb-darkening effects.

influenced. We therefore based our interpretation given below on the data
points at IJ ^ .7. The upper (solid) curve represents a cut through a uniform
oblate disk, filled with surface elements of J'.'CW x 1V04 and convolved with
the proper beam. The lower curve shows a similar cut through an oblate disk
which is limb darkened according to the theoretical curve (indicated by the
dotted line) of Berge and Gulkis (1976) for a uniformly mixed atmosphere
with solar abundances for all chemical elements. It is clear from this picture
that the planet is not or is only very slightly limb darkened; we would infer
a limb darkening a factor of 6 less than was expected from the theoretical
(dotted) curve of Berge and Gulkis. An increase in the opacity by an overabundance of ammonia (which is assumed to be the main absorber in Jupiter's at- .
mosphere at A ^ I - 2 cm, Gulkis (1973)) by a factor of ^ 6 with respect to
the solar abundance will only change the limb darkening by a factor of % 1.5
and will decrease the disk temperature from 220 K to 190 K (E.T. Olsen; private communication). Such a large abundance is in conflict with the interpretation of other data from the upper atmosphere including microwave radiometry
(Gulkis, 1973; Klein and Gulkis, 1978), visible and near IR spectroscopy
(Sato and Hansen, 1979; Combes and Encrenaz, 1979) far-IR data (Gauthier et
al., 1979) and UV spectra (Anderson et al., 1969). Thus an increase in the
ammonia abundance throughout the whole atmosphere cannot account for the ob-

I

I
y$

served lack of limb darkening.
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So the data in fact imply that we are looking down to an absorbing layer or a
transition in the atmosphere from low to high opacity, which can account for a
uniform brightness from the deep layers at the center of the disk and a normal
limb-darkened atmosphere above. Since the temperature T depends on the optical
depth T as T =

' T(x) e

dT, a sudden increase in opacity by a factor of the

order of 3 below the 2)0 - 220 K level may probably account for the observed
limb-darkening and thermal disk temperature. Such an excess in opacity might
be due either to scattering, an overabundance of the absorbing ammonia particles, or the existence of other absorbing particles hitherto not considered.
Lewis (1969) predicted the existence of a cloud of NH.SH crystals at ^ 220 K.
In order for these crystals to increase the opacity by scattering effects they
need to be big (% 1 cm across) which implies an overabundance by a factor of
£ 10 for sulphur with respect to the solar value. An overabundance of NH., by
a factor of ^ 3 below the 210 - 220 K level might be sufficient to explain the
limb-darkening and agrees with the thermal disk temperature "observed" at
21 cm (Paper II). A transition from a large abundance below to a small one
above the 210 - 220 K level might be caused by condensation and/or dissociation effects, where the first process probably is more effective at the bottom
of the NH~ cloud layer, the second process at higher levels in the atmosphere
(Prinn, 1970; Strobel, 1973). Thus based upon the rather low thermal disk temperature "observed" at 21 cm and the observed lack of limb-darkening at 6 cm
we conclude that the mean abundance of ammonia in Jupiter's atmosphere is a

f

factor of 3 greater than in the sun and that it is strongly depleted at levels
above 210 - 220 K. Detailed calculations to fit the limb-darkening data and
the thermal disk temperatures at X ^ 2 cm (which values depend on the exact
degrees of linear polarization of the non-thermal emission, which will be known
after completion of our model calculations) for e.g. various NH, distributions
will be carried out in collaboration with S. Gulkis and E.T. Olsen.

b. Polarized maps - non-thermal radiation
Fig. 6 shows a set of 3 pictures at all rotational aspects: a map of the linearly polarized flux density /(Q + U ) , a vector diagram of the magnetic

';

field orientation which has been obtained by rotating the values of the posi-

}

tion angles of the electric vectors by 90

(Faraday rotation is considered

being equal to zero, see Paper II) and a cross scan thrpugh the first map

it
•>}

along t h e magnetic equator. A l l m a p s a r e averaged over 2 0 of Jovian rotation

'&

(see section 2 ) b u t centered each 15 in longitude of the central m e r i d i a n

'.*

(Syst. Ill 1965.0) as indicated in the upper left corner of each set. This has
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Fig.6a-d. Maps of the polarized flux dev.sit% lbf Jupiter at- \ =.6 am. Indicated
are from left to right a map-, of the linearly polarized- flux density^ a vector
diagram of the magnetic field of Jupiter and a cross scan through the first
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r

been chosen to match the longitudes of the 21 cm maps presented in Paper II.
The maps which are pictorially unreliable and have large noise levels (Fig. 1)
are indicated by a cross through the longitude indication and as mentioned in
section 3.1, these maps will be neglected in the interpretation here and in
forthcoming papers. Assuming the thermal disk radiation to be unpolarized the
maps presented here consist of only the non-thermal or synchrotron radiation
received from Jupiter's magnetosphere. The vector diagrams clearly indicate
the dipole-like configuration of this field.
The asymmetry between both sides of the belt shown in the polarized maps agrees
with the existence of the "hot" region detected in the 21 cm maps. At longitudes ^ 200

it is even more pronounced at this wavelength due to the convo-

lution with a smaller beam size (compare Figs. 6 and 7 ) .
Also at the N and S sides of the planetary disk, there appear to be emission
regions, which have not been detected before, apparently due to the much larger beam sizes previously used to map Jupiter (Berge, 1966; Branson, 1968;
Paper I, II). To qualitatively understand the existence of these regions we
consider the motion of the electrically charged particles in Jupiter's field.
They spiral around the field lines conserving their first adiabatic invariant,
2
B/sin a = constant, where B is the magnetic field strength and a the particle's
pitch angle (the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the
particle's motion). This implies (Hess, 1968; Roederer, 1970; 1972) that the
particles will bounce back and forth between two reflection or mirror points
2
B = B/sin a . For a small a, B is large and may lie in the dense atmosphere
where the particles will get lost by collisions with other particles. This
thus constrains the pitch angles of the particles which can be found in the
radiation belts. The synchrotron emission we receive at earth from the electrons in Jupiter's field is strongly beamed in the forward direction (Jackson,
1962) so that we receive only radiation from electrons with pitch angles about
equal to the angle between the line of sight and the local magnetic field direction. From Fig. 8 one can see that at high latitudes the pitch angles of
the radiating particles have to be small - so that we do not receive emission
from these

latitudes - except near the central meridian close to the poles

where the field is approximately perpendicular to the line of sight. The synchrotron radiation is proportional to the relativistic electron density times
the magnetic field strength and the fact that the field strength, B, is very
large close to the poles may compensate for the rather small number of electrons expected here to result in an apparently detectable flux density. Fig. 9
shows a sketch of a dipole field tilted by ^ 10

with respect to the line of
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Fig. 7. a_ A map of the linearly polarized flux at 21 am from Paper II and
b_ a map at 6 am convolved with the 21 am beam. The central meridian longitude
is 200 . The contour values in mJy/beam are: 7.5 (lower contour)3

25, 50 - 200

in steps of 50. These values have to be multiplied by 0.53 to obtain the
values of the 6 cm map.

sight. Since most of the electrons are confined to Jupiter's magnetic equator
it will be clear that the radiation emitted along a line of sight in front of
the disk at southern latitudes will be larger than at the same latitudes in
the northern part. In absence of shadowing effects, thus above the poles, the
emission from both sides, of course, is similar. Due to the convolution with
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Fig. 8. Jupiter's field represented as a pure dipole field (the dipole terms
of the 04 model of Aauna and Ness, 1976) at \ = 200°. Field lines with
equatorial distances 1.75, 2.50, 3.25 and 4.0 are drawn in the front half
of the field.

fig. 9. A sketch of a dipole field tilted by ^ 10° with respeat to the observer.
A few lines of sight in front of the planet and above the poles are indicated.

Observer
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a N-S elongated beam, however, we still expect to detect a larger flux density
from that polar region which pole is directed away from us. This can also be
seen in the sequence of pictures in Fig. 6. In fact, the detailed variation of
the ratio of these flux densities depend on the exact magnetic field configuration. From Pioneer data (e.g. Acuna and Ness, 1976) it appears that the field
strength at northern latitudes is larger than at the corresponding southern
latitudes, which result in a relatively higher emission on that side. The pictures in Fig. 6 indeed show that the northern emission on the average is a
little stronger than the southern part.
The third set of pictures in Fig. 6 represent cross scans through the linearly
polarized maps, along the magnetic equator. Considering the whole sequence of
pictures one may clearly distinguish a kind of plateau or flattening in intensity in the outer part of the belt. The transition between this plateau and
the sharp peaks is near the location of the outer edge of the ring surrounding
Jupiter (^ 1.8 R.; Owen et al., 1979) indicating that the flat part in the intensity might have something to do with absorption effects from Amalthea and
the ring. Based upon Pioneer observations, Fillius (J976) showed that the electrons diffuse radially inwards, conserving their first and second adiabatic
invariants. At the orbits of Amalthea and the ring the number density N decreases by a factor of the order of ^ 2 (Fillius, 1976). Thus the radiation should
decrease. Everywhere else both B and N (at least outside the ring) increase so
we expect maxima in the radiation curve at positions just outside the orbits
of Amalthea and the ring. However, considering the noise level in the maps I
dare not trust the little peaks shown in the scans as being real features.
Note also that the radiation we receive is integrated along the line of sight
and convolved with the beam pattern, so detailed calculations are necessary
for a real comparison with the data, which will be provided in Paper III.
Fig. 7 shows a map of the linearly polarized flux density at 21 cm (from Paper
II) and one at 6 cm convolved with the 21 cm beam (both at A

= 200 ) . They

look similar and the form of the contours at the north and south sides of the
disk is apparently due to the two emission regions shown in the full resolution maps of Fig. 6. Fig. 10 shows a cross scan along the magnetic equator
through two of these maps (at XJJT = 140 ) . The scan through the 6 cm map is
dotted and the intensity scale is amplified by 1.70 to match the 21 cm curve.
The peaks of the belt are at the same position and the ratio between the peaks
at all longitudes varies equally at both wavelengths. There is a small dis-

|

continuity in both the 6 and 21 cm curves due to the flattening in intensity

*5

in the outer part of the belts. This feature is shown on the maps at all

':•'
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Fig.10. Cross scan through maps from Fig.7 (but at X = 140 ) along the magnetic
equator. The dotted line represents the scan at 6 cm. The values indicated
along the y-ordinate are in mJy/beam; the intensity scale for the 6 am scan is
multiplied by 1.70 to match the 21 am curve.
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rotational aspects. The half power width of the emission at 6 cm is on the
average a little smaller than that at 21 cm, which probably is due to remnants
of the antenna pattern as implied by the form of the outer contours in Fig. 7.
In Paper I the widths of the emission regions at 21 and 50 cm, given in arcsec, come out to be equal in Jovian radii (note our mistake in that section
not to transfer arcsec into Jovian radii). No significant change in the width
of the emission regions at 21 cm has been measured in the data sets from 1973
(Paper I) and 1977 (Paper I I ) . Considering the widths at 6 cm in 1973 and 1978
(this paper) it rather ascertains the large uncertainty in the first maps than
suggests an increase in this width. We therefore conclude that the data at
6 - 50 cm do not indicate a variation in the width of the emission regions
with wavelength and hence indicate no spatial separation of the high and low

>

energy electrons as in the earth's van Allen belts (SjSraas, 1973).

Conclusions
Thermal emission.

The planetary disk of Jupiter shows little or no limb

darkening at X = 6 cm, indicating a rather sudden transition in the atmosphere
from low to high opacity, at a temperature of ^ 210 - 220 K. The disk temperature of 220 + 8 K at this wavelength has been derived by assuming the degree

|

of linear polarization of the non-thermal emission between 21 and 6 cm does

I

not vary.

I

Non-thermal emission.

The radiation belts clearly show a kind of plateau

or flattening in intensity in the outer part of the belt, with a transition
between this flat part and the sharp radiation peaks at ^ 1.8 R.. A comparison with 21 and 50 cm maps (de Pater, 1980; de Pater and Dames, 1979) indicate
no difference in the width and form of the emission regions with wavelength
and hence no spatial separation of the high and low energy electrons. The
measured half peak-to-peak amplitude, $, of the variation of the integrated
position angle (P.A.) of the electric vector with longitude indicates a d e -

';

crease in 3 when the total flux density decreases. This might be explained

\

by a relatively larger influence of multipolar terms in Jupiter's field on the

-li
a?

P.A. curve, caused by the contraction of the radiation belts towards the planet
at this time (de Pater and Dames, 1979).

I
i
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CHAPTER V. A COMPARISON OF THE RADIO DATA AND MODEL CALCULATIONS OF JUPITER'S
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION; I. THE HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN
JUPITER'S INNER MAGNETOSPHERE.

Summary

An electron

distribution in Jupiter's magnetosphere as a function of energy,

pitch angle and spatial coordinates is derived from a comparison of model calculations of the planet's synchrotron radiation with the radio data; the distribution is consistent with the information available from the Pioneer data.
The model calculations are based upon the magnetic field configurations as derived by Acuna and Ness (1976) (the 0, model) and Davis, Jones and Smith (quoted in Smith and Gulkis, 1979) (the P

(3,2)A model) from the Pioneer data.

The electrons are assumed to diffuse radially inwards with a rate
—9 3
—1
D = 3 x 10
L sec
(where L is Mcllwain's value) and have a lifetime
against local losses T = 4 x 10

L

'

sec, in agreement with the values de-

rived by Goertz et al. (1979) from the Pioneer data. The number density of
electrons with E > 20 MeV at L = 3 is in agreement with the values measured
by the spacecraft, but the energy distribution appears to be much flatter.
Electrons are absorbed with survival probabilities of ^ 0.5 diffusing inwardly past Amalthea's sweeping region (for 20 MeV electrons) and ^ 0.35 past the
ring, respectively. An energy dependent pitch angle scattering is found to
occur at Amalthea's orbit, and there is no pitch angle scattering present
near the ring.

1. Introduction

Observations of Jupiter's non-thermal (synchrotron) radiation have proved to
be very valuable in determining Jupiter's magnetic field structure and the distribution of the high energy electrons in the magnetosphere (see i.e. Rcberts
and Komesaroff, 1965; 1976; Berge and Gulkis, 1976). From the sinusoidal variation of the integrated flux density parameters during a Jovian rotation
the field structure has, to first order, been interpreted to resemble a dipolar field, inclined by ^ 10

with respect to the rotational axis. Most ra-

diating electrons in the field are expected to be confined to the vicinity
of the magnetic equatorial plane. From measurements of the circular polarization, Berge (1965) confirmed Warwick's (1963) conclusion from the decameter
radiation that the magnetic north pole was situated in the northern hemisphere;
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the strength of the field at the equator was estimated to be 3G < B < 15G
(Kotnesaroff et al. 1970). A deviation from an exact sinusoid in the variation
of the position angle PA of the electric vector with Jovian longitude indicated
the existence of higher order moments in the planet's field. These higher order moments probably also account for the exact shape of the curves of the to2 2
tal and polarized flux densities S and /Q +U
netic latitude $

as functions of the earth's mag-

(de Pater, 1980a; further cited as Paper I ) . The difference

in the slope of these curves between northern and southern latitudes and the
variations therein with changes in the planetoctatric angular distance of the
earth with respect to Jupiter's rotational equator (the zenocentric declination of the earth D_) are probably primarily defined by the blocking effect
of the planet (Degioanni, 1974)In 1967 two-dimensional maps of the radio flux at 21 cm revealed the existence of a "hot spot" in the radiation belts near the longitude of the north
magnetic pole X = 200

(Branson, 1968; Conway and Stannard, 1972), which, as

all longitudes in this paper, is expressed in the coordinate Syst. Ill 1965.0.
This feature was confirmed by data taken in 1973 (de Pater and Dames, 1979).
The longitude, however, differed by ^ 60

which either indicates a real dis-

placement of this "hot spot" or it could be due to the smearing of Branson's
maps, which were averaged over 120 -150

of Jovian rotation (all later maps

referred to in this paper are smeared over 15

or 20 ) . High resolution maps

taken in 1977 at 21 cm (Paper I) and in 1978 at 6 cm (de Pater, 1980b; further
cited as Paper II) showed this region again at A ^ 250

- 260 . The maps of the

circularly polarized flux density at 21 cm demonstrated, very clearly for the
first time, the existence of the higher order moments in Jupiter's field. The
6 cm maps from Paper II showed a plateau or flattening in the intensity in
the outer part of he radiation belts, which was attributed to absorption
effects of Amalthea and the ring. Moreover, distinct emission regions near
the poles were detected. A comparison with 21 and 50 cm maps indicated no
difference in the width and form of the emission regions with wavelength, thus
no spatial separation between high and low energy electrons as in the earth's
van Allen Belts (Stfraas, 1973).
Time variations are detected in the total flux density (Klein, 1976; Klein et
al., 1972), which are very important because of their correlation with the
source and mode of transport of the high energy electrons in the magnetosphere.
In 1972 there was a pronounced decrease in the flux by as much as 20-30% and
a comparison of the shape of the stripscans taken in 1973 (de Pater and Dames,
1979) with those of Berge (1966), and Branson (1968) showed an inward displace-
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ment of the peaks of the radiation belts at that time. After 1973 the peaks
moved slightly outward again (Paper I, II).
It will be clear from this general description that detailed model calculations are needed in order to really explain the observational facts in terms
of a magnetic field configuration and particle distribution. We have therefore written a computer program which calculates the synchrotron radiation in
the direction of the line-of-sight at each point in the magnetosphere for
different multipolar magnetic field configurations and electron distributions
which may depend upon energy, pitch angle and spatial coordinates. All contributions along the line of sight are then summed to produce a two-dimensional
display of intensity points similar to a high resolution radio map.
The result, of course, depends upon the combination of our choice of a field
configuration and electron

distribution, since the synchrotron radiation de-

pends upon the product of the field strength and the electron density. The
field in our model calculations is represented by the 0, model of Acuna and
Ness (1976) and by the P.. (3,2)A model of Davis, Jones and Smith (quoted in
Smith and Gulkis, 1979) (further cited as the 0, and P.. models). Both models
were derived from the Pioneer data. The particle distribution is determined by
three effects: i) a boundary condition at an outer radius (say 6R , the subscript J stands for Jupiter) where the electron density and an energy and
pitch angle distribution of the particles is defined. We will develop a
"best fit" model and compare it to Pioneer 11 measurements; ii) transport of
particles. We will adopt the radial diffusion model of Goertz et al. (1979)
and check its predictions with observations; iii) losses of particles. There
are three types of losses we are considering: absorption by Amalthea, the ring
and pitch angle scattering. Clearly, there are many parameters and a "best fit"
search is a very difficult affair. The characteristics of the polarized flux
densities as a function of Jovian longitude appear to depend on the magnetic
field configuration and are rather insensitive to the precise electron distribution; •the analysis

of this aspect will be presented in a separate paper.

The exact degrees of the polarization and the shape of the emission region
do strongly depend upon the particle distribution.
The first six sections specify the

physics and mathematical formulae used in

the computer program. Also a discussion is given of the influence of the various multipole terms in the 0, and P.

model on the magnetic field structure

and the distribution oi the radiating particles therein. Since Roederer (1972)
has given a very detailed description of geomagnetic field distortions and
their effect on radiation belt particles, only the main characteristics of the
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field distortions are mentioned. Section 7 contains the quantitative results
for the high energy electron distribution in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere;
section 8 shows a comparison of the calculated radio maps and the integrated
flux density parameters (at X = 200°) with the observations.

2. Geometry

Our program calculates Jupiter's synchrotron radiation as a two-dimensional
display of intensity points in the Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V similar
to a radio map of very high resolution. In order to facilitate comparison with
the 21 and 6 cm maps presented in Papers I and II we chose a gridsize of
0.177 R

in right ascension, (RA), equal to the sampling interval in the 21 cm

J

maps, and of 0.150 R

in declination (Dec), equal to 1/3 of the north-south

J

spacing in these maps. The projected rotational axis was set to point towards
the north in the sky; the declination of the earth Dv is a free parameter.
By subsequent rotation of the calculated map every configuration in space can
thus be obtained.
The four Stokes parameters are calculated

in small volume elements along the

lines of sight through the raster points defined above. The contribution to
the radiation is then added after appropriate weighting by volume. After intercomparison of the first few model calculations where various sizes of the
volume elements were used, we decided to calculate all matrix points within
a volume of 4.5 disk diameters in RA, 1.5 diameters in Dec and 6 diameters
along the line of sight. The depth,
0.15 R T

r/RT < 1.9

0.08 r/R

for

1.9 < r/R

J

0.40 R T

A, of the volume elements was chosen to be

> 5
J

r/RT > 5

It appeared unnecessary to compute the whole line-of-sight integral at the far
eastern and western sides in the model map and at N-S distances greater than
^ 1 R . It was sufficient to average surrounding points in the final map.
This saved considerable computer time. In the polar regions, however, it
appeared necessary to properly compute all intensity points and even had to
insert a few intermediate grid points in the RA direction, because of the fast
variation of magnetic field geometry with position.
The radiation originating within or behind the planet itself is set equal to
zero. The planetary surface is defined by r/R
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= (1+e

cos 8)

5

(Kahle et al.

i

2
2
2
2
1964), where 6 represent the colatitude and e = (R
- R n )/R , . We used
equ
pole
pole
the values R
= 71,398 km as Jupiter's equatorial radius and R ., = 66,770
km as the radius in poleward direction (Smoluchowski, 1976). The effect of
partial blocking of a grid element near the planet's limb was accounted for
by weighting with the fractional volume not within the disk. In order to properly account for these edge effects in the higher resolution maps (at 6 cm)
we had to insert a few gridpoints near the planets limb in the RA direction.
3. Equations for Jupiter's synchrotron radiation
Synchrotron radiation is beamed in the forward direction within a cone
2
2 2
1/y ^ m c /E = /l - v /c , where m

is the particle's rest mass, v its velo-

city and c the speed of light. For the radiating particles in Jupiter's field
Y is large enough ('t 20-40) to assume that we only receive emission from those
electrons which have directions of motion just along the line of sight. Hence
we can use the equations of Legg and Westfold (1968) to calculate the Stokes
parameters from a given volume element dv in Jupiter's field:
Ivdv = /CB sin a N(E, a, r) F(v/Vc) dE dv
Q dv = /CB sin a N(E, a, r) F (v/v ) cos 2x dE dv

f

.

U y dv = /CB sin a N(E, a, r) F (v/v ) sin 2\ dE dv
CB/vfi /v (sin a ) 3 / 2 cot a N(E, a, r) G Q (v/v c ) dE dv
o

V v dv = //8"73

with the emissivity polarization functions:

c

F (x)

=

X

F p (x)

=

X K

F (x)
s

=

X K

\

J "™ l.

K
5/3

(n)

dn

2 /3 (x)
l /3
*

(x)
\ J

I

-» i

i^dii u t "

Ir

v /

2* \ / I ^

where the K's are modified Bessel functions.

i

The pitch angle, a, is the angle between the magnetic field direction and the

C-

particle's motion. In Equ. (1), a is thus equal to the angle the field makes

'0,

with the line of sight. The radiation therefore strongly depends upon the

'$$-•
'•'Si

pitch angle distribution $(a), and its derivative $'(a) where $(a) is defined

£g

such that the fraction of electrons having pitch angles in the solid angle

££

dQ = 2TTsinct da is equal to $(a) d£2. The number density, N, further is a

•".£.
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function of energy E and spatial coordinates (r, 6, $) symbolised by the vector r. C = /3/4irm

pe c, u is the permeability of free space, e the elementary

charge, v the observing frequency, V
V

B

=

V = eB

"Y B

/

2T:m

>

B tne

the local gyro frequency taken as

local magnetic field strength, v

the critical fre-

2

quency v

= •_• v B sina y , and the angle x defines the position angle of the
l
o
electric vector on the sky. We express the frequency in MHz, E in MeV, B in
c

Gauss, the distances in units of a Jovian radius, N in units of 10

/cm

which,
i

when expressed in units as measured by the satellites, corresponds to 3 x 10
-2
-1
counts cm
sec , and the flux densities in mJy (or after convolution with a
beam to match the radio observations, in mJy/beam) for the planet at the
standard distance of 4.04 AU. With these units C = 1.473 x I04/2TT,
^_^___
4
o
/8/3 C /e/2irm = 4.02 x 10 /2TT, and v = 16.08 x E B. The integration in enero
c
gy is carried out by a summation over 20 different values, varying from 4 to
80 MeV. Although we also would expect radiation from higher energy electrons
(if they exist in Jupiter's radiation belts), the calculations do not show any
real difference when using a range 4 - 1 6 0 MeV.
One might note the singular behaviour of V in the equation at a = 0, IT and IT/2.
When ot is equal to 0 or ir, the pitch angle is certainly less than the particle's loss cone (see section 5.2), and when a = TT/2 the magnetic field is perpendicular to the line of sight; so in both cases we receive no circularly
polarized flux. We therefore simply set Vdv equal to zero in those cases to
avoid troubles with the singularities.
4. Description of Jupiter's magnetic field

4.1 Multipole expansion of the field

Assuming that currents in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere produce only a negligible contribution to the total magnetic field we may describe the field as
the gradient of a scalar potential V(r, 9, $ ) , where r, 6 and 0 are the Jovicentric spherical coordinates of the point in question: radial distance, zenographic colatitude and east longitude respectively. We use the following expression for V (Roederer, 1972):

V(r,9,$) = R T
J

3
Z
n=l

n
R
S (—)n
m=0 r

{g m cos m$ + h m sin m$} P m (cos 9)
n

n

n

where R T is the radius of the planet and g and h , ofte'n called the Gauss
J
n
n
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(2)

coefficients, define the field configuration. P

(cos 6) are the Schmidt norma-

lized associated Legendre functions defined by the Legendre polynomial (Smith
et al., 1976):

- x 2 ) m / 2 d m P n (x)/dx m

P™(x) - N ^ f l

(3)

/2
= { 2/""""£'*)
(n+m); '

where Nnm = 1 if m = ran
0 and N

if m ?i 0.

Since we are interested in the part of Jupiter's magnetosphere which produces
the synchrotron radiation we receive on earth, we need to consider only a region up to about 6 R. from the center. It is admissable here as we did in equ.
J

(2) to neglect all external harmonic terms (terms involving positive powers of
r) since these are associated with currents in the highly distorted magnetosphere of Jupiter at distances larger than 20 - 25 R

*

(Smith et al., 1975).

The index n in equ. (2) clearly governs the radial dependence of the corresponding terms as well as the periodicity of the 6 dependence, while m determines the longitudinal periodicity. Although we might extend the summation to
n = oo9 we confine ourselves to adipole (n = I) field with quadrupole (n = 2)
and octupole (n = 3) contributions only, just as the Jovian models derived
from Pioneer data (Acuna and Ness, 1976; Smith et al., 1976). In these Pioneer
model fits it appeared that uncertainties in the coefficients increased con,:

siderably for n > 3.
Taking the gradient of expression (2), the field components B , B Q and B $ can
be defined. These, however, have first to be converted in the computer program
into three components HR, HT and HF, the field strength directed along the
line of sight (positive towards us), towards the north and towards the east
respectively, to define the local pitch angle, ex = arccos HR/H

, and position

angle, x = arctan (HF/HT) + 90°.
4.2 A physical interpretation of the magnetic field expansion and a comparison
with the radio data

Writing c cos (m ( $ - $ ) ) =
n
n

g

n

cos m$ + h sin m$, c represents the strength
.n
n

of each term of the order (n, m) and $

= — arctan (h /g )

Q
.*•;

the corresponding

^

phase angle with respect to the reference meridian $ = 0.

§|

For a magnetic field which consists of only the three dipole terms g., g. and

y§

1

H 9

h. we can write its moment M. = {(g.)
c

rotational axis 3 = i/gi
XQ = 360

an

1 9

+ (g.)

1 9 A

^

2

\h

+ (h.) } , its tilt with the

^ the longitude of the magnetic north pole

$

- $. with $, = arctan h./g.. Changing the frame of reference such

'4
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that the 6 = 0 axis is aligned with the magnetic dipole axis and the $ = 0
meridian is at the longitude of the magnetic north pole, the (1,1) terms in
• equ. (2) are equal to zero. In such a coordinate system deviations from a pure
dipole field due to higher order terms in the field are more easily identifiable. These terms will suffer a small change in this coordinate transformation
but their total strength M
n

= r (g ) + (h )
n
m=0 n

1969). The new quadrupole terms

is invariant (Bernard et al.,

(2,0) and (2,1) can be interpreted as

a displacement of the main dipole over a distance Az parallel and Ax perpendicular to its axis respectively (Bernard et al., 1969):
A
, —0,-0
Az = -2 g, / g,
,
= ar
Ax = -77T ci / g. towards longitude $„
ctan ~rr ,
g2

(4)
*

where Az and Ax are expressed in Jovian radii. The quadrupole term (2,2)

,

causes a longitude dependent tilt of the field, i.e. a warping of the magnetic
equatorial plane with a periodicity of 180 . The octupole terms (3,1) and (3,3)
have similar effects on the field with a periodicity (360 /m). The (3,0) term
causes the field on and near the magnetic equatorial surface to be compressed •'.'
if So > 0 and expanded if g, < 0. .This effect decreases radially. Finally,

f

due to the (3,2) term, the field will be compressed or expanded in alternating
longitudinal sectors.
Since the higher order terms in the multipole magnetic field expansion decrease
much faster with increasing distance from Jupiter than the dipole terms, we may
consider the field as being dipolar at r % 4-5 R T . We can then derive from the
high resolution maps presented in Paper I the tilt

B, and the displacement of

the main dipole Az and Ax. The mean position of the field at r ^ 4-5RT measured along the magnetic equator in all maps determines the displacement Ax

:

towards a longitude X. with respect to the center of the planet. Fig. la shows
a graph of this position as a function of longitude. Ax appears to be equal

(

to 0.118 ± 0.008 R T towards a longitude X. = 140° + 5°. The maps also indiJ
I

;|
„•:

cate a displacement Az towards the north of 0.04 ± 0.04 R . In a similar way

||

we defined the tilt 3 to be 10?2 ± 0°.4 with \Q = 200° ± 5° (see Fig. 1b).

<|

The dipole tilt and offset as defined from the radio observations can be com-

§

pared directly with the magnetic field models derived from the Pioneer data.
Table 1A shows the Gauss coefficients for the 0, model and of the internal
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260°

300

3 4 0 — - X J I 11965 0)

Fig. la. Measured displacement d of the center of the dipole field of Jupiter
with respect to the optical center (Paper I). The displacement is expressed
in arcsec along the magnetic equator, positive towards West (1 R

= 2ZV7); the

el

abscissa is the magnetic longitude. The two extreme sine-curves which fit the
variation of d with X are indicated.

300

360
I'll 1965 0]

Fig.lb. Measured projected angle 3' between the magnetic axis and the
rotational axis (Paper I).

terms of the P., model in a coordinate Syst. Ill 1965.0; Table IB shows the
coefficients g

, h

for the same models but referred to a dipole centered

frame of reference. Both sets of coefficients were derived from the published
Syst. Ill 1957.0 coordinates using the fact that the scalar potential V(r,6,$)
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Expansion coefficients of Jupiter's magnetic field models
Centered on
dipole

Centered on
Jupiter

°4

p

g°

4.218

« .144

gj

-.664

-J
4
•1
-J
A
h

8

4
h

h

3

3

•5
h

3

°4

F

ll

4.278

4.208

.692

0

0

.264

.235

0

0

-.203

.036

-.072

.164

-.735

.581

.590

.423

-.469

.427

.767

.647

.513

.442

.220

.195

.088

.134

.292

.267

-.233

.047

-.282

.113

-.076

.502

-.093

.365

-.580

.342

.678

.592

.168

.352

-.211

.003

.487

.296

.363

.319

-.231

.136

-.125

.031

-.294

.041

.247

.053

2

0
3

n

Table II. Hultipole comenta for two models, together with the tilt B, the
longitude of the magnetic north pole \Q, and the displacementpf-'the main
dipole Az (positive towards north) and Ax towards longitude X,.

n - 1,
dipole

n - 2,
quadrupole

Observed (21 cm)

Model 0 4

Modti'p,,

M, - 4.278

4.208

XQ - 201?7

198?8

200° * 5°

B - 9?6

10?0

IO?2 t 0?4

M2 - 1.036

0.857

100 M2/Mj • 24.2%
Az * -0.0049 Rj

20.4%
0.0195 R,

0.04

± .04 Rj

J

n - 3,
octupo-le
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Ax - 0.131 Rj

0.106 Rj

X, - 149?3

I42?O

M3 - 0.895

0.776

100 M3/M, - 20.9%

18.5%

0.118 i .008 Rj
140° ± 5°

and distance r of a point in the field will not be changed after a rotation of
the frame of reference. The coefficients with respect to the new coordinate
system can then be solved for each n from a set of equations of 2n+l points
(Mead, 1970; Bernard et al., 1969). Table II shows the dipole, quadrupole and
octupole moments M

for both field models, together with the tilt 3, the

longitude X. and the displacement of the main dipole Az, and Ax towards longitude A.. The values derived from the 21 cm data in Paper I are shown in the
third column. It is clear that there is a good agreement between the radio
observations and the two different models derived from the satellite data
(see also Smith and Gulkis, 1979).

5. The electron distribution N(E, q, r)

Using adiabatic theory and a diffusion model we can calculate N(E, a, r) if
only the particle distribution is specified at one position. We chose a point
at a longitude A

, = 140

in the magnetic equatorial plane and a distance

L = 2.8. According to the field distortions described in section 4, the magnetic equator in this paper stands for the locus of the minimum B points of
1 /-J
all field lines. The "distance" L is Mcllwain's value, L = (M./B )

for par-

ticles mirroring at an equatorial point, where tha field intensity is B . For
a pure (or only (2,2) term distorted) dipole field, L represents the real distance r/RT from the magnetic center to the equatorial point of a field line.
5.1 The latitudinal dependence of the electron density

The number density at high latitudes is related to the density at the magnetic
equator by Liouville's theorem, which states that the phase space density remains constant along the particle's trajectory (Chang and Davis, 1962;
Degioanni, 1974):

N(E, a, r) = ||2_g_

N(Ej

ae, rg)

(5)

where a

is the equatorial pitch angle, r the distance from the center of the
e
e
planet in the equatorial surface. N(E, a, r) is written as

N(E, a, r) dEdadv = 2TTsin a $(a) N(E, r) dEdadv
which with (5) is:

(6)

= 2TTsin a $(a ) N(E, r ) dEda dv.
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The latter equation clearly shows that the latitudinal distribution of the particles is entirely defined by their pitch angle distribution $(a ) in the equator. Replacing the derivative $'(a) in equ. (1) by $'(a ) 9a/3a , only an expression for $(a ) is required. It is rather common and numerically convenient
to write this as a sum of terms (Roberts and Komesaroff, 1965; T h o m e , 1965):

with K a normalization constant which makes
q

Kq /o sin

a e 2iTsin a e d a e = ] ,

and A

the fraction of electrons belonging to the distribution K sin oi ;
q
q
e
thus £ A = 1, When q = 0 we have a distribution which is isotropic in pitch
q q

angle; larger q's specify the extent of the so-called "pancake" distribution,
a concentration of electrons towards the magnetic equator.
5.2 The longitudinal distribution of the electron density

According to adiabatic theory charged particles drift on orbits such that the
field strength at the particle's mirror point B and the integral I between
m
the two mirror points are conserved (Roederer, 1972):
2

B

= B /sin

I

= /(I - B(s)/B )

me

a

e

= const

1 / 2

V
, |
I

(8a)

ds = const.

(8b)

m

where B

, •

is the field strength of the field line at the equator, a

is the pitch

angle at that point and B(s) the field intensity at point s along the field
line. In a field without rotational symmetry both B

and a

depend on longitu- |/.|

de in a manner defined by equations (8). In order to define the drift path
for particles with pitch angle a

we have to determine numerically that shell

for which these equations hold. In the simple case of a particle mirroring at
the equator (a

=90),B

= B , I = O

and the particle drifts around Jupiter

along a contour of equal magnetic field strength. The radial deviations from
such a contour for the equatorial intersection of a drift shell for particles
with various pitch angles a

is shown in Fig. 2. The upper part refers to the

0, model, the lower part to the P.. model. All particles are injected at an

90

I•'

AL

Fig.2, Radial deviations of a particle's path from a B = const, contour in
the equatorial plane for various pitch angles a . All particles are injected
at 6 R

and A

.. Upper part: model 0.; lower part: model P

equatorial distance of 6 R

at A

11'

. W e present the picture at this large

distance since at smaller distances numerical problems arise at small pitch
angles for which the particle's mirror points would lie very deep in Jupiter's
atmosphere. Note that although the field at L £ 4-5 in the vicinity of the
equator is approximately dipolar, the form of the particle's drift shell and
its intersection with the equator is mainly determined by the field distortions near the particle's mirror point, which, for small pitch angles, lies
rather close to Jupiter.
For particles which never move far from the equatorial surface because
U = cos a

is «

1 at all longitudes, equ. (8b) may be simplified to (Roede-

rer, 1972):

O2B/3B2)1/2

Jl I
—
—
m

= const.

It follows that particles starting at an initial point at the equatorial surface (index i) will pass this surface at other longitudes at points where the
field strength is:
B.
B =
e

l

1/2

(9)
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2
2
Hence, if y / 0 and 3 B/3s varies along the contour, particles with different
pitch angles will trace out different shells (shell

splitting). The effect

shown in Fig. 2 is mainly due to the octupole term (3,2) in the harmonic expansion representing Jupiter's cield, equ. (2), since only this term causes
2
2
a first-order longitudinal variation in 3 B/3s . Since the strength and phase
of the (3,2) terms are not too different for the 0, and P.. models, the pictures in Fig. 2 are very similar for both models. We further may conclude from
Fig. 2 that the effect of shell splitting for electrons with pitch angles
a

£ 5

can be neglected in our calculations. We included an approximate cor-

rection in the computer program for this effect for smaller a .
Particles with an equatorial pitch angle a which is so small that their mirror
e
2
.
point B

= B /sin

a

lies in the dense atmosphere, will get lost here due to

collisions with other particles. The minimum pitch angle a

which the particle

needs to not get lost in the atmosphere defines the loss cone. Since the particles' drift shells in a multipole magnetic field configuration are not symmetric, the loss cone will vary with longitude along the drift shell. The dependence of this loss cone on the position of a particle in Jupiter's magnetosphere, may be read from Figures 3a and b. Fig. 3a shows, for the 0, and P..
models the variation of the loss cone along a B = const, contour in the equator which has a radial distance of 1.5 R T at A .. We have assumed the loss
J
ref
to start at the "surface" defined in section 2. The largest loss cone along such
a B = const. conU x will be called the drift loss cone. Its variation with
distance (expressed as r/R

at A

) is shown in Fig. 3b with no noticeable

difference between the curves for the 0, and P

model. Note that particles

with small pitch angles will drift along drift shells which have a slightly
different intersection with the equator than along a B = const, contour. This
fact, however, will only cause a change in the actual drift loss cone with
respect to the curve drawn in Fig. 3b of not more than a degree. In the next
section we will see that in the inner part of the magnetosphere the time scale
for inward diffusion is larger than the time needed to drift around Jupiter.
We therefore assume that all particles with pitch angles a

smaller than their

corresponding drift loss cone angle disappear in the atmosphere.
It is well known from the radio observations (Morris and Berge, 1962; Roberts
and Komesaroff, 1965; Thorne, 1963 and 1965; Clarke, 1970) and Pioneer data
(Simpson and McKibben, 19765 van Allen, 1976) that most energetic electrons
trapped in Jupiter's radiation belts have their mirror points close to the
magnetic equatorial surface, and thus drift around Jupiter along contours of
constant magnetic field strength. The high order terms in equ. (2) warp and
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60

Fig.3a. Variation of the particle's loss cone for the 0 and P
the B - const, contour which has a radial distance of 1.5 R

models along

at A _.

10°10

"I

Fig.3b. Drift loss cone in both magnetic field models as a function of radial
distance r/R at \ „.
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compress/expand the field and cause the spacing between B = const, contours to
be a function of magnetic longitude. This causes a longitude dependent gradient
in the field, VB, producing a variation in the particle density N as well as
in the drift velocity v^. The latter is given by (Roederer, 1970):

vD^

(Y - Dm c 3
g - 2 - (VBxS)

(.0)

Assuming the particle population is in a steady state along a drift shell, we
may write N.v .A = constant where A = s.Ar, the surface enclosed by two drift
shells as drawn in Fig. 4. Hence we can express the equatorial number density
N, at each longitude with respect to A
c
ref

f

as:

Vn
A ,
D
ref r e f

The second adiabatic invariant J =

/

P

ds, where P

is the particle's mo-

mentum directed along a field line. Conservation of J implies that s is constant along the drift shells for near-equatorial mirroring particles which
have the same energy and pitch angle. Hence we may write (11) with help of
(10) as

M

1

x

N

- VB c Ar ,
ref
ref
ref

...

(l2)

^V^T"

•

where the gradients VB are taken as scalairs. Since the product VB.Ar is in
first order the difference AB between the drift shells, N is supposed to be
constant; higher order variations in the field, however, cause N to vary with
longitude. Fig. 5 shows the longitudinal distribution of N/N

along the con-

tours of Fig. 3 for the 0, (upper part) and P.. model (lower part). The last
(n, m) term (see Table I) taken into account in the calculations is indicated
at each curve. Since the curve hardly deviates from a line N/N

. = 1 after

inclusion of the quadrupole terms, curves are sketched only after insertion
of the
octupole terms. There is a variation of about 3% in the number den•

-\

o

•<
{•
''/'
;||
'•&

sity along the contour with a maximum number density at A 'v 300 .

A£

For further information and in order to prepare for the interpretation of the

^

synchrotron radiation in section 7 and the next paper on this subject, we show

$$

the variations in the radial distance of the drift contour passing through the

~:>
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Fig.4. A sketch of the fieldlines on two drift shells in a plane through the
center of the planet, perpendicular to the line of sight.
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N/NIX=UO°)

Si

Fig. 5. Variation of the number density N as a function of Jovian longitude,
along the same B = const, contour as in Fig.3. Curves are marked by the last
(n3m) term included in the harmonic expansion.
reference point, in Fig. 6 and its latitudinal dependence with respect to the
rotational equator in Fig. 7. Since each higher order term in equ. (2) mainly
either warps or compresses/expands the field, we indicated only those curves
which had undergone first order changes after insertion of the next (n, m)
term. For example in Fig. 7 curve (3,2) approximately coincides with curve
95
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Fig. 6. Form of the B = const, contour (same as in Fig.3) in the magnetic
equatorial surface. Curves are marked by the last (n3m) term included in the
harmonic expansion.

(3,1), and hence is not shown.
Note that the field strength in Fig. 6 is different for the two curves in
each model. In the P

model the strength in the model including the (3,2)

term has increased by ^ 6%, in the 0, model by ^ 2% with respect to the models with terms to (3,1) inclusive. Thus the addition of the higher order
terms changed the (2,1) curve as indicated and also shifted it towards a
somewhat larger mean distance. In Fig. 8 we look down at the magnetic equatorial surface of the 0, model, where three contours of constant field
strength are shown (1.8, 1.0 and 0.8 Gauss respectively). The two thick lines
represent lines of sight for a central meridian longitude of 220

at equal

distances from the planet. Since the mean field strength is largest along
these lines on the western side (note: Jovian longitude increases towards
the east) we expect to receive (for a uniform

distribution of N) relatively

more radiation from that side - just opposite to what the observations
(Papers I and II) show. In the pictures shown in section 7, however, we will
see that using the 0, and P.

field models, the asymmetry comes out in the

right way compared to the observations. This appears to be mainly due to the
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1?
Fig.7. Position of the warped magnetic equator (same B = const, contour as in
Fig.3) with respect to Jupiter's rotational equator. The latitude 3 f is
f, measured to the north. Curves are marked by the last (n>m) term included in
I', the harmonic expansion.
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90 -

Fig.8. View on top of Jupiter with three B = aonst. contours of 1.803 1.00
and 0.80 Gauss in the magnetic equatorial surface of the Od model and two
lines of sight to the observer at equal distances from the planet, for a central
meridian longitude of 220°.

warping of the equatorial "plane", which causes a more effective beaming
pattern for the radiation from the eastern side at X

200 .

6. The radial dependence of the electron distribution

The equations in the preceding section suffice to calculate the electron distribution on each L shell. The relative distribution from one shell to the
other depends on the injection model, on diffusion between shells and on losses arising from Amalthea, the ring and pitch angle scattering. This topic

'

will be discussed in this section. For the purpose of this section we write

'j

the electron energy as E and characterize each drift shell by Mcllwain's para- '.?
meter L as defined in the beginning of section 5.
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6.1 The inward radial diffusion model

In order to calculate the synchrotron radiation we need an expression for the
particle density N(E,L) at a

=90

as a function of energy and distance L

in the magnetic equatorial plane. This requires a knowledge of the sources and
sinks of the particles.
Coroniti (1975), Kennel and Coroniti (1975, 1977), Goertz (1976) and Goertz
et al. (1979) explain the energetic particle intensities observed by Pioneer
10 and 11 in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere in terms of a radial diffusion model, where the particles are injected into the magnetosphere from the solar
wind or some other source and diffuse radially inwards conserving their first
and second adiabatic invariants. Diffusion is driven by fluctuating electric
and/or magnetic

fields which are probably caused by upper-atmospheric turbu-

lence, as suggested by Brice and McDonough (1973).
Goertz etal. (hereafter called GVT) assume a steady state and give an expression for the diffusion and local losses in terms of the phase space density,
2
f = j /p , where p is the particle's momentum and j

= dN(E,a,L)/dE is the uni-

directional energy differential in the measured intensity of electrons at
pitch angle a. At a constant value of the first adiabatic invariant they write

& <^ lr> -f/T where D is the radial diffusion coefficient, and f/T stands for local losses.
Following GVT we write D = O 0 L n and T = T Q L m the lifetime of the particles
against local losses. If radial diffusion occurs in the mode suggested by
Brice and McDonough (1973), then n = 3, which value we shall use throughout
this paper. With the boundary conditions f(L = 1) = 0 , f(L = L,) = f(L.)
GVT solved equ. (13):

f(L) = f(Lj) Z(L), where

WW
K

and I

-

are modified Bessel functions of order V = (3-n)/(n + m - 2)

(= 0 when n = 3 ) ; x = x_L

with p = (n + m - 2)/2, x. is a measure of the

ratio of local losses to radial diffusion:
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(15)

O = P"

J

oo

The above solution holds only for p 4 0; the solution for p = 0 is given by
GVT. Based upon their results we use p > 0 and thus can use equ. (14).
As expected, the phase space density f(L) in (14) shows an exponential dependence on L when the losses are strong (x is large); if the losses are weak
the solution of (14) yields a power law in L.
With this information on the losses we can cite from GVT the expression for
the particle density as:

•

•«.»

4

E,(E,L)

(16)

dE

dE
where E. is the energy of an electron at L. which has a first adiabatic invariant equal to that of an electron with energy E at L (Baker and van Allen,
1976):

2B(L,)y

mQc

E

2

+ 2mQc

2

E

with

mQc

2m 0 c 2 B(L)

The constant C(L) may vary with L and arises from a conversion of the unidirectional electron intensity differential j

to the omnidirectional inten-

sity j :

j sina da
C(L) =
JTT/2

By defining the electron intensity differential j ,2(E,L.) at L. ^ 3 P. we
may use the relativistic approximation throughout the whole region of interest. This reduces the differential dE/dE. in equ. (16) to M J V ; N )
I
B(Lj;

.

From the Pioneer 10 results we may write the electron intensity differential
j -2(E,L) in the form (Baker and van Allen, 1976):
(17)

100

where K, a, z and b are adjustable parameters. GVT obtained a best fit for the
particle distribution N(E > 20 MeV, L) to the Pioneer data for n = 3 with
p = 0.5 or, if satellite absorption effects are appreciable p = 0.2. The dif-9
-1
fusion coefficient D_ would be "\> 3 x 10
sec
which is in agreement with
other published estimates (Birmingham et al., 1974; Coroniti, 1975; MogroCampero, 1976; Thomsen et al., 1977) and the lifetime t- is a few million seconds ( ^ 1 - 2

months).

6.2 Synchrotron radiation losses

Equation (16) as cited above is valid only in regions where the lifetime T
against local losses is much smaller than the lifetime T

against synchrosyn

tron radiation losses, a condition which is fulfilled at L > 2 but fails inside this region (Barbosa and Coroniti, 1976). We therefore correct the distribution as calculated from equ. (16) for the extra losses (and/or gains) in
the following way. The synchroton losses in a time dt can be written as
(Pacholczyk, 1970) dE/dt = 3E 2 with B = 2 e 4 B 2 sin2 a/3 m* c 5 = 2.37 x 10~ 3
2
2
B

sin

a (in c.g.s. units). Since we define the particle distribution at grid-

points separated by AL = 0.05 we use a time scale dt equal to the time t which
the particles need to cross the distance AL at L according to the radial diffusion theory. Mogro-Campero and Fillius (1976) write the diffusion velocity
as v, = 3 In f/3L, so the time t =AL / — 5 ^

which we approximated by -5=— .

When the particle distribution is subjected only to synchrotron radiation
losses, we can write the distribution after a time t (Pacholczyk, 1970) as:
N(E,a,t)dE = KE~ a (1 - 3tE)a~2{l + E/z(l - gtE)}~ b dE

(18)

for E < l/.gt and N(E,a,t) = 0 for E > l/6t, when the initial distribution
N(En,a,0)dE is given by equ. (17). We correct the equatorial electron distribution (a

=

90 ) as defined by equ. (16) in each interval AL according to

equ. (18). Since electrons with smaller pitch angles will lose most of their
energy at their mirrorpoints, we check during the calculations in each volume
—3 2
element dv whether E < 1/Bt or E > 1/gt where & = 2.37 x 10

B m . When

E > l/St we set the number density in dv equal to zero.
Table III shows typical time scales at various L shells in Jupiter's radiation
(

belt for diffusion across AL and for synchrotron radiation losses, i.e. the

;

time it takes before a 20 MeV electron has lost about half of its energy due

f
•\
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Table III. Typical cimescales for 20 MeV electrons in Jupiter's radiation belts

L = 1.3
2-nm yc
o

cyclotron

:

bounce

:

T

drift

:

T

eB

B

=

D

diffusion

4TTLeB3RJ

T 'V.
S

1 sec

2 x 10" 5 sec

1.3 sec

L = 6

L = 2.5

7 x 10" 4 sec

5 x 10" 5 sec

1.8 sec

4.3 sec

3.5 days

3 days

2.5 days

1 day

40 days

20 days

10 days

2 days

40 days

1 year

(Y-Dmoc3(BxVB)

L.AL
3D

:

synchrotron losses:

5rfc» '-

7 x ! 0 " 6 sec

L - 1.3

420

103 years

6 years

to synchrotron radiation losses. Also times are shown 20 MeV electrons need
for their cyclotron, bounce and drift periods. It is clear from this Table
that losses due to synchrotron radiation indeed are important only inside
L ^ 2, and that the time particles need to diffuse radially inwards is long
compared to the time needed to drift around Jupiter at L % 6.

6.3 Absorption of high energy electrons by Amalthea and the ring

The Pioneer 11 data (Fillius et al., 1976) show that both Amalthea and the
ring surrounding Jupiter absorb roughly half the high energy electrons avaiable at their orbits. The 6 cm data in Paper II clearly confirm the influence
of these two objects. In this section we derive the formulae to account for
these two absorption effects in our program. The survival probability, P,
of electrons when they diffuse inwards past Amalthea or the ring is:

P = exp {-N,

where N, is the total number of bounces performed by the mirroring electrons

fi

N, = t Q /|t,, which is twice the ratio of the time t Q they may interact with

^

the satellite/ring to the bounce period t, = ( U R )/(c/l - 1/Y ) fOQ» where

J

ae'
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f

may be approximated by 1.3802 - 0.3199 {sin a

+ ysin a } (Schultz and

Lanzerotti, 1974). T is the fraction of particles absorbed in one bounce. To
account for possible increases in P due to the fact that near-equatorial
mirroring particles not always cross the rotational equator bouncing up and
down the field lines, we insert a factor F in equ. (19) which represents the
fraction of the particle's drift orbit over which the electron will cross the
rotational equator bouncing up and down the field lines. In a dipole field
F = 1 for electrons with a

^ 70° and F -* 2£/(2iTr sing) as

ct -> 90°, where S

is the angle between the rotational and magnetic axes, £ the thickness and r
the radial distance of the satellite/ring. For the ring we then rewrite (19):

P = exp {-ct

FT/2

L£

L/

R }
de

(20)

j

2
where we have taken /I - 1/y
2
T = mrr

Z where r

= 1. The fraction, T, can be written as

is the effective radius of the ring particles, n the num-

ber of particles, and £ the ring's thickness. The time t~ during which the
particles may interact with the ring depends upon

the time they spend inside

the sweeping region. Fig. 9 shows the L values swept out by Amalthea and the
ring in the 0, model as a function of Jovian longitude. Following Smith et al.
(1979), we have taken a width of 270 km for Amalthea and 6000 km for the ring.
From this we can determine the sweeping area L = L
- L . where L
is
A
max
mm
max
the shell that lies farthest away from Jupiter and just touches the ring's

]
. f
j
I

I

orbit and L . the shell which lies closest to Jupiter but still touches the
mm
orbit. The interaction time can then be written as tn = t, f where t, is the
0
d r
d
diffusion time needed to cross the sweeping area and f

is the mean fraction

of the particle's path inside the ring's orbit. Since the drift period of the
particles is much smaller than the diffusion time (see Table III) the time
t_ shows no energy dependence. A calculation as shown below shows it to be
t n ^ 0.26 t,. As is clear from Fig. 9, f

and hence t. is relatively larger

in the further (first) half of the sweeping region L
(second) part; the fractions f

than in the nearer

in each grid point spacing AL are approximately

in proportion 3:3:2:1:1:1.
The survival probab. •ly for electrons passing the satellite Amalthea can also

'-.&
#
W

be represented by Equ. (20) where x is now equal to the effective filling fac-

p?

tor of the moon in its orbit. Assuming this factor is equal to the satellite's

5§

surface projected onto the equator divided by the surface of its orbit we ex-

?$},

• 4

pect T

'V/ 10

.

.

.

&

. I n order to define t- we must now consider the probability, P.,

303

i«S

_ (1965 01

Fig. 9. The L values suept out by Amalbhca and the ring in the 0, model. A width
of 6000 km was assumed for the ring and of 270 ?m for Amalthea. The latter
width is so small that we approximated Amalthea's orbiv by only one line.

that the electrons will impact Amalthea during the time they are in the
sweeping area, t n = t, f
(J

Cl

IT

P., where P
A

A

= |OJ - OJ | /w , the difference between
A

c

A

the orbital frequencies of Amalthea and the electron (note that the electrons
have a drift velocity in the same direction as Amalthea1s motion relative to
Jupiter). Since the drift velocity of the particles depends upon their energy,
there is an energy dependence in t,., which was calculated by tracing the particle's path for various energies form a point just outside L

to just in-

rricix

side L . . We assumed the particle's energy did not change over L. and calcumm
A
lated the fraction f .P. each time the particle crossed Amalthea's sweeping
IT

A

region, we repeated this calculation starting from L
at a few different
max
longitudes and the resulting mean interaction time t

as a function of energy

is shown in Fig. 10. The figure does not show a noticeable change using the
0,

or P.

model. The "resonant" energy, where the survival probability of the

electrons -* 1 is near 8 MeV, which is in agreement with Pioneer data (Fillius,
1976) and not far from the value of 14.5 MeV derived by Mogro-Campero (1976)

s

for the simple dipolar model D. of Smith et al. (1976). Note that the gyro
radius of electrons at Amalthea's orbit with E ^ 100 MeV is smaller than 1/10
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Pig.10. Fraction of the time t / £ ,
as a function of energy an electron
spends inside Amalthea's sweeping
corridor while diffusing inwards
from

L

max

t0

L

min

(see

0.001 -

£ (meV)

of Amalthea's radius, so that we do not have to consider possible (energy dependent) decreases in P. due to leap frogging processes (Mogro-Campero and
Fillius, 1976).
The survival probability P in equ. (20) will change the equatorial pitch angle
distribution of the particles through its dependence on the fraction, F, of
the drift orbit during which the electrons cross the equator. Curve 1 in Fig.
II shows the pitch angle distribution $(a ) = 0.7 sin a + 0.3 sin
e
e

a

obtained
e

from the Pioneer observations at L > 3 (van Allen, 1976). Crossing Amalthea's
orbit this distribution will be changed by the survival probability

for a di-

pole field which is sketched in by the thin line labeled "P". We have normalized P by chosing P = 0.5 for electrons with a

= 70 . As can be seen from

Fig. 7 the curve will be slightly different for the 0, and P.

models. Multi-

plication of P by curve 1 results in the new pitch angle distribution represented by the thin dashed curve 2. This curve is well represented by a pitch
angle distribution of the form 0.45 sin a

+ 0 . 4 8 sin a with q = 40 as shown
e
e
by the solid curve 2. For comparison, curves of these functions with q = 20
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Fig.11. Electron density as a function of pitak angle a , initially normalized
to N - 1 at a

= 90°. Curve 1: outside Amalthea's orbit; curve 2: between

Amalthea's orbit and the ring; curve 3: inside the ring. The survival factor P
in passing from 1 to 2 is separately shoun. Various approximations are
indicated (see text).

and 60 are also shown as dot-dash lines. A second change at the orbit of the
ring will result in further narrowing of the pancake distribution as shown by
the thick dashed line which is the product of curve P with the solid line,
40
curve 2. The lower solid line, curve 3, representing 0.23 sin a g + 0.57 sin
a

is the finally adopted distribution of the pitch angles of the electrons

which have passed through the ring. A higher or lower probability P will not
change the exponent q but only the coefficients A

in the equations.

Note that the rotational equator intersects the magnetic equator at two specific longitudes. This causes the probability P as a function of a

also de-

pendent on the distance L of the drift shells of the electrons. At certain
drift shells, for example, it is possible to predict that electrons with pitch
angles a

> 70° will not interact with the ring or Atnalthea's orbit at all.

Since the radio maps presented in Papers I and II cannot reveal such small
scale details, we have modeled the average absorption effect of the ring and
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Amalthea as described above and accordingly (mainly for numerical reasons)
approximated the pitch angle distribution with the two terms, q = 1 and
q = 40.

6.4 Pitch angle scattering

At Io's orbit the Pioneers observed an increase in the sharpness of the pitch
angle distribution followed by a decrease which was interpreted as being due
to pitch angle scattering (Fillius et al., 1976). Generally, this scattering
will arise from a resonance interaction with whistler mode noise, which is
in the correct frequency band to cyclotron-resonate with the high energy
electrons in the radiation belts (Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974). Van Allen et al. (1975) have shown that the pitch angle distribution of the high energy electrons between 3 < L < 7 indeed agrees with
the distribution expected from such wave-particle interactions. Recently
such waves have also been observed by the PWS (Plasma Wave Sensor) experiment
on board Voyager 1 (Scarf et al., 1979). Electrons with energies above the
critical energy

E

= B2/8-rm A(l + A ) 2
e

c

(21)

are pitch angle scattered such as to form the distribution $(a ) ^ In (sin
a /sina.
£

) in a steady state diffusion equilibrium. In equ. (21) n

J. O S S

is the
S

number density of non-relativistic electrons and A is a measure of the pitch
angle anisotropy, which according to Kennel and Petschek (1966) is about
(-2 In OL
n

^ 100 cm

)

for the steady state diffusion equilibrium. A number density
, as found for the number density inside the Io torus (Bridge

et al., 1979; Frank et al., 1976) will yield a critical energy E
at Amalthea's orbit and E

^ 25-30 MeV

^ 7 0 MeV near the ring. Electrons synchrotron ra-

diate most of their energy at a frequency v near v = 0.29 v , where v , the
critical frequency, is defined in section 3. This indicates that at Amalthea's
orbit we receive most radiation at 6 cm from electrons with energies
E ^ 60 MeV, at 21 cm with E ^ 35 MeV and at 50 cm with E ^ 25 MeV. Therefore
most of the electrons which are observed to radiate at 6 cm have energies far
above the critical energy E , at 21 cm the electrons' energy is only barely
above and at 50 cm it is on the low side of E . Most electrons radiating at
6 cm thus undergo considerable pitch angle scattering while those radiating
at 21 cm are subjected to less scattering. Near the ring we do not observe
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any electrons radiating at wavelengths ^ 6 cm which are energetic enough to
undergo wave-particle interaction.
In order to properly account for the pitch angle scattering effects in our
program we divided the region inside Amalthea's orbit into 6 parts. In each
part the relative fractions A. and A

in equ. (7) are replaced by new values:

A. •+ A.

P(a = 70 ) . The electron density N at a = 9 0

factor

P(a = 85° - 90°), which is equal to P(a = 70°) "

is decreased by a
for an

(offset) dipole field. Outside the sweeping areas P, of course, is equal to
1. We assume q to increase to 40 inside the sweeping areas; pitch angle
scattering causes q to decrease resulting in a decrease in the number density
of electrons in the pancake-like distribution A

sin" a with the normali-

q

e

zation
/

2TT sin a $ (a ) da = const.

We thus distinct the following free parameters which account for particle
losses in the inner Jovian magnetosphere: the survival probability P for particles diffusing inwards past Amalthea and the ring and the exponent q (depending on L) representing pitch angle scattering inside Amalthea's orbit.
i

The determination of the values which best fit the synchrotron radiation and
Pioneer data is presented in section 7C.

t
j>

7. Discussion of the free parameters in the program
In this section we discuss the influence which the various free parameters
in our programs have on the characteristics of the synchrotron radiation. We
must keep in mind, however, that we cannot define each

parameter in turn,

since a change in one requires adjustment of the other parameters in order to
fit all the radiation characteristics. We thus have to fit all parameters
simultaneously, subjected to the constraints given by the observed synchrotron radiation characteristics and the spacecraft data.
We have the following constraints from the radio data: the total flux densi-

j

ties, degrees of polarization and position angles at three wavelengths; varia- jf
tions in these quantities as a function of Jovian longitude and the magnetic

.§•

latitude of the earth <J> ; the one- and two-dimensional s'hapes of the emission

$?'

region, in particular the position of the radiation peaks (neglecting for the ~>i
moment possible changes therein as observed in 1973 by de Pater and Dames,
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1979), the flattening in intensity in the outer part of the belt, and the
emission regions near Jupiter's poles; the asymmetry between both sides of the
belt and its variation as a function of Jovian longitude.
The spacecraft data provide information on the magnetic field structure and
on the electron densities as a function of radius, energy and pitch angle.
We should however keep in mind that only Pioneer 11 came in close to Jupiter
("V" 1.6 R T ) and that it moved along a trajectory which passed from high sout h e m to high northern latitudes. This makes it difficult to precisely interpret the data. Thus we feel that we are not as rejectly constraint by the in
situ particle observations as by the other observations.
In this paper we determine the most plausible electron distribution compatible
with the synchrotron data and spacecraft observations based upon the 0, and
P.. models. In order to not get lost in the overwhelming number of radio data
we limit the computations to one longitude, X = 200

and derive an electron

distribution based mainly on the shape of the emission regions plus

the to-

tal flux densities and degrees of polarization at various wavelengths (6, 21
and 50 cm). In the next paper we shall discuss the variations in the radiation characteristics with Jovian longitude.
The various free parameters in our program are grouped as follows: A) the
boundary conditions at L = 2.8 with k, a, z and b determining the energy distribution and A , A

and q outside Amalthea's orbit determining the electron

pitch angle distribution. B) transport

of particles where D_, T n and p deter-

mine the radial distributions of electrons. C) losses of particles determined
by the absorption parameters at Amalthea and the ring, P, as well as the
pitch angle distribution parameter q for the 6 different regions into which
we have divided the area inside Amalthea's orbit.
In Table IV we have indicated the main changes induced to first order in the
characteristics of the synchrotron radiation when changing one of these free
parameters. S,/S~. is a measure of the radio spectrum representing relative
flux densities at 6 and 21 cm, and P

and P

are the degrees of linear and
CC
circular
The s
symbol i indicates an increase, d a decrease in
circular polarization.
polarization. The
i

the various characteristics.
A. Boundary conditions
Energy distribution
From Paper II we know that the width of the emission region does not vary
with wavelength and hence we assume no spatial separation between the high
and low energy electrons in Jupiter's magnetosphere, in contrast to the
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Table IV.

First order changes in the characteristics of the synchrotron radiation arising from changes in the free pa

meters of the computer program. The symbol i indicates an increase, d a decrease in the various characteristics.

V S 2I

i

Energy spectrum:
steep -> flat

Electron distr. outside Amalthea:
A,s 95% •* 70%

Radial distr.:
decrease in D (1) T

P

L

P

c

i

i

i

d

i

d
i

d

d
i

i
i

1

Amalthea:
decrease in P
more pitch angle scatt.

d
d

d

d

Ring:
decrease in P
more pitch angle scatt.

d
d

d
d

i
d

O

O

= const)
0

distance
peaks-Jup.

i

decidase in p

.

intensity
radiation
peaks

visibility
of rad.
peaks at
Amalthea's
orbit

i
i

d

d
d

earth's van Allen Belts (S«Sraas, 1973). This indicates that the ratios between
the flux densities S^, S 2 ] , and S

at the three wavelengths depend mainly

upon the energy distribution of the electrons; the radial distribution however will certainly modify these ratios as shown below. De Pater and Dames
(1979) determined the ratio S 2 ] / S 5 Q to be 0.93 ± 0.04, after subtraction of
a thermal contribution from the total flux densities of 0.8 Jy and 0.1 Jy
respectively. This implied a mean energy spectrum for the electrons of
N(E)dE i< E

'

dE. From papers I and II we find that the ratio S,/S. is
o 21
0.63 ± 0.04. Due to the rather uncertain amount of thermal flux subtracted

from the total flux density at 6 cm, it is better to consider the ratio between the linearly polarized flux densities P L , / P L 9 ,

which came out to be
—1 8

0.61 + 0.04. This implies an energy spectrum of N(E)dE ^ E

' dE. The dif-

ference between the two spectra indicates that we do not have a constant
power law distribution in energy but one in which the power varies with energy, giving a rather flat spectrum at low energies and one somewhat steeper
at higher energies. This is exactly what was measured by the Pioneer spacecraft (van Allen, 1976). The steep fall off at high energies has been interpreted to be due to pitch angle scattering effects caused by a resonance interaction

no

with whistler mode noise (van Allen et al., 1975). In order to

mathematically fit the observed energy dependence of the particle density,
Baker and van Allen (1976) used the electron intensity differential given in
our equ. (17): K E

B

(1 + E/z)~ . They found a best fit to the Pioneer data

at L = 3 (the shell where we specify our electron distribution) with a = 0,
z = 6 and b = 2.3, which results in the ratios S 6 /S 2

^ 0.51, P L /P L

^ 0.44

and S../S ^ ^ 0.75. This spectrum is clearly too steep and better results
are obtained with a flatter spectrum having a = 0, z = 100, and b = 1.8. Then
S 6 /S 2 ] = 0.68 + 0.03, P L /P L

= 0.61 ± 0.05, and S 2 ] / S 5 Q = 0.90 ± 0.02. The

errors indicate a range of different survival probabilities at Amalthea's orbit (see below; P 'v 0.35 - 0.75). In Fig. 12a the number of electrons with
energies greater than the given energy are sketched for several different
energy spectra at two distances L = 3 and L = 7. The steepest curve, no. 5,
represents the 'best fit' Pioneer curve. All curves are scaled such as to
coincide with curve 1 at 4 MeV. Fig. 12b shows the radial distribution of the
total number of electrons with 20 MeV < E < 80 MeV for the same energy spectra, where absorption effects by Amalthea and the ring were set equal to zero.
As has been mentioned in section 6.2, synchrotron losses close to Jupiter are
very severe, even so that there are no electrons with E > 20 MeV left at
L £ 1.25 - 1.30. Such losses will hardly be noticed when there is a steep
spectrum (see equ. (18)), but will noticeably increase the number density at
lower energies when there is a rather flat spectrum. This effect is clearly
shown in Fig. 12b. Since the factor K in equ. (17) has not yet been uniquely
defined from a comparison with the total flux density measurements, the values
of N along the y-ordinate do not have absolute significance.

The electron piteh angle distribution

outside Amalthea's orbit determines,

in large part, the electron density at positions above and below the magnetic
equator. At these high magnetic latitudes all Stokes parameters have rather
small values and the Q and U have changed sign with respect to the equatorial
region (see also t.he maps in Fig. 18 discussed in section 8.2). An increase
in the number density at these positions (i.e. by an increase in the isotropic part of the distribution outside Amalthea's orbit) result in an increase
in all Stokes parameters here and hence in a decrease in the integrated values for Q and U over the whole emission region. Considering the field configuration, V will hardly change. Thus we get a small decrease in P

and a

relatively large decrease in P .
Van Allen (1976) showed that based upon the Pioneer data about 30% of the
|.

8

electrons with E > 20 MeV at L ^ 4 - 5 is in a pancake-like distribution with

E (mev)
Fig.12a. Energy distributions of electrons. The ordinate is the total number
of electrons with energy exceeding the value on the abscissa. The values are
normalized to coincide at 4 MeV (with arbitrary units). All curves represent
spectra with a - 0 in equ.l?. For curve lj z - 200, b = 1.80; curve 2j z = 100,
b = 1.80; curve 3_: z = 50, b = 1.80; curve £: z = 6, b = 1.80; curve S_: z - 6,
b - 2.30.

q % 4. Since most of the radiation we receive from this region is emitted by
electrons with energies far above the critical energy E

(see section 6.4) we

expect a rather isotropic distribution for the radiating particles. However,
a large part of the radiation we receive from high magnetic latitudes close to
Jupiter is emitted by electrons at L shells £ 3. Since the field strength, B,
at these locations is larger than that for the same field line at the equator,
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Fig.12b. Number density (in arbitrary units) of all electrons with
20 MeV < E < 80 MeV as a funation of L for the 5 energy sveatra from Fig.12a.

the electron's energy is relatively smaller (v

2
^ BE ) so that the radiation

might arise from an electron distribution not influenced by the whistler mode
noise. Using the "best fit" values of all free parameters as (will be) derived
in this section we need an electron distribution outside Amalthea's orbit
which is 80 - 85% isotropic in order to fit the observed polarization degree

B. Transport of particles
The radial distribution

of the electrons based upon the radial diffusion model

of GVT (see section 6.1) depends on the ratio of the local losses to the diffusion x

= (1/p) /1/D T . As mentioned in section 6.1, the L dependence of the

diffusion coefficient, D = D L , is that which is predicted when the diffusion
is caused by atmsopheric turbulence as suggested by Brice and McDonough (1973).
A decrease in D

will lower the diffusion velocity and hence increase the ratio

x . This will cause the position of the maximum number density N
in the rao
max
dial distribution to move outwards, unless T is increased such as to keep
D T constant. However, a decrease in the diffusion velocity will cause a reo o
lative increase in the effect of synchrotron radiation losses, such as to cause
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Fig.IS. Number density (in arbitrary units) of all eleetvons with
20 MeV < E < 80 MeV as a function of L for various radial distributions.
Curve 1: D = 3 x 10~ sea
=4 xlO see and p = 0.2; curve 2: D is
3 T
—
°
_ g _ | °
_ g _ ]
—
o
changed into 2 in 10
sec
; curve 3: D - 1 x 10
sec
; curve 4: as curve

—

°

1 with p - 0.5; curve 5: as curve 3 with x

i
= 1.2 x 10 sec.

the number density of the high energy electrons to fall off steeply at a relatively larger distance from Jupiter. Using Pioneer data in Io's vicinity,
Thomson et al. (1977) derived 10~ ° £ D
D x ^ 1.2 x 10
0
o o
posed D

3 x ]0~

sec"1 and the product

. From consideration of synchrotron radiation losses, GVT pro- 9 - 1
6

= 3 x 10

sec

with x

=4x10

sec and p = 0.5, neglecting sweep-

up losses by any satellites. If such losses are important, p could be lowered
to 0.2 according to them, which would increase the lifetime of electrons
against local losses close to Jupiter. It appeared from our model calculations
that the inclusion of absorption effects by Amalthea indeed requires p = 0.2
in order to account for the sharp increase in the 6 cm intensity inside the
ring (Paper II). We therefore use p = 0.2 in all our calculations presented in
this paper, unless otherwise specified. Fig. 13 shows radial distributions for
the total number of electrons with 20 MeV < E < 80 MeV for various diffusion
parameters. As in Fig. 12 satellite sweep-up losses were set equal to zero and
the numbers along the y-ordinate do not have absolute significance. Curve J_
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I (mjy/beam

Fig.14a.-d. A comparison of cross scans through model maps at \ = 200° with one
through the corresponding observed map. The latter curve is indicated by the
solid line in each figure. Radial diffusion in the model calculations is such
—9

_i

p.

that D = 3 x 10 sec t x = 4 x 10 sea and p = 0.2.
a. The dashed line is a scan through a 6 am model with radial diffusion as
given above; the dot-dash line is through one with D= 8 x 10
sec 3
T = 1.5 x 10 sec and p - 0.2. The survival probability for 20 MeV electrons
diffusing inwardly past Amalthea's sweeping area was taken as 0.62 and pitch
angle scattering was such that q = 30.
shows a distribution with D

=3x10

sec

, T

= 4 x 10

sec and p = 0.2;

curve h_ shows the variation which will be undergone by changing p to 0.5.
-9
-1
Curves 2_ and 3_ show the radial distribution with D = 2 x 10
sec
and
1 x 10
D

sec
respectively, where p = 0.2 and T
- 9 - 1
7

=2x10

sec

, T

= 1.2 x 10

=4x10

I''':

sec. Curve _5 has

sec and p = 0.2, which are the same proper-

ties as those on 3^ except that x has been raised to give the constant value
D T = 1.2 x 10~ as derived by Thomson et al. (1979) from the Pioneer data,
o o
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90
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I

KmJy/beam)

60

30

Fig.14b. The dashed line is a cross scan through a 6 am model for which the
survival probability for 20 MeV electrons passing Amalthea's sweeping region
P = 0.75, and there is pitch angle scattering such that q decreased from
40 to 20; the dot-dash line is through a model for which P - 0.35.

The discrepancy between curves _5_ and _1_ clearly shows the influence of synchrotron radiation losses. Fig. 14a shows a cross scan through a model map with
D

=3x10

D

= 8 x 10

sec
sec

and T
and T

= 4 x 10

sec (dashed line) and through one with

= 1.5 x 10

sec (dot-dash line), superimposed upon

a cross scan through an observed map at 6 cm (solid line). It is clear that
-9
-1
the curve with D = 3 x 10
sec
shows better agreement with the data. As
shown below the calculated position of the peaks may be slightly modified by
a change in the absorption coefficient at Amalthea's orbit. It should be noted
here that all model maps have been convolved with a same beam as used to obtain the observational data. For this purpose we used a Gaussian beam with a
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Fig.14a. The dashed line is a cross scan through a 21 cm model for which the
survival probability for 20 MeV electrons passing Amalthea's sweeping area
P - 0.50, and there is pitch angle scattering such that q decreased from
40 to 30; the dot-dash curve is through a 21 cm model for which P = 0.62.

halfpower beamwidth "v> 1/6 the planet's diameter in right ascension and^l/2 in
declination for the 6 cm data and a beam 2 times larger at 21 cm (for exact
values see Paper I and II). From the cross scans presented in Paper II we may
infer that the shape of the high radiation peak does not vary with Jovian
longitude. We therefore tried to fit the high peak in the model calculations
at X = 200° with the high peaks in the series of cross scans presented in that
paper. In this paper, however, we show only comparisons with the cross scan
observed at X = 200°. As mentioned in section 5.2 the E-W asymmetry shown in
the pictures is mainly due to the warping of the magnetic equator.
It might be noted that there is a rather large discrepancy between the calculations and observations in front of the disk. In fact the observations show
hardly any radiation from this part of the emission region. This most likely
is due to the fact that the observations were made with a shortest baseline of
no less than 72 m, so that we did not observe the large scale structure of the
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Fig.l4d. The dashed line shows a cross scan through a 6 cm model for which
the survival probability for 20 MeV electrons passing Amalthea's sweeping
area P = 0. 50, and there is pitch angle scattering such that q decreased
from 40 to 30. The dot-dash curve shows a cross scan through a model where
q has dropped to 20.

source. This in general results in a bowl-like rather than a flat underground
in the observed intensities.

C. Losses of particles
Amalthea.

The flattening in the intensity of the cross scans near Amalthea's

position depends on both the absorption coefficient or chance of survival, P,
in equ. (20) and the amount of pitch angle scattering. Fig. 14b shows two calculated intensity profiles compared with the 6 cm cross scan; the dashed line
is for a survival probability of 0.75 for 20 MeV electrons diffusing inwards
past Amalthea's sweeping region, the dot-dash line is £or 0.35. As mentioned
in section 6.4 sweeping alone would make q equal to 40 when the electrons cross
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Amalthea's orbit but then simultaneous pitch angle scattering decreases the
actual value down to q = 20 and further down to 10 near the ring. The latter
effect however is not noticeable in the calculations. Taking a survival chance
of 0.35 without any pitch angle scattering shows practically the same curve
as the dashed line. In this case, however, the circular polarization P

increa-

ses by 0.8% of S and the linear polarization P. by 4 - 5% at 21 cm (see also
Table V, section 8 ) . Setting q = 30 inste:d of 40 in the whole region results
in only a slightly lower value for P . A best fit of P

with the value of

1.3 ± 0.1% observed at 21 cm, X = 200 , is obtained by assuming that pitch
angle scattering in Amalthea1s orbit causes q to decrease from the expected
40 to 30. We therefore conclude that there might be some pitch angle scattering
in this vicinity. The shape of the 21 cm cross scans, Fig. 14c, requires a
survival probability for 20 MeV electrons of ^ 0.5. Pioneer 11 data (Fillius,
J976) showed that the number density of electrons with E > 20 MeV decreased
by a factor of ^ 2 - 3 at Amalthea's orbit. Since the spacecraft was at rather
high magnetic latitudes while crossing the satellite's orbit (where a

^ 30 -

50 ) we may assume this factor to represent the real decrease in the isotropic part of the electron density. Considering Fig. 10 this indicates a chance
of survival P ^ 0.6 - 0.7 for 20 MeV electrons. Although the Pioneer data in
this part of the magnetosphere may be rather uncertain we still may exclude
survival probabilities of % 0.3 - 0.4 based upon these data. We therefore

\\

adopt a value P = 0.5 for 20 MeV electrons diffusing inwards past Amalthea's

f.

sweeping area. Fig. 14d shows a comparison of the 6 cm cross scan with calculated intensity profiles where pitch angle scattering was assumed such that
q was 30 (dashed line) and 20 (dot-dash line). This picture clearly suggest
the dot-dash line to give a better fit to the 6 cm data, implying a wavelength
and hence energy dependence in the pitch angle scattering, just as suggested
in section 6.4.
A decrease in q from Amalthea's orbit to the ring is not significantly manifest in the models. However, a model with no pitch angle scattering inside
Amalthea's sweeping area but a decrease in q to 20 immediately after crossing
,\4;

this region shows hardly any flattening in the intensity of the radiation
curve. This indicates that most scattering will occur inside Amalthea's
sweeping area, thus on a time scale £ 10 days (Table III).
Since the survival probability of the electrons at Amalthea's orbit depends
upon the particles' energy as indicated in Fig. 10, the spectrum steepens with
a smaller chance of survival and/or more pitch angle scattering. In Fig. 14b
for example, where as in all the computations, a spectrum with a = 0, z = 100
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and b = 1.8 (equ. (17)) was used, the ratio S,/S21 increases from 0.66 to 0.70,
P L ,/P L

from 0.57 to 0.65 and S 2 ./S- 0 from 0.88 to 0.91 as P changes from

0.35 to 0.75. But only when we take a chance of survival of 1.0 we need to make
the spectrum at L = 3 be as steep as the one inferred from the Pioneer data.
This fact touches upon the discrepancy between the energy spectrum derived in
this paper and the one derived by van Allen (1976). Since the Pioneer data confirm an energy dependence in the electron's absorption effect at Amalthea's
orbit (Fillius, 1976) we assume our absorption theory at this orbit to be right.
The electron density, however, measured by the Pioneers at L = 3 shows a relatively large error bar (GVT), which might indicate a rather large uncertainty
in the energy spectrum derived from these data. If the spectrum would be right,
our radio data indicate a relatively overabundance of electrons inside L ^ 2
with energies E *v 20 - 40 MeV, radiating at 6 cm, with respect to those with
E "V" 10 - 20 MeV, radiating at 21 cm, compared with what one expects based upon
the energy spectrum. This might be due to an extra injection of electrons with
energies around 1 MeV at Io's or around 60 KeV at Ganymede's orbit. Maybe waveparticle interactions, produced by turbulence in the plasma induced by satellites, can produce a relatively increase in the electron density at certain
energies. According to Krimigis et al. (1979) such wave-particle interactions
are probably responsible for the large spatial perturbations observed by Voyager 2 in the electron densities with 35 KeV £ E £ 100 KeV.

The ring.

As mentioned before, part of the electrons will be absorbed while

crossing the ring and their pitch angle distribution will be changed into a
pancake-like distribution with q = 40. Were pitch angle scattering to occur
at this orbit, both the degree of circular polarization and the intensity of
the radiation peaks would be decreased considerably, which is in disagreement
with the data. Moreover most electrons radiating at 6 - 50 cm have energies
below the critical energy E

> 70 MeV at this orbit and hence no resonance

interaction with whistler mode noise is expected here. Curves with survival
probabilities of 0.10, 0.35 and 0.75 (in all previous scans a value of 0.35
was used) do not show a difference in appearance other than a difference in
peak intensity: a curve with P = 0.35 shows a peak ^ 15% higher than one with
P = 0.10 and ^ 12.5% smaller than one with P = 0.75. From the Pioneer data we
could estimate a decrease in electron density by a factor of % 2 - 3 (for all
energies, since there is no energy dependence in P, see section 6.3), so we
choose P ^ 0.35.
The survival probabilities for Amalthea and the ring are related to the cross
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sections of these objects in their orbits. With a time scale for diffusion
t =

*

as given in section 6.2 we get a cross section T for Amalthea
-5
(P = 0.5 for 20 MeV electrons) of 4 x 10
and for the ring (P = 0.35) of
1.5 x 10

. The diffusion velocity v, = d In f/3L however will be increased

inside the sweeping areas which will result in a somewhat higher value for T.
We therefore want to conclude that x,

. ,

is approximately in agreement

with the value espected from its geometric size (section 6.3). T •

agrees

with the value derived by Ip (1979) from the protron densities measured by
Pioneer 11; we therefore refer the reader to that paper for geometric sizes
and number densities of the ring particles.

8. Results

8.1 Integrated flux parameters

Based upon the discussion of the free parameters in the previous section, we
propose an

electron distribution with an energy spectrum a = 0, z = 100 and

b = 1.8 in equ. 17 and a pitch angle distribution outside Amalthea's orbit
with 80 (-85)" of the particles in the isotropic mode; a radial distribution
with the parameters D_ = 3 x 10

sec

, T. = 4 x !0

sec and p = 0.2 in

GVT's radial diffusion model; an absorption coefficient at Amalthea's orbit
such that half of all 20 MeV electrons survive diffusing past this region,
with a pitch angle scattering to produce a final value for q of 30 for those
electrons which radiate at 21 cm and a little lower for those radiating mainly at 6 cm. An absorption coefficient of 0.35 has been adopted at the ring's
orbit, where no pitch angle scattering occurs. Such a distribution results in
the integrated flux parameters given in Table V. The 21 cm flux density in
Table V was scaled such as to coincide with the observed flux density after
subtraction of an assumed thermal contribution of 0.8 Jy. This indicates a
-A
3
number density of the 20 MeV electrons at L = 2.8 of 5.5 x 10 /cm or
7
2
1.6 x 10

counts/cm

sec (see section 3 ) . Note that the degree of linear po-

larization at 6 cm is lower b y ^ 2 % than the 21 cm value. Using a smaller q
at 6 cm and a larger one at 50 cm will respectively decrease the ratios between 6-21 cm and increase those between 21-50 cm. Calculations of the integrated flux density parameters indicate a beaming factor between the longitudes 200° and 290°

S ^ / S ^

= 0.93 - 0.91 and P L > 2 0 0 o / P L j 2 9 0 o = 0.88 -

0.86, where the measured values indicate 0.89 and 0.87 respectively. Fig. 15
shows the radial distribution of the electron density with 20 < E < 80 MeV.
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Table V A.

Various parameters of the integrated flux densities for the 0, and P.

models at > = 200 . The last column shows the values observed at 21 cm.

Table V B.

The ratio of the total and linearly polarized flux densities between

the wavelengths 6, 21 and 50 cm. The valups for the 0, and P

models at '• = 200

are shown together with the observed value, averaged over all available longitudes.

Table V Ii

Table V A

observed

model

model

at
6 cm

PA

7 1 cm

6 .06 Jy
6.06 Jy

5 4

3.68 Jy

5.40 Jy

P

3.67 Jy

5.40 Jy

°4
n

p

p

50 cm

°4
II

p.

21 cm

°4
p
n

°4
p
n

19.8

%

22.0

%

22.6

20.2

1

22.2

%

22 .7

- 0.82

I

- 0.86

- 1.21 %

- 1 .59

- 1.25 %

- 1 .63

90.3°

90.1°

90.0°

83.7°

88.8°

88 .9°

>=200°

V S 2. P°4

Jv

ll

X
%

21 6

;

-1 30 %

R8

%

Pfi/P,,

S

21 / S 50

0.68

observed
averaged
over >.' s

0 .63

T-

0.04

0.68

°4

0.61

P

ll

0.61

°4

0.89

0 .61 i 0.05

0 .93 i 0.04

0.89

S°

The upper curve corresponds to the total number density at a

= 90°, the lower

curve to the isotropic part of the density, which in this figure has been
taken as 70% of the total density outside Amalthea's orbit. The dotted curve
indicates the isotropic part of the distribution when all electrons outside
Amalthea's orbit initially were in this mode. The curve which best fits the
Pioneer data at L ^ 3 consists of % 70%

of the electrons in the flat helical

distribution where q might be ^ 20 - 22 (Roberts, 1976). This more or less
agrees with the distribution inside L ^ 2.7 in the figure. Early calculations
based upon dipole models without a real radial dependence in the electron distribution showed that about 30% of the electrons should be in the flat helix
component with q a. 30 and 70% in an isotropic distribution with q ^ 1. Roberts
concluded from this that there was a large discrepancy between the radio and
Pioneer data, but our calculations show that this discrepancy disappears when
Amalthea's

influence is considered. The number density at L = 3 in Fig. 15

appears to be a factor ^ 6 larger than the value inferred from the Pioneer data
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Fig.15. Radial distribution of the electron density with 20 MeV < E < SO Me'/
and pitch angle a

= 90°. The "best fit" values for the various free parameters

in the computer program were used (see text). The lower solid and the dashed.
curve shows the isotropic part of the number density, where respectively 7J%
and 100% of the electrons outside Amalthea's orbit were assyjned to be in this
mode.

7
2
("- 2 - 5 x 10 counts/cm sec, GVT). The latter data, however, were taken in
a period where Jupiter's radio flux was smaller by ^ 30% with respect to other
years (Klein, 1976; Hide and Stannard, 1976). De Pater and Dames (1979) show
radio observations which were taken simultaneously with the Pioneer 10 fly by;
they measured a 21 cm non-thermal flux density of 4.0 Jy at X = 200
the radiation peaks at 1.3 R
proportional to B ^ L

and found

rather than 1.4 R T . Since the flux density is

, we roughly infer a value for the electron density, N,

nearly 2 times smaller during the Pioneer 10 fly by than in Dec. 1977. This
brings the number densities in a better agreement with each other.

8.2 Two-dimensional pictures

Fig. 16 shows a full resolution two-dimensional model map at 6 cm (not convolved with any beam). The two emission regions near Jupiter's poles are
clearly visible, with a slightly larger flux density near the north pole where
the field is a little stronger. As predicted in Paper II the emission at the
location of the disk from the south is larger than that from the north. A
large difference between the peak intensities at both sides of the disk is
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Fig.16. Full resolution two-dimensional model map at 6 am, A - 200° (thus not
convolved with any beam to match the observations). The size of the disk is
indicated by the circle. The contour values in mJy are: 0.75, 2.25, 4.50, 7.50,
12.0, 16.5, 22.5, 28.5.
Fig.17. The 6 cm model maps in a. total
flux density S and b. linearly polarized
flux density J(Q2+ U2) after convolution
with a Gaussian shaped beam as used
to map the 6 cm data. In c. a map from
Paper II representing the observed
linearly polarized flux density at
A - 200 is shown.
The contour values in mJy/beam are:
a.: 10.0, 25 - 300 in steps of 25
b_.andc.: 10.0, 1?.5 - 300 in steps
of 12.5. Note that the contour at the
center of the disk in c represents a
decrease in intensity.
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shown (see section 5.2). This decreases considerably after convolution with a
Gaussian-shaped beam as used to map the observational data. Fig. 17 shows the
convolved pictures in total intensity and linearly polarized flux density, together with a map from Paper II showing the observed linearly polarized flux
density at A = 200 . Considering the antenna pattern

used to obtain the ob-

served maps we would infer a good pictorial agreement between the data and the
model maps. The sharp boundary at the inside of the radiation peaks, which is
also evident in the cross scans, is due to the blocking effect of the
planet.
The flux density from the polar regions depends upon the product of the field
strength and the number density of electrons having their mirror points in
that region. To change the intensity from these regions by a change in the

'

particles' number density, however, requires a drastic change in the particles'
radial distribution, i.e. by changing p (or D) in GVT's diffusion model (compare Fig.13). An increase in the isotropic part of the distribution outside
L

3 or a lowering in the electron's drift loss cone by a few degrees does

not affect the polar intensities. As far as can be judged from the maps in Fig.17
the flux densities from these regions are in agreement with the observations.
Fig. 18 a and b show the full-resolution model maps at 21 cm of the Stokes parameters Q and U, where the sign changes in the different parts of the magne-

j

tosphere are clearly shown by the solid (positive) and dashed (negative) lines.

|

The left part of Fig. 19 shows the convolved maps in the total flux density,

•'

circularly and linearly polarized flux densities, and a vector diagram of the
magnetic field orientation which has been obtained by rotating the electric
vectors by 90 . The observations from Paper I at A _

= 200

are shown at the

right side. In general there is a good pictorial agreement. The squareness of
the outer part of the models is due mainly to the convolution over a rectangle
outside of which all values were equal to zero (compare Fig. 16 and 17). The
difference between the peak intensities at the two sides of the belt is decreased even more.in these pictures than in Fig. 17 due to the convolution
with a larger beam size. It should be noted, however, that although the difference in the linearly polarized maps is only slightly less than in the ob-

i

served maps, the effect is much more pronounced in the total intensity maps.

||

It is clear from Fig. 18 that the final ratio between the radiation peaks in

fg

the Q and U maps is determined mainly by the region around the equator, while

,?jS

in the total intensity maps it is influenced
densities at higher magnetic latitudes.

relatively much more by the flux

^

A ratio in S comparable with the ob-

M

servations can be obtained only by a large electron density close to Jupiter,

h
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a

Fig.18. Full resolution two-dimensional model map at 21 am , X = 200° for a the f
Stokes parameter Q and b_ the Stokes parameter U. The contour values in mJy are: f
a. 0.41, 2.76, 5.53, 11.05 - 60.0 in steps of 8.3.
b. 0.28, 1.38, 2.76 - 30.0 in steps of 2.76.
The dashed lines indicate a negative sign,
i.e. by neglecting absorption effects at Amalthea's orbit but maintaining an
electron distribution strongly peaked around the magnetic equator. Such a
distribution is in strong disagreement with the observed radiation profiles
and the integrated polarization degrees. A discussion of the E-W asymmetry

•

and the variation of all flux density parameters as a function of Jovian
longitude, will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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Fig.19. Model maps at the left side of the picture at 21 am, after convolution
with the proper beam, in total flux density S, circularly polarized flux density V, linearly polarized flux density /(Q2+ Uz), and a vector plot of the magnetic field orientation which was obtained by rotating the electric vectors by
90°. The right part shows the observed maps from Paper I at X = 200°. A uniform
oblate disk of SOOK was subtracted from S. Contour values in mJy/beam are:
S: 7.5, SO - 1000 in steps of 100
V: 1.5 - 20.0 in steps of 2.25
J(QZ+ U2): 7.5, 25 , 50 - 250 in steps of 50
The dashed lines indicate a negative sign.
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9. Conclusions
A comparison has been made between detailed model calculations of Jupiter's
synchrotron radiation and the radio data at the wavelengths 6, 2] and 50 cm.
The calculations were carried out at a Jovian longitude A = 200

and were

based upon the multipole magnetic field configurations as derived from the
Pioneer data by Acuna and Ness (1976) (the 0, model) and Davis, Jones and
Smith (quoted in Smith and Gulkis, 1979) (the P

(3,2)A model). Together with

the information available from the Pioneer data on the relativistic electrons,
we derived the following distributions for these particles in Jupiter's inner
magneto sphere:
a_. an energy spectrum KE

-a

(1 + E/z)

-b

with a = 0, z = 100 and b = 1.8, at

L ^ 3. This distribution is much flatter than the spectrum derived from the
Pioneer data at L ^ 3 which shows values a = 0, z = 6 and b = 2.3 (van Allen,
1976). This might be due to either a large uncertainty in the Pioneer spectrum
or an energy dependent injection of electrons into the inner magnetosphere at
e.g. Ganymede's orbit.
b_. an electron pitch angle distribution outside the orbit of Amalthea such
that 80 - 85% of the particles are in a more or less isotropic distribution
sin a

with q = 1, and the remaining 15 - 20% in a pancake-like distribution

i

with q = 4.

I
*

-4
3
c. a number density of 20 MeV electrons at L = 2.8 of 5.5 x 10 /cm , which
~~
7
2
corresponds to 1.6 x 10 counts/cm

sec. Considering radio data taken simul-

taneously with the Pioneer 10 fly by (de Pater and Dames, 1979) we find a
number density % 3 x 10 /cm which, integrated over all energies E > 20 MeV
(with our Emax = 8 0 MeV) is in reasonable agreement with the Pioneer data
(van Allen, 1976).
d_. a radial distribution based upon the inward radial diffusion model of
—9 3
—1
Goertz et al. (1979) with a diffusion coefficient D = 3 x 10
L sec
and
a lifetime of the particles against local losses T = 4 x 10 L " sec, which
is in agreement with the values derived by them.

i;

e_. an absorption coefficient at Amalthea's orbit such that half of all 20 MeV

jj

electrons survive diffusing inwardly past Amalthea's sweeping area. This re-

{&

quires a cross section of Amalthea in its orbit which is in agreement with

<&

its geometric size.

t|

f_. a pitch angle scattering at this orbit which might be wavelength and hence

ji|

energy dependent. Such a scattering is in agreement with the suggestion that '•>:
it is caused by a resonance interaction with whistler mode noise. We assume
128

'"•
;

on theoretical grounds (see section 6.3) that the pitch angle distribution at
Amalthea's orbit is sharpened by sweeping towards a q = 40 configuration
(K

sin*' a ) . Pitch angle scattering reduces q to 30 to 21 cm and to % 20 at

6 cm. Most pitch angle scattering should occur within the area swept out by
Amalthea rather than in the region between Amalthea and the ring. This indicates a timescale for scattering of ^ 10 days.
g_. an absorption coefficient at the ring such that about 1/3 of the particles
survive diffusing inwardly across the ring's sweeping area. The pitch angle
distribution of the electrons is sharpened as in _f but no pitch angle scattering occurs. This again is in agreement with the suggestion mentioned in f_.
h. the degree of linear polarization at 6 cm appears to be lower by ^ 2% with
respect to the value inferred from the 21 cm calculations.
It appears that the existence of the "hot region" detected in Jupiter's radiation belts can be only partly explained by the presence of mutipole terms
in Jupiter's magnetic field configuration. A further discussion of this hot
region and the variation of all flux density parameters as a function of Jovian longitude will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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CHAPTER VI. A COMPARISON OF RADIO DATA AND MODEL CALCULATIONS OF JUPITER'S
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION; II. E-W ASYMMETRY IN THE RADIATION BELTS
AS A FUNCTION OF JOVIAN LONGITUDE.

Summary

Based upon a comparison of radio data and model calculations of Jupiter's
synchrotron radiation, the "hot region" or E-W asymmetry in the planet's radiation belts is proposed to be due to the combined effect of an overabundance of
electrons at longitudes A ^ 240 - 360

and the existence of a dusk to dawn

directed electric field over the inner magnetosphere, generated by the wind
system in the upper atmosphere.
The model calculations were based upon the magnetic field configurations
derived from the Pioneer data by Acuna and Ness (1976) (the 0, model) and by
Davis, Jones and Smith (quoted in Smith and Gulkis, 1979) (the P

(3,2)A

model), with an electron distribution derived in the first paper of this series
(de Pater, 1981). We would infer from the calculations that the 0

model gives

a slightly better fit to the data; the relatively large number density at
A. ^ 240 - 360

however, might indicate the presence of even higher order

moments in the field.

1. Introduction.

This is the second of a series of papers concerning a comparison of radio
data and model calculations of Jupiter's synchrotron radiation. The model
calculations in this series are carried out such as to produce a two-dimensional display of intensity points similar to a radio map of high resolution
data. In order to achieve this the volume emissivity is calculated at each
point in the magnetosphere for different multipolar magnetic field configurations and electron distributions as functions of energy, pitch angle and
spatial coordinates. All the contributions along the line of sight are then
summed to produce the model map. In the first paper (de Pater, 1981; further
cited as Paper I) as well as in this one the calculations are based upon the
magnetic field configurations derived from the Pioneer data by Acuna and Ness
(1976) (the 0, model) and by Davis, Jones and Smith (quoted in Smith and
Gulkis, 1979) (the P

n

(3,2)A model, further cited as the. P n

model). The

electron motion in these fields is assumed to be completely defined by the
adiabatic theory with an inward diffusion as derived from the Pioneer data
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Fig.l. The integrated flux density parameters as a function of Jovian longitude;
indicated are a. the total flux density, S, in Jy, b. the position angle of
the electric vector, PA, measured eastward from north on the sky, c. degree of
linear polarization, P , d. degree of circular polarization, ?„, and e. magnetic
it —

O

—

latitude of the earth, § , with respect to Jupiter. The solid line refers to
the values observed at 21 cm; the dots and stars indicate the 21 cm model calculations for the 0 and P11 models respectively, after the total flux density
was corrected for a thermal contribution of 0.8 Jy.
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by Goertz et al. (1979); we adapted the latter process in order also to
account for the absorption of electrons and changes in the particles' pitch
angle distributions at the orbits of Amalthea and the ring (see Paper I for a
detailed description of the physics and its mathematical formulation).
In Paper I we determined the most plausible electron distribution compatible
with the synchrotron data at ^ T I T = 200

and the spacecraft observations; in

this paper we will compare the radio data with the model while varying the
central meridian longitudes. The radio data in this paper are all taken from
de Pater (1980a: 21 cm data; 1980b: 6 cm data).

2. Integrated flux density parameters.

Fig.1 shows the variation of the integrated flux density parameters with
Jovian longitude. The solid line refers to the observations at 21 cm, the
dots and stars indicate the model calculations for the 0

and P

models

respectively, after the total flux density was corrected for a thermal contribution of 0.8 Jy. Indicated are: a_. The integrated flux density, S, in Jy,
b_. The position angle of the electric vector, PA, measured eastward from
north in the sky, c. Degree of linear polarization, P , d. Degree of circular
~~~

Li

polarization, P , and e_. the magnetic latitude of the earth, 4> , with respect
to Jupiter. This latitude was calculated according to the relation
$ = D,, + B cos(A TTT - A ) (Berge and Gulkis, 1976). D,, is the declination
m

111

EJ

o

L

of the earth relative to Jupiter's rotational equator (+2.24 at this epoch),
3 is the angle between Jupiter's magnetic and rotational axes taken as 10
and A

is the longitude of the meridian of the magnetic north pole taken as

201° (Syst.III 1965.0).
It is clear from the picture that the general beaming characteristics of the
models do fit the observations rather well, although the maxima in S are too
low and, near A ^ 300 , displaced by % 20 . The latter effect appeared to be
due to the higher order terms in the field (> (2,2) term; see Paper I).
Since the observations were taken in a period when the zenocentric declination
of the earth, D , was equal to +2.24 we adopted the same value for our model
hi

calculations. Looking from the other side of the equator woud exchange the
depths of the two minima at A ^ 20
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and 200 .
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Fig.2. a. The peak values of the circularly polarized flux density, V, as a
function of Jovian longitude on the left (solid line) and right side (dashed
line) of the belt from the 21 cm observations, b. The variation of the position
angle of the electric vector, PA, within a beam area surrounding the peak
values in the maps of the linearly polarized flux density. The various symbols
indicate the model calculations for the 0

and P-7 models: the open dots and

stars for the right half of the maps, the fully black symbols for the left
half. The small dots show the approximate result for an offset dipole model
(see text).

3. The E-W asymmetry in the flux density parameters as a function of Jovian
longitude.

In Fig.2 the 21 cm peak intensities of the circularly polarized flux density,
V, (upper part) and the position angle of the electric vector, PA, (lower part)
are plotted as functions of Jovian longitude, where PA represents the mean
value within a beam area surrounding the peak intensities in the maps of the
linearly polarized flux densities. The solid lines represent the observed
values in the left half of the maps; the dashed lines in the right half. The
various symbols indicate the results of the model calculations for the 0, and
P

n

models: the open dots and stars for the right half of the map, the fully
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Fig.S. The variation of the ratio between the peak intensities left/right
in the total flux density S /S„ (upper part) and in the linearly polarized
flux density PT/PU (lower part) as a function of Jovian longitude. The solid
lines refer to the 21 cm observations, the dashed line to the 6 am observations.
The dots and stars indicate the model calculations for the 0. and P

7

models

respectively. The small dots show the approximate result for an offset dipole
model (see text).

black symbols for the left half. The small dots show the approximate result
for an offset dipole model, for which we have taken the 0. model where all
4
terms > (2,2) in the expansion series (equ.2, Paper I) were set equal to zero.
It is clear that there is a rather good agreement between the model calculations*£'
and the data. The largest deviations in V show up near \ ^ 20°, where the 0,
model shows a slightly better fit to the data. The calculations of PA show a
rather large discrepancy with the data for the right side of the belt at
X ^ 2A0 - 360 . Although certainly observational errors may be partly blamed,
the discrepancy, I think, indicates that the field in reality is a little diffe
'•if

rent at A ^ 200°- 240° than our adopted 0, and P., field models.
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J

Fig.3 shows the ratio of the peak flux densities on the left and right sides
of the planet as a function of Jovian longitude. The upper part shows the ratio
5 /S

for the total flux density, the lower part P T /P D for the linearly polari-

zed flux density. The solid line, in both parts shows the values observed at
21 cm, the dashed line those observed at 6 cm. Since the total flux density at
6 cm is strongly dominated by the thermal flux density, we could not derive the
ratio ST/S

at this wavelength with sufficient certainty. The dots and stars

indicate the model calculations for the 0, and P.. models respectively. As in
Fig.2 the small dots show the approximate result for the offset dipole model.
\

As predicted in section 5.2, Paper I, the "hot region" in the latter case indeed
shows up at the wrong side of the belt. The change of these results into those
of the multipole models in both figures appeared to be mainly due to the
quadrupole (2,2) terms, although the octupole terms modified the latter results
noticeably. The difference between the results for the 0, and P.. models can be
rather well explained by the difference in the beaming efficiencies.
Although the calculations do fit the curve for the linearly polarized flux
densities satisfactorily, it is clear that there is a total lack of correspondence in the ratio S /S
L

for the total flux density. In particular large devia-

R

tions are found at X ^ 150 - 300 . As a first attempt in explaining the large
• •:

E-W asymmetry at A ^ 200 , we increased the number density close to the planet
considerably (Paper I ) , which resulted in a strong disagreement for the calculations compared to the observed degrees of polarization and the shape of the
emission regions. Moreover, although such an electron distribution fitted the

;

asymmetry at A ^ 200

quite well, it made the agreement at other longitudes

in the range A ^ 150 - 300

even worse. The relative E-W asymmetry in the

polarized flux densities as a function of Jovian longitude, however, was hardly
influenced by this change in the electron distribution. These curves are thus
indeed mainly governed by the magnetic field structure. Since in Fig.2 and 3
the model calculations of the polarized emission components do reasonably fit
the observations -(in spite of the discrepancy in Fig.2b at A ^ 240 - 300 ) ,
we conclude that the magnetic field configuration represents the field structure quite well. This implies that the observed anomaly in the total flux
density must be caused by a longitudinal variation in the electron density,
e.g. by a relatively over- or underabundance of particles at some specified
:

longitudes. We assumed in this paper as in Paper I the particle distribution

:

in Jupiter's inner magnetosphere to be entirely controlled by the magnetic

". field configuration, where a longitudinal variation in the density of ;< 3%
{.

I

was induced by the octupole terms in both field models. Since this variation
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clearly was due to higher order variations in the field configuration, it is
not unlikely that we can get larger variations by using even higher order
moments in Jupiter's field. Although the changes in the field itself due to
these terms certainly will influence the radiation characteristics, we expect
its effect to be small compared to the effect of the longitudinal variations
in the electron density. We therefore did not add higher order terms in the
field models (which is a rather complicated affair, but probably will be done
in the future), but just "played" with the longitudinal distribution of the
electrons to try to find one which fits the variation in S L /S R as a function
of Jovian longitude. The picture in Fig.3a shows that we need a relative overabundance of electrons at the left side of the belt for central meridian
longitudes A ^ 150°- 300°. Considering the field configuration as sketched

I.

in Fig.4 it is obvious that we cannot simply take an overabundance of electrons
in a certain longitude range to fit the asymmetry observed at A ^ 290 as well
as at A ^ 155°. Moreover if we could find an overabundance of electrons in a
region which would sufficiently raise the radiation from the left side between
A ^ 150° and A ^ 300°, it would evenso raise the radiation from the right side
at other longitudes, unless the beaming efficiency then would be very poor.
Comparing, however, the calculations at A ^ 65

and A ^ 110 with those at

A ^ 245° and 290° respectively, we would judge from Fig.3 that a difference

;,

in beaming effect between both sides of the belt can never account for a large
increase in S /S,, at A ^ 245°- 290° and leave the ratios at A ^ 65 - 110
L

R

^
-J
£-•

essentially unchanged. We thus can conclude that an overabundance at certain

•

longitudes of electrons alone cannot account for the observed variation in

'

the ratio S /S n as a function of Jovian longitude.
L R

\

4. The influence of electric fields in Jupiter's magnetosphere upon the

2

distribution of the relativistic electrons.

£•"•

In the terrestial magnetosphere we know that a dawn to dusk directed electric
field is induced by the interaction of the solar wind with the earth's field.
Fluctuations in this field are taken to be the main driving force for particle .
diffusion in the magnetosphere. Also winds in the partly ionized upper atmos- ]
phere generate electric fields.
In the case of Jupiter, fluctuations in these wind-generated fields are sugges-f
ted to drive particle diffusion in the magnetosphere (Brice and McDonough, 1973j
Due to solar heating of the upper atmosphere a rather steady wind pattern is

I

set up: pressure gradients will cause a flow polewards from the equator on the I
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180°

-- 270°

Fig. 4. A sketch of the radiation belts as seen from above.
The form of a B = const, contour in the magnetic equator
is roughly indicated.
The only region in common for
central meridian longitudes
between A - 155° and 290°
is shaded.

Vn

dawn

sun

dusk
Fig.5. A sketch of Jupiter's inner magnetosphere, where the direction of the
eleotrio field Em is indieatedj together with the direction of the drift
motion of the electrons and protons due to the vB x B term and the direction
of the velocity v_„ due to the electric field Enn.
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I

day side which returns via an equatorial flow on the night side. This wind
system will cause an approximately dusk-dawn directed electric field E = -vxB/c •
.Brice and McDonough (1973) show that the potential drop over Jupiter due to this
wind-generated field E

might be of the order of several MV; such a potential
J

difference certainly will influence the distribution of the relativistic electrons in Jupiter's radiation belts. In order to determine this effect, we
3/2
assume the field's radial dependence to be described by: E n n = E /L
(Brice
and McDonough, 1973), where E _ stands for the dusk-dawn directed electric
field over Jupiter's magnetosphere. We further assume E

to be aligned with

the dusk-dawn direction; thus we neglect possible phase lags in this field,
due to Jupiter's rotation.
We can distinguish the following modifications in the electron distribution
(see Fig.5):
&. The electrons will gain energy drifting along their paths from the dawn to
the dusk side, and lose it in the other half of their drift paths. Since the
particle density decreases with increasing energy there are more electrons
with a given energy E at the dusk side than at the dawn side, which results in
a larger amount of synchrotron radiation from the dusk side. This corresponds
to the right side in our maps (see also Brice and McDonough, 1973).
_b. Assuming the first adiabatic invariant of the electrons to be conserved,
the particles will trace out a slightly different path when their energies
change. The velocity v
^ VB x B along their drift paths will be modified
-

by the term v

»

•

-

»

•

-

»

,

•

= cE x B/B 2 , which is directed sunward. Although this term is

expected to be much smaller than the v

term, it will cause a noticeable
UD

de- and acceleration of the electrons at the dawn and dusk side respectively.
Assuming the particle population along their drift paths to be in a steady
-3
state, we can write n.v_.A = const., where n is the number density cm
and
A the surface enclosed by two drift shells (see Fig.4 and equ.ll in Paper I ) .
This will yield an increase in the electron density at the dawn side and a
decrease at the dusk side, just opposite to the effect mentioned in a.

>

The model calculations show that all points in Fig.3a are shifted upwards
by ^ 0.15 (0.12 - 0.18 depending upon Jovian longitude) under influence of a

A\

dusk to dawn directed electric field with a potential across the planet of 1 MV.ft?
Hence, effect b_ appears to be stronger than &. Note, however, that although the &•
disagreement between the calculations and observations at A ^ 150°- 300° decrea-bs
ses, we create one at all other longitudes.
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5, How to fit the "hot region" in Jupiter's radiation belts.

In sections 3 and 4 we showed that the E-W asymmetry in S /S (Fig.3a) as a
L R
function of Jovian longitude could not be interpreted in terms of a "hot region"
or overabundance of electrons at certain longitudes, nor by a dusk-dawn directed
electric field, which effectively increased the synchrotron radiation from the
left side in our model calculations at all Jovian longitudes. A third possibility, of course, is a combination of these two effects, such that the too large
flux density on the left side at A % 330 - 120

can be compensated by an over-

abundance of electrons on the right side. Looking at Fig.4 the most suitable
place for this overabundance is then at A 'v 240 - 360 . In section 3 we suggested
any longitudinal variations in the electron density to be due to field geometry
variations determined by the high order moments in Jupiter's field. Since the
strength of these terms decreases fast with distance from the planet, we expect
the largest variations in the electron density close to the planet. Since the
drift shells of the particles near A "o 240°- 360° lie much closer to Jupiter
than at any other longitude, the field geometry at this side will be relatively
strongly influenced by the multipole terms. Thus inserting the appropriate
high order terms in the magnetic field will allow us to manipulate the equilibrium electron density in the required way.
From a comparison of model calculations to the data it appears that we require
a dusk to dawn directed electric field with a potential across the planet of
i 0.5 MV and some 30% overabundance of electrons in the region A ^ 240 - 360
to obtain a reasonable fit. The comparison with the data thereby suggests a
radial dependence of this excess with a power steeper than r

, which is gene-

rated by octupole terms. The potential across the planet of ^ 0.5 MV requires
wind speeds of the order of 20 m/sec. Fig.6 shows the result for the variation
ST/S_ (upper part) and P T /P D (lower part) with longitude with the above paraL K.
L if.
meters and Fig.7 shows the result for the circularly polarized flux density
V -V-. and the position angle of the electric vector PA -PA . The latter results
L R
L
K
mainly show some changes in V with respect to Fig.2 for the left side of the
belt at A ^ 150°- 300°. Fig.8 shows the final result for the integrated flux
density parameters as a function of Jovian longitude. Since the degrees of
polarization PT and P
Ll

at A = 200

were increased by 0.6% and 0.1% of S res-

Li

pectively, we assumed 85% of the electrons outside Amalthea's orbit to be in
the isotropic pitch angle distribution, whereas in Fig.1-3 we had taken 80%.
A comparison with Fig.l shows that the beaming characteristics for the 0,
model are not changed much, in contrast to those for the P.. model, where the
143

60

120

160

240

300

360
X,,, [1965 .0]

Fig. 6. The same picture as in Fig.3 but the model calculations are chcmged
by the insertion of a dusk-dawn directed electric field E

and an overabun-

dance of electrons at X ^ 240°- 360°(see the text for details).
The open circles indicate the model calculations for the 0

model at 6 cm

(and which thus are convolved with a smaller beam size).

agreement with the data has become worse. In fact all figures together show
that the 0, model gives a slightly better fit to the observations. The most
severe discrepancies between the calculations and the data show up in the
beaming characteristics of the total flux density at X ^ 240°- 330° and in the
position angle for the right half of the map at A % 240°- 300°. Perhaps these
discrepancies can be settled when we add the appropriate high order moments to
Jupiter's magnetic field and allow for a slightly different direction of the
electric field due to the planet's rotation.
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Fig.?- The same picture as in Fig. 2, with model calculations as in Fig.6.
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6. Conclusions.

Based upon a comparison of radio data with model calculations of Jupiter's
synchrotron radiation we have shown that the "hot region" in the planet's
radiation belts is probably due to the combined effect of an overabundance of
electrons at longitudes A ^ 240 - 360

and the existence of a dusk to dawn

directed electric field over the inner magnetosphere. The presence of this
field results in a relatively larger amount of radiation from the dawn side of
the belt, where the overabundance of electrons will either intensify the radiation from this side, (at A ^ 150 - 300 ) or partly compensate for it.
As proposed by Brice and McDonough (1973) this electric field may be generated
by the wind system in the partly ionized upper atmosphere; a steady wind
of ^ 20 m/sec is then required to fit our data. We further propose that the
overabundance of electrons is caused by moments in Jupiter's magnetic field,

I

of higher order than the octupole terms which were included in the calculations.

I
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Fig.8. The variation of the integrated flux density parameters as a function
of Jovian longitude (see Fig.l), with the model calculations as in Fig.6.
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

• In Chapters V and VI the high energy electron distribution as a function of
energy, pitch angle and spatial coordinates in Jupiter's inner raagnetosphere
was derived from a comparison of radio data and model calculations of Jupiter's
synchrotron radiation. It appeared that in order to get a reasonable fit to
all radiation characteristics, we had to constrain the various physical parameters in the following way:
1. In order to account for the variation in the flux density as a function of
wavelength (6-21-50 cm) a rather flat energy spectrum was required, flatter
than the distribution inferred from the Pioneer data (van Allen,1976).
2. About 80 - 85% of the electrons outside Amalthea's orbit have an isotropic

^

pitch angle distribution. This distribution and the total number density
are both consistent with the satellite data.
3. The position of the radiation peaks is consistent with the inward radial
diffusion model for high energy electrons as derived from the satellite
data by Goertz et al. (1979).
4. The flattening in the intensity of the radiation peaks with radius at the
position of Amalthea is due to absorption of electrons by this satellite
and subsequent pitch angle scattering of those which escaped this absorption. '}

The latter process is consistent with a resonance interaction o f the
electrons w i t h whistler m o d e noise.

I

f

j'

5. T h e strong increase i n the intensity o f the radiation peaks a t the position
of the ring indicates a long life time of electrons against local losses
close to the p l a n e t , and the absence of any pitch angle scattering of the
particles crossing the ring's sweeping area. Thus there is hardly any
decrease in t h e number density of the radiating particles w h i c h a r e c o n fined to the vicinity of the magnetic equatorial surface. T h e absorption
effect of electrons with small pitch angles is in agreement w i t h t h e effect
measured b y Pioneer I] ( F i l l i u s , 1 9 7 6 ) .
6. T h e variation in the radiation characteristics w i t h J o v i a n longitude show
that t h e 0, magnetic field model a s derived from the Pioneer data b y Acuna

v_3

and Ness (1976) represents Jupiter's field structure rather w e l l .

jj

7. I n order to explain the existence of t h e "hot r e g i o n " in Jupiter's radiation jig
belts a ^ 3 0 % overabundance of electrons is required at L ^ 1.5 - 1.6
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^

and X "v 240 -360 , together with the presence of a dusk to dawn directed

jf

electric field with a potential across the planet of -v 0.5 MV. This field

;,V

may be generated by a steady wind system in the partly ionized upper atmos-

><

•';

phere of ^ 20 m/sec (Brice and McDonough, 1973). The overabundance of
electrons is proposed to be due to the presence of higher order moments
in Jupiter's magnetic field.

It is clear from this short summary that an analysis of decimetric radiation
can give us some new and useful information on the Jovian magnetosphere. The
basic problems concerning the source and mode of transport of the high energy
electrons is, however, still unsolved, although we may probably conclude that
the inward radial diffusion model might indeed form the primary mode of transport for these particles in the inner 6 - 10 R. of the magnetosphere.
Various sources of particles have been considered in the past:
&_. The injection of thermal particles by the solar wind.
b_. A "recirculation" model for energetic electrons in Jupiter's field has been
developed by Sentman et al. (1975) to explain the presence of relativistic
particles in the outer magnetosphere and the detection of field-aligned
streaming of electrons and protons away from the planet. This would probably allow process a_ to be only a minor feature in the Jovian magnetosphere
(van Allen,1976).
£. The Pioneer and Voyager data show a large influence of the Galilean
satellites on the particle distribution —

they act both as sources and

sinks for the particles. Wave particle interactions produced by plasma
turbulence induced by the satellites probably play an important role
(van Allen, 1976; Fillius et al., 1976; Krimigis et al., 1979).

Various hitherto unexplained features in the decimetric radio emission are
(see Chapter I ) :
a_. The sudden decrease in the flux density (25-35% at 11-21 cm) in 1972.
Since this decrease is wavelength dependent, it indicates a change (a
flattening) in the energy spectrum of the electrons, together with a
decrease in the number density and/or magnetic field strength. If the field
strength has remained constant, the number density decreased in 1972 by
a factor of ^ 2.5. This,I think, can be caused by either a modification
of the magnetic field causing a large loss of particles into the atmosphere, and/or a large outflow of particles into the interplanetary medium,
or by the influence of the Galilean satellites onto the electron distribution. In Chapter V it was suggested that wave particle interactions in
the vicinity of the moons can change the electrons' energy distribution.
The fact that no Io torus was detected in 1973 in contrast to the very
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intense one observed by the Voyagers in 1979, implies also large changes
in the particle density near the satellites, which might be due to the
influence of the satellites themself.
b_. The inward displacement of the radiation peaks in 1973.
From Chapter V it is clear that this displacement is probably caused by
an increase in the diffusion coefficient due to an increase in the electric
and/or magnetic field fluctuations which drive the diffusion.
£. The longitudinal displacement of the "hot region" in Jupiter's radiation
belts by ^ 60 . The region was detected in 1967 at a longitude A ^ 200
(Branson, 1968); in 1973, 1977 and 1978 it was found to be at A i, 250°-260°
(this thesis).
Considering point 7 above, a change in the longitude of this region indicates a change in the geometry of the magnetic field —

thus a change in

the current system inside the planet.
Since all these changes in the radiation characteristics ocurred in the same
time period, it is an intriguing question how they can be related to each
other. As shown above the displacement of the "hot region" indicates a change
in Jupiter's field geometry caused by a change in the current system inside
the planet. Since the particle diffusion is driven by fluctuations in the
electric and/or magnetic fields, the diffusion coefficient can easily be
changed by changing the field configuration in and near the planet. Finally,
because of the satellites are connected with Jupiter via magnetic lines of
force, which near the planet might undergo (considerable) deformation when
changing higher order moments in the magnetic field, it is not unlikely that
the influence of the satellites on the particle distribution will change too.
So I want to conclude that a change in Jupiter's field configuration might
form the driving mechanism behind all variations detected in the radio
emission since ^ 1972. The abrupt change in the current system, however,
required to change the field geometry in such a short time scale, still
remains a puzzle.

Using the above information I make the following suggestions for future work
which may help to solve the problem of the source and mode of transport
of the high energy electrons in Jupiter's magnetosphere:
a.. Comparison of the Pioneer and Voyager data to see whether the electron
density and energy spectra in special parts of the magnetosphere have
changed.
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b_. Calculation of whether high order moments in Jupiter's field might be
responsible for a ^ 30% overabundance of electrons at L ^ 1.5 - 1.6 and
X % 240 -360 , and what changes are necessary to create the "hot region"
as observed in 1967 by Branson.
£. Determination of what role is played by the Galilean satellites in determining the high energy electron distribution in the inner magnetosphere,
i.e.by a further study of wave particle interactions in the vicinity of
these moons.
d_. It will be useful to regularly make high resolution radio observations
of Jupiter to check possible changes in the emission region and/or in the
curves representing the variation of the radiation characteristics as a
function of Jovian longitude —

in particular in relation to the "hot

region": possible up- and downward shifts in the ratio S /S

in Fig.3,

Chapter VI, or changes in that curve which indicate a change in the dusk
to dawn directed electric field or in the high order moments of the
magnetic field configuration respectively.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift zijn zowel radio waarnemingen van Jupiter (in deel I) als
model berekeningen (in deel II) gepresenteerd. Ik zal in deze samenvatting
proberen de hoofdpunten uit ieder hoofdstuk aan te geven en deze kort toe te
lichten.
In de inleiding wordt een kort overzicht gegeven van de verschillende
emissie-komponenten waaruit. Juoiters radiostraling in het golflengtegebied
tussen 1 en 100 cm bestaat, te weten de thermische straling afkomstig van de
planeet atmosfeer en de niet-thermische of synchrotron straling uitgezonden
door hoog-energetische elektronen die zich in het magnetische veld bevinden
dat Jupiter omringt. Het accent is in dit proefschrift gelegd op de tweede
komponent, hoewel in de eerste vier hoofdstukken ook (kwalitatief) op de atmosfeer wordt ingegaan. Verder is een korte opsomming gegeven van wat er bekend was over de atmosfeer en magnetosfeer (op grond van radio waarnemingen)
en welke nieuwe bijdrage dit proefschrift geleverd heeft.
In Hoofdstuk II zijn de metingen besproken die ten tijde van de Pioneer
10 flyby (dec. 1973) gemaakt zijn met behulp van de Westerbork teleskoop. Deze
metingen laten duidelijk de aanwezigheid van een gebied in Jupiters stralingsgordels zien dat meer straling uitzendt dan zijn omgeving (de "hot region").
Helaas waren de waarnemingen niet zo goed dat ik erg veel meer informatie uit

\

deze metingen kon halen; wel toonden ze duidelijk het belang aan van de noodzaak om betere plaatjes te maken met een hoog oplossend vermogen en zo mogelijk in alle vier de Stokes parameters. Deze metingen werden in dec. 1977 en
april 1978 verkregen op de golflengtes 21 respektievelijk 6 cm. Ze zijn beschreven in de hoofstukken III en IV. Beide metingen bevestigen het bestaan
van de "hot region"; verder tonen de 21 cm metingen (in het bijzonder de gegevens van de circulair gepolarizeerde fluxdichtheden) duidelijk aan dat

R",

Jupiters veld geen zuiver dipool veld is maar (net als bij de aarde) vrij
sterke afwijkingen hiervan vertoont (multipool magneetveld). Om een duidelijk
beeld te geven van de verandering van de stralings-karakteristieken terwijl
Jupiter roteert, zijn de plaatjes (in totale en gepolarizeerde flux-dichtheden) bij de 24 verschillende rotatie aspekten verwerkt tot een filmpje. De
6 cm gegevens laten struktuur in de stralingsgordels zien ter plaatse van de
maan Amalthea en de ring die Jupiter omgeeft, hetgeen aan absorptie verschijnselen van hoog-energetische elektronen door beide objekten toegeschreven wordt.
Tevens werden emissie-gebiedjes bij Jupiters polen gedetekteerd. In het bijzonder in hoofdstuk IV wordt ook even ingegaan op de thermische stralings kom-

f
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ponent: aangetoond wordt dat het gas ammonia in Jupiters atmosfeer een abundantie heeft ongeveer drie maal zo hoog als in de zon en dat dit gas vrij
plotseling in dichtheid afneemt in lagen boven 'v 200 K. Dit wordt vnl. aan
kondensatie effekten van dit gas aan de voet van de ammonia wolken toegeschreven (de witte wolken lagen in Jupiters atmosfeer).
In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift worden de radio gegevens vergeleken met model berekeningen van Jupiters synchrotron straling. In hoofdstuk
V.l-6 is vrij gedetailleerd beschreven hoe ik de modelberekeningen uitvoer.
In het kort komt het op het volgende neer: op ieder punt in Jupiters magneetveld wordt de emissiviteit berekend, waarna alle bijdragen langs de gezichtslijn opgeteld worden, zodat een twee-dimensionaal beeld verkregen wordt vergelijkbaar met een radioplaatje met een hoog oplossend vermogen. Als magneetveld
wordt een multipool veld gebruikt zoals de velden afgeleid van de Pioneer gegevens. De beweging van de elektronen in het veld wordt verondersteld aan de
adiabatische theorie te voldoen, waarbij de radiële verdeling berekend wordt
op grond van de aanname dat de elektronen van buiten af naar binnen toe
diffunderen. Deze aanname, of beter gezegd dit diffusie model is konsistent
met de satelliet gegevens. De maan Amalthea en de ring rondom Jupiter hebben
een grote invloed op de elektronen verdeling: beide absorberen ze elektronen,
waarbij de mate van absorptie door Amalthea ook nog afhangt van de energie
van het elektron; bovendien worden vnl. deeltjes met kleine pitch angles weggevangen, dus diegenen die op en neer langs de veldlijnen bewegen en dus altijd
de rotatie equator, het vlak waarin de maan en ring zich bevinden, kruisen.
Binnen Amalthea's omloopbaan en de ring worden dus vnl. elektronen in het magnetische equatorvlak aangetroffen. Interakties met "whistler-mode" golven
echter kunnen de steile pitch angle verdeling weer enigszins isotropizeren.
Op grond van een vergelijking van mijn berekeningen met de radio waarnemingen
blijkt dit ook inderdaad in de buurt van Amalthea te gebeuren.
In Hoofdstuk V.7 worden vrij uitvoerig de verschillende vrije parameters
in het programma besproken; een overzicht van de uiteindelijk gekozen parameters is gegeven in hoofdstuk V.9.
In Hoofdstuk VI wordt ingegaan op de "hot region" in Jupiters stralingsgordels. Uit een vergelijking van de modelberekeningen met de radio gegevens
blijkt er een groot verschil te bestaan tussen de waargenomen en berekende
asymmetrie in de plaatjes van de totale intensiteit, terwijl waarnemingen en
berekeningen van de gepolarizeerde fluxen goed met elkaar overeen komen. Op
grond van verdere berekeningen blijkt de asymmetrie in alle plaatjes verklaard
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te kunnen worden onder aanname van een elektrisch veld dat van West naar Oost
over de magnetosfeer staat (vergelijkbaar met het oost-west gerichte veld over
de aardse magnetosfeer) en dat de deeltjes dichtheid bij bepaalde lengtes
(X

'Vi 240

- 360 ) veel groter is ( ^ 30%) dan op andere plaatsen in het veld.

De meest voor de hand liggende verklaring voor dit laatste verschijnsel is het
bestaan van 2eer hoge orde termen in Jupiters veld.
In Hoofstuk VII worden alle conclusies uit de twee voorgaande hoofdstukken
nog eens op een rij gezet, wordt aandacht geschonken aan de nog steeds onopgeloste problemen betreffende de oorsprong van de hoog energetische elektronen
in Jupiters magnetosfeer en de plotselinge verandering in verschillende karakteristieken van de radio emissie in 1972 (plotselinge verlaging in de radio
flux, inwaardse verplaatsing van de stralings-pieken en de positionele verschuiving van de "hot region"). Het gehele verhaal wordt afgesloten met enkele
suggesties voor toekomstig onderzoek dat mogelijk kan bijdragen tot een oplossing van de genoemde problemen.
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Studieoverzicht
Na het bezoeken van het gymnasium te Hengelo (0) (1964-1970) besloot ik
in de zomer 1970 sterrenkunde te gaan studeren. In feb.1973 behaalde ik mijn
kandidaatsexamen hierin aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. In de doktoraal
fase begon ik me wat meer voor het grensvlak geofysika-astronomie te interesseren; ik volgde enkele colleges in de geologie/geofysika en schreef een skriptie over de aardse magnetosfeer. Alhoewel ik deze skriptie schreef

voor

Prof.dr. E. den Tex verbonden aan het Geologisch Instituut te Leiden, heb ik erg
veel steun gehad van drs. Wim J. Weber van het Sterrenkundig Instituut te
Utrecht; bij hem heb ik daarna ook, aansluitend op deze skriptie, het zg.
"grote onderzoek" gedaan, met als onderwerp: "Computations on the interaction
of an interplanetary shock with the earth's magnetosphere" (gepubliceerd in
Astrophys. Sp. Sci. 5_1_, 217-224). In de zomer 1975 bezocht ik (per fiets) de
zomerschool over plasma fysika in Culham, te Engeland. In oktober het daaropvolgende jaar deed ik mijn doktoraal examen in de sterrenkunde met als bijvakken geofysika en natuurkunde. Inmiddels was mij een beurs toegekend (in het
kader van het culturele verdrag) voor Zweden, waar ik ^ 10 maanden bij
Prof. Dr. C.G. Falthammar zou komen te werken. In dezelfde tijd echter werd

'

me een promotieplaats in Leiden aangeboden met als onderwerp "Jupiter". Aan-

.i

gezien mij dit een erg interessant onderwerp leek en het op dat moment meer

J

perspektieven bood dan het werk in Zweden, besloot ik de promotieplaats te

f

accepteren. De bedoeling was in eerste instantie om radio waarnemingen uit
1973 te reduceren waarvoor de M S A in het kader van Jupiter-Orbiter-Pjrobe
project een subsidie beschikbaar had gesteld. In oktober 1977 werd ik uitgenodigd in Ames Research Center om een verhaal te houden over de metingen op
een JOP bijeenkomst. Zoals gelezen kan worden in dit boekje is het uiteindelijke project niet bij een loutere reduktie van waarnemingen gebleven, maar is
het accent later zeer duidelijk komen te liggen op de interpretatie van de
metingen.
Ter afsluiting van dit studieoverzicht nog een opsomming van de internationale

;

konferenties waar ik aan heb deel genomen (en voordrachten heb gehouden):

. '.<

YERAC, in Torun,Polen (1976) en Dwingeloo (1977)

:

Zf

COSPAR, in Innsbruck, Oostenrijk (1978) en Budapest, Hongarije (1980)

Sf:

URSI, in Helsinki, Finland (1978)

ïïPl

IAU, in Montreal, Canada (1979)
Third Conference on the physics of the Jovian magnetosphere, Houston, Texas,

£$j
'fiV*.

£*••••'

(1980)

is

'01
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;

Aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift werkten mee: J.R. Dickel, H. van
der Laan (de initiatiefnemer in het verkrijgen van NASA geld); R.S. Le Poole
(van wie ik met name tijdens de data reduktie veel steun ondervond); C,K.
Goertz,

H.C. van de Hulst, S. Gulkis en zijn medewerkers in JPL (met adviezen

betreffende het theoretische gedeelte van dit proefschrift); K.W. Weiier;
K.W.C. Lugtenborg (met zijn onmisbare programmeer adviezen); de Westerbork teleskoop en reductie groepen; Lenore de Leeuw, J.J. Ober, W.J. Brokaar en L.A.
Zuyderduin (die respektievelijk het type, teken- en fotografische werk verrichtten) .
Helaas staat het Leidse Promotiereglement niet toe hen en anderen van wie ik
steun ondervond tijdens het verrichten van dit onderzoek, hiervoor te bedanken

STELLINGEN BEHORENDE BIJ HET PROEFSCHRIFT
"OBSERVATIONS AND MODELS OF THE DECIMETRIC
RADIO EMISSION FROM JUPITER".

]. Een ruimtevaartuig dat zich bevindt boven ëén van Jupiters polen en is
toegerust met een radioteleskoop zou nuttige informatie kunnen verschaffen
over de oorsprong en transport van hoog-energetische deeltjes in Jupiters
magnetosfeer.
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Fig.l. laat modelberekeningen zien van Jupiters synclirotron straling,
waarbij de waarnemer zich boven de noordpool bevindt.
a. totale intensiteit met een cross scan van oost naar west
door het emissiegebied.
b. circulair gepolariseerde fluxdichtheid met een cross scan
als in a.

2. De "hot region" waargenomen in Jupiters stralingsgordels is het gevolg van
een relatief grote elektronendichtheid op een bepaalde plaats in het magneetveld, nog versterkt door een van west naar oost gericht elektrisch veld over
de magnetosfeer.

3. Op grond van de met de Westerbork SRT verkregen radiogegevens had het bestaan
van de stofring rondom Jupiter voorspeld kunnen worden.

4. De plotselinge verandering in verschillende parameters van Jupiters radioflux in 1972 duidt op een verandering in het stroomsysteem in het inwendige
van de planeet op dat tijdstip.

5. Het verschil tussen het energiespektrum afgeleid uit de Pioneer waarnemingen
met dat uit de radiogegevens duidt op een sterke invloed van Ganymedes op
het magnetosferische plasma.

6. De enige mogelijkheid om de vertikale struktuur van Jupiters atmosfeer te
ontrafelen zonder gebruik te maken van ruimtevaartuigen als de JupiterOrbiter-Probe is de interpretatie van radiowaarnemingen met een hoog oplossend vermogen op meerdere golflengtes > 2 cm.

7. Waarnemingen van Jupiter met inbegrip van een goede interpretatie van de
niet-thermische stralingskomponent kunnen bijdragen tot een beter begrip
van galaktische (bv. pulsars) en extra-galaktische (bv. kompakte) radiobronnen.

8. In Nederland heeft geen enkele astronome een vaste positie in astronomisch
onderzoek. De oorzaak hiervan moet onderzocht worden.

9. Men zou studenten/promovendi bij aanvang van de studie van een bonk klei
moeten voorzien.

10. Bij de dichtbij de natuur staande volkeren oefende de angst voor tovenarij
een stabiliserende invloed op de maatschappij uit ("Daughters of the earth",
Carolyn Niethammer, Collier MacMillan Publishers, London-New York). Als
zulke angsten overwonnen zijn, wat kan de mensen dan nog in bedwang houden?

I . Gezien de nog steeds groeiende populariteit van de astrologie is het de
moeite waard voor hen die een doktoraal examen in de astronomie behaald
hebben, van de pedel een officiële engelse vertaling te verlangen:

RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT TE LEIDEN
BUREAU PEDEL
RAPENBURG 73
TEL: 148333 - 7011

FACULTY OF SCIENCE
This is to certify that IMKE DE PATER BORN AT
Hengelo on march 28, 1952 Has passed her hand,
examination Astrology on february 13, 197"3, and
her Post. grad. examination of Astrology on
October 5, 1976.

For the Faculty of Science,

D.W. Spierenburg
pedel, State University of Leiden.

12. Mannen mogen van geluk spreken dat vrouwen niet als sommige spinnen of
als vari's zijn.

13.

muziek, van de magnetosf eren
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Tra-la-la, tra-la-la
tra-la-la, tra-la-la
Rum- tuni-tiddle-um- turn,
tiddle-iddle, tiddle-iddle,
tiddle-iddle, tiddle-iddle,
Rum-tum-tum-tiddle-um

from Winnie-the-Pooh
by A.A.Milne

Imke de Pater
Leiden, I Okt. 1980

